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Abstract 
The main argument driving the thesis; namely the fact that the literature is treating 
cultural quarter development as mainly originating from the supply side with limited 
attention to the demand side (e.g., consumers’/visitors’ preferences and tastes for 
prospective developments in the cultural scene). Thus, the analysis argues that more 
attention should be placed upon cultural quarter establishment, as opposed to cultural 
quarter production. For this purpose, the thesis engages into a quest to reveal 
individual preferences for future policy initiatives in the area. 
 
The thesis considers the case study, namely the proposed cultural quarter development 
in Saadiyat Island, in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE). It provides a 
background on Abu Dhabi, the reason for focusing on cultural tourism, the Saadiyat 
island development and the planned activities and cultural infrastructure to appear on 
the island. The thesis also considers the rationale behind the project (i.e., 
diversification of the Emirate’s economy) as well as the potential criticism that may 
arise (has risen as a result of this policy initiative) in the literature. The main argument 
in favour of this policy initiative is the diversification of the mono-culture nature of 
the domestic economy, whereas the main argument against such an initiative is that it 
will appear as an ‘elitist’ development not catering for native culture and tradition, 
thus failing to relate to native customs and cultural heritage. We argue that this issue 
will also have negative repercussions for the sustainability of the cultural quarter if 
not addressed properly from policy makers.  
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The first part of the discussion in Chapter 4 is devoted to the survey method, the 
selection of the product attributes to be used in the choice experiment and the 
rationale behind them. In other words, we try to provide some sort of justification for 
the component parts of the methodology, namely stated preferences discrete choice 
model . This is a standard procedure that has been followed in the literature over other 
similar applications of the methodology in relevant settings. The analysis in this first 
part of the discussion also makes an effort to justify the self-completion mode that 
was chosen for the survey instrument, over other common practice questionnaire 
filling techniques.  
 
Chapter 5 deals with the specific research methodology; namely stated preferences 
discrete choice modeling (SPDCM). In particular, this section of the discussion 
considers the various economic valuation techniques and contrasts SPDCM with 
contingent valuation methodology (CVM). Then, the analysis considers the economic 
and the econometric underpinnings of the SPDCM methodology (RUM, LCA and 
decision making theories) and concludes with the theoretical analysis of the welfare 
effects derived from the SPDCM approach.  
 
 The descriptive analysis part of the thesis is split into two parts. The first part of the 
analysis considers: frequencies of the sample population and further segments the 
sample population into groups (cross – tabulations). Further we combine respondents’ 
attributes and characteristics (revealed preference data), with their preferences for the 
various attributes and their levels/configurations used in the choice experiment (stated 
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preference data). In this way, the thesis tries to combine the various sources of data 
(revealed – stated) in order to explain individual preferences and potential variation 
among the sample population.  
 
The section empirical econometric results derived from the SPDCM experiment are 
presented. In particular, the analysis is split into three major sub-sections . In the first 
sub-section, the analysis considers the empirical results derived from the homogenous 
preference multinomial logit analysis (MNL). The empirical results are summarized 
through 3 main tables (beta coefficients, marginal effects, and marginal willingness to 
pay (MWTP) estimates.  
 
Sub – section 2 of the analysis considers the heterogeneous preference multinomial 
logit model or mixed logit (MMNL) model. According to the discussion in previous 
sections of the discussion, the MMNL specification is the most flexible preference 
specification and offers more credibility and depth in the discussion. This sub – 
section considers practical issues revolving around the MMNL model (such as the 
number of random draws and the selection of the random parameters). Finally, sub 
section 3 deals with the empirical results derived from the MMNL specification. This 
section also summarises the empirical results of the MMNL where random parameters 
are allowed to be correlated. This is an issue that has rather strangely not been 
frequently considered in the relevant literature, but offers useful insight to policy 
makers and practitioners alike. 
  
  
xiii 
The discussion of the empirical results concludes with a section on cultural 
entrepreneurship. This chapter, although seemingly unrelated to the normal flow 
of the discussion so far can be treated as an one – off attempt to address the 
criticism relating to the issue of cultural quarter sustainability. In particular, the 
thesis of this chapter is that without properly cultivating native cultural 
entrepreneurship, efforts towards the establishment of a cultural quarter would 
be short lived. Thus, this particular section of the analysis deals with factors that 
could positively affect native cultural entrepreneurship.  
 
This chapter carries out a multivariate analysis on the effect of culture and 
cultural resources on tourists’ decision to visit the Abu Dhabi Emirate in the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE). This multivariate approach is a natural extension 
of the bivariate descriptive analysis usually undertaken in the literature (Zaidi 
2001). The objective of the thesis is to capture the effect of a number of 
individual variables (such as age, gender and place of residence) as well as 
tourism phenomena (repeat visit, time of visit) on the importance tourists in Abu 
Dhabi place on culture and cultural resources. In the process of the thesis, we 
will also identify the phenomena and variables that affect the positive and 
negative views regarding native cultural entrepreneurship. Using the binomial 
and multinomial probability models, we measure how changes in age, income 
levels, length of stay and other variables trigger changes in cultural appreciation 
among visitors in Abu Dhabi. 
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The last chapter summarises and interprets the results derived from the 
descriptive and the econometric results section of the thesis. This chapter in 
essence is working in parallel to the information provided in other sections of 
the thesis and aims to bring together all the policy related issues and 
recommendations mentioned during the thesis. Overall, the purpose of this 
chapter is to collate all these policy suggestions and recommendations into a 
chapter that would provide meaningful directions of managers, practitioners and 
policy decision makers. The focus of this chapter is on heterogeneity and how 
we capture preference differentiation among respondents. For that purpose, the 
policy recommendations chapter is structured as follows. We first concentrate 
on the empirical results derived from the descriptive analysis of the sample and 
then move on to the empirical results derived from the econometric analysis.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
Summary 
 
This chapter introduces the reader to the case study, explains the aims and 
objectives of the thesis and elaborates on what the thesis intends to achieve. In 
particular, the 1st chapter in the thesis briefly introduces the concept of (industrial) 
districts and quarters and how it has been incorporate in the cultural tourism 
literature. For that reason the analysis in this chapter considers the available 
literature in the field. The chapter also identifies the significance of the study (who 
is going to benefit from this and in what ways) and as stated above, discusses in 
some detail the particular aims and objectives of this empirical investigation. 
Finally, the chapter concludes by briefly introducing the reader to the particular 
research methodology adopted for the empirical investigation and the empirical 
evaluation of the results. 
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1.1. An Introduction to the Concept of the Cultural Quarter 
The chosen area of my investigation focuses on the development of a cultural 
quarter in Abu Dhabi (AD), United Arab Emirates (UAE). Although the concept of 
a cultural quarter in academia is well developed (stemming from the seminal work 
performed by Jacobs (1970), Marshall (1920, 1927) and Schumpeter (1934)), the 
application of the concept has been rarely used in a cultural economics concept. In 
addition to that, the concept of a clustered cultural economy in the form of a 
‘cultural quarter’ in the a Middle Eastern context is quite new (Nyarko 2010, 
Haryopratomo et al. 2011, Dubai Economic Council 2009, Porter  2010). 
Increasingly, in this geographical context, the concept of a cultural quarter has been 
utilized to denote a major spatial and tourism related development project. Although 
the thesis will make a distinction later on between ‘natural’ as opposed to ‘imposed’ 
cultural district (Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011, Stern and Seifert 2007), the 
abovementioned definition is in line with established practices and definitions in the 
literature (Wynne 1994, Frost-Kumpf 1998, Santagata 2002, Lazzeretti 2008).   
 
The term cultural quarter or district has first appeared in the literature during the 
early 1980s in the USA (Montgomery 2003, Whitt 1987). More recently, the 
concept of cultural quarters or districts has received a lot of attention among 
academics and policy makers (OECD 2001, Caniels and Romijn 2006, Glaeser et al. 
2010a, Glaeser et al. 2010b). According to Montgomery (2004), the concept of 
cultural quarters as a means to achieve economic development and regeneration in 
the UK took off during the late 1980s. The term ‘cultural quarter’ is broadly taken to 
refer to a geographic clustering of cultural industries with a broad focus on culture, 
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heritage, creative activity, new and multimedia technology (Roodhouse and Mokre 
2004). This is based on the fact that firms located in close geographic proximity 
tend to perform better than isolated firms (Vang and Chaminade 2007). According 
to the relevant literature, there are three prevalent explanations to support the above 
argument. 
 
 First, economic efficiency as a result of reduced transaction costs, the 
existence of scale and positive externalities (such as the concentration of 
highly skilled labour force in close proximity) justify the appearance of 
cultural milieus (Aharoson et al. 2007).  
 Second, the literature focuses on the dynamics of knowledge transfer among 
firms in close geographical proximity (Tallman and Phene 2007, Stern and 
Seifert 2007) as an essential characteristic for the creation of clusters or 
districts.  
 Third, another strand of the literature considers the influence of social 
networks (in the form of exchange of ideas between firms and consumers (St 
John and Pouder 2006, Rodan and Galunic 2004).  
 
The starting point of the discussion regarding cultural quarters rests on the accurate 
definition of the term/concept. A number of studies considered here (Montgomery 
2003, Mommaas 2004, Roodhouse and Mokre 2004) have devoted significant effort 
to properly define and identify what a cultural quarter or district is. In a way this 
objective is justifiable given the considerable confusion that surrounds the concept 
of culture and cultural activities (Roodhouse 2006). In addition to that, the fact that 
the creation of a district or a quarter entails strong spatial connotations perplexes 
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rather than simplifies things (Koschatzky and Lo 2007, Lazzaretti et al. 2008, Porter 
and Barber 2007). Fortunately, Montgomery (2004) comes to put an end to this 
discussion arguing that what matters the most is a successful cultural 
quarter/district. In other words, academic discussion is no longer exclusively 
absorbed on how to best frame what a cultural quarter is, but instead on how to 
consolidate the factors and conditions that lead to the successful maintenance of the 
cultural quarter’s operations (Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011, Ryan 2002). Thanks to 
this turn in the literature, the discussion is now focusing more on the identification 
of those factors that would determine the success and survival of a cultural quarter 
rather than identifying its spatial borders.  
 
In particular, the thesis focuses on how to agglomerate cultural tourism resources 
together in one spatial setting is not enough anymore. What managers, practitioners 
and policy makers alike should be concerned with is the provision of added value to 
actual, potential and latent demand for these cultural districts and cultural quarters. 
So, whilst the notion of a ‘global’ arts and culture scene continues to exist (in some 
places around the world, such as the Middle East is now emerging), the argument of 
this thesis is that it is both valuable and enriching for those interested in arts, culture 
and heritage to have a more ‘local’ outlook. On chapter 7 in the thesis, we extent 
this argument further by claiming that it is not only the need for a more ‘local’ 
outlook more reasoned in order to add value, policy makers should also be 
considering issues of cultural quarter production versus cultural quarter 
establishment (that has dominated the relevant literature so far) that could also add 
value to local cultural heritage undertakings. It is only through the means of this 
added value creation (Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011) that cultural districts and quarters 
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can be sustained in the long run. This conclusion echo McKendrick’s et al. (2000) 
conclusion regarding the key contribution of strong customer ties between Silicon 
Valley firms and their clientele. In a sense, the turn of the literature towards the 
factors that affect the long term sustainability of cultural and creative clusters 
replicates the case exemplified by Eisingerich et al. (2010) with respect to 
environmental uncertainty. With the only difference that in this setting we explicitly 
argue that rather than environmental uncertainty, the long term sustainability and 
survival of a cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi depends on consumer preference 
heterogeneity. In this respect, we argue that the examination of consumer 
preferences (environmental conditions) could potentially constitute key elements of 
cultural districts’ success (Kohli and Jaworski 1990).   
 
1.2. Background Information About Abu Dhabi (UAE) 
Abu Dhabi is the largest of the seven emirates making up the United Arab Emirates 
and constitutes nearly 86.7% of the nation's total land area including nearly 200 
islands. This makes Abu Dhabi the largest as well as the most populated of all the 
emirates. For an average tourist, this is one of the safest tourist destinations in the 
world with some of the best tourist facilities one can get. State-of-the-art 
communication services and transport, the presence of all the international luxury 
hotel chains, rich shopping malls, cultural centers and events have made the emirate 
a favourite destination for visitors and home to many nationalities. Recently, the 
Administration in Abu Dhabi has publicised its intentions to break away from the 
monoculture economy relying heavily on oil reserves, by taping more systematically 
on to the tourism industry, following the example of neighbouring Dubai. The 
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intention in Abu Dhabi is to build on Dubai’s successful practices without repeating 
the same mistakes (tourism on a mass scale, prostitution and gambling, exclusion of 
indigenous population from the property market).  
 
One element that is going to feature very prominently in the next 10 years in Abu 
Dhabi is the evolution of cultural and heritage tourism in the area. This is in 
response to the major growth experienced from neighbouring emirate Dubai. 
Authorities in Abu Dhabi want to diversify the focus of the emirate’s economy by 
focusing more strongly on tourism activity (Goldenberg 2006). What they are 
looking for is a different, more sustainable and less mass customised type of tourist 
activity compared to the one endorsed by Dubai. Hence, they have decided to 
emphasise on culture and cultural tourism. Following information available on the 
international literature, Abu Dhabi is planning to create a 670 acre cultural district 
(the Cultural District of Saadiyat Island) with the purpose of “creating a cultural 
oasis in the desert”. Ultimately, the objective would be to create a cultural landmark 
which every western tourist would have to visit. It is envisaged that this would 
allow the Emirate to diversify its mono – culture economic base and compete on 
equal grounds with other Middle Eastern destinations (Devlin and Page 1999, Garb 
2004, Krens 2007). 
 
The issue behind this policy decision is how to create and manage a cultural 
quarter/district. Creating a cultural district has been a policy priority for many other 
places around the World (Vienna and Bolton in the Europe, Brooklyn and San 
Francisco in the US). In some cases it has proven a success (see the case of Vienna 
in Austria), whereas in some others it has failed dramatically (West Kowloon 
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Cultural District, Hong Kong). No matter how popular the creation of a cultural hub 
in Abu Dhabi is at the moment, it is certainly not a policy panacea.  
 
1.3. Significance of the study 
The new market orientation of cultural policy has provided an impetus for the 
development of cultural related clusters worldwide (Roodhouse and Mokre 2004). 
The focus of these cultural clusters or cultural districts varies from the high arts 
(museums, operas, theatres), to low culture (popular theatres, music, publishing 
houses) and new forms of creative activity (multimedia technology firms, printing 
and publishing, broadcasting). As a result, the creation of cultural quarters or 
districts has become a policy panacea for local and regional economic regeneration 
(Bell and Jayne 2004).  
 
Despite, the increasing focus in the literature (Montgomery 2004, Bianchini and 
Parkinson 1996) on the operations of these cultural districts worldwide, there has 
been very limited effort to provide an account of the factors that would ensure the 
successful and sustainable development of a cultural district in Abu Dhabi. The 
existing literature in the field provides a mostly qualitative account to justify the 
link between economic regeneration and cultural districts (Jaffe et al. 1993, Pratt 
2004, Vang and Chaminade 2007). In addition to the above studies, Audretsch and 
Feldman (1996) have provided an econometric support for the aforementioned 
association. Interestingly, all these studies refer to developments that either have 
taken place in the past and represent mature projects, or are currently being 
developed in the context of local and regional regeneration.   
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Coupled with the current limitations in the literature, there is one added ‘constraint’ 
imposed by this form of developments in Abu Dhabi. Authorities in the emirate 
want to emulate Dubai’s success from establishing a world renowned tourist 
destination, without bearing the cost of the negative or unwanted impacts of tourist 
activity. Compelled by this, the proposed study intends to test potential policy 
initiatives that would satisfy the said criterion of sustainability and long term 
viability. In this respect, the proposed study will consider alternative cultural quarter 
management mechanisms (in the form of policy initiatives) and how current and 
potential tourism demand in Abu Dhabi feels about them. Hence, the significance of 
the study pertains to the fact that it will represent the first attempt to have a 
prospective look at the factors that determine the successful and sustainable (long 
term) operation of a cultural district in Abu Dhabi. From this perspective, the 
proposed study will contribute significantly in informing planners and decision 
makers regarding the direction of future policy making. Thus, this proposed study 
will attempt to adopt a more pro-active (as opposed to the reactive approach of most 
of the studies in the literature so far) regarding the success of cultural quarters.  
 
In addition to the abovementioned factor, another unique aspect of the study relates 
to the initial motivation behind the development of a cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi. 
Following the relevant literature in the area (Wynne 2004), the recent emergence of 
cultural quarters or districts demonstrates one of the following three things. The turn 
towards a cultural economy illustrates: 
 
 Changing economic fortunes (or rather misfortunes),  
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 The falling off of traditional industries (the effect of gentrification); 
  the need to attract investment due to the decline of the industrial class of the 
location, and finally; 
 The need to reposition the area, to change the public conception of these 
areas.  
 
In Abu Dhabi’s case neither of the above three factors apply. Abu Dhabi’s economy 
is booming (with a short spell during the recent financial crisis, that has however, a 
small negative effect on the Emirate), and the area acts as a major attraction for 
foreign investors.  Thus, the idea for developing a strategy to accommodate a 
cultural quarter ‘in the middle of the desert’ is implicitly based on a completely 
different rationale and motivation as compared to elsewhere. This unique difference 
between the case in Abu Dhabi and elsewhere implies that the whole idea for the 
emergence of a cultural economy through the development of a major cultural 
quarter in Abu Dhabi is based on a unique set of requirements.   
 
1.4. Aims and Objectives 
Implicitly, the proposed research aims to investigate what it takes to establish a 
successful and competitive (i.e., sustainable) cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi. In other 
words, the proposed study wants to examine what factors would appeal the most to 
(current and prospective) tourists in Abu Dhabi.   
 
The research question this study has attempted to answer refers to the different types 
of developments that decision and policy makers could consider regarding the 
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development of the cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi. At the moment the emirate 
authorities have signed agreements with the Louvre and the Guggenheim museum 
for long term loans to be exhibited in the Abu Dhabi cultural district once this is 
completed. The proposed study intends to test whether or not this managerial 
approach is the suitable one and one that would ensure the long term success of the 
project. The true question here is that of authenticity.  
 
The objective of Abu Dhabi authorities, as stated in the promotional literature is ‘not 
to become a commoditised destination for mass tourists’. Bearing this on mind, the 
intention to lure into Abu Dhabi major museums from the west (Louvre and 
Guggenheim were the first to respond) slightly contradicts the initial objective. Any 
policy initiative designed to replicate, or at best, to generate a cultural district would 
have to be authentic and try to generate an element of authenticity. Franchising 
European museums alone would not work unless this is not blended with a renewed 
focus on Bedouin traditions and heritage. Hence, an effort has to be made to link 
major current and future policy decisions with native cultural heritage and revive 
native traditions.  
 
In order to ensure this objective, there are a number of questions to be addressed. 
These are: 
 How to cater to a global audience? A central aspect in any cultural policy 
initiative is the dynamic consumption of cultural resources (Montgomery 
2004). This not only means attracting a global audience, but also investing in 
appropriate initiatives that could enhance cultural goods and services. 
Following Bille and Schulze (2006), the development of a cultural district 
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would enhance urban economic development at the destination. However, an 
important imperative for this is the examination and evaluation of actual and 
potential visitors’ preferences for future policy decisions.  
 
 How to breed cultural entrepreneurship? This is a major issue and has 
already started to feature very prominently in the literature (Lazzeretti 2008, 
Lazzeretti et al. 2008, and Glaeser et al. 2010). According to Lazzeretti 
(2008), cultural entrepreneurship is closely linked to innovativeness. This is 
a very crucial area for the long term survival and success of a cultural 
district/quarter. One has to ensure that the initial investment in cultural 
services and goods initiates further involvement in culture. In other words 
ensure that the initial investment in culture encourages native artists or 
cultural entrepreneurs to get involved, or alternatively that international 
artists relocate in the area. The purpose of the proposed work would be to 
examine the direction of this innovativeness through consumers’ 
preferences. In other words, does this innovativeness should be channelled 
through ‘high’ or ‘low’ forms of cultural expressions (i.e., do consumers 
prefer ‘imported’ art from the major European museums, or do they prefer 
the production of local, indigenous cultural manifestations)? 
 
More specifically, the objectives of the proposed study are:  
 To extend the discussion regarding the significance of clusters beyond the 
applications in traditional and established industries (i.e., manufacturing or 
technology intensive industries), into the study of cultural economy (quarters 
and districts). Following the discussion, I have identified a gap in the 
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literature as far as the operation of cultural quarters or districts are 
concerned. This gap revolves around the fact that there is a complete 
absence from the discussion of any reference to consumer preferences and 
tastes. In this respect, the proposed work intents to expand the realm of 
investigation in the cultural policy arena beyond what was suggested by 
Rosenfeld and Hornych (2008), in their restrictive application of consumer 
behaviour based on pecuniary factors. The thesis of this work would be that 
successful (i.e., sustainable, and innovative) cultural tourism policy requires 
the systematic examination of visitors’ preference patterns.  
 
 To ensure the long term survival and success of the cultural quarter through 
appropriate management mechanisms. Essentially, this concerns the 
utilisation of actual and prospective visitors’ preferences to inform future 
policy making regarding cultural policy.  
 
 Inform policy makers of the appropriate allocation of (financial) resources. 
The decision to develop a cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi represents a major 
new investment in the area. Consecutively, decision makers would need to 
know where to allocate financial and other resources in order to maximise 
policy impact. This would be possible because the various attributes and 
characteristics that would be used in the survey will be describing alternative 
policy initiatives for cultural resources management.   
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1.5. Layout of the thesis 
The thesis is comprised of nine chapters in total. Chapter 2 provides a short 
introduction on the literature concerning cultural quarters and districts. This is a 
fairly concise introduction into the topic mainly for two reasons. Firstly because 
unlike many other PhD thesis the decision here was to spread the literature review 
around the text, as opposed to containing it into 1 chapter. Second, because a lot of 
this discussion is replicated in chapter 7 in latter parts of the discussion. Moving on, 
chapter 3 (‘The Case Study’) considers the Abu Dhabi Emirate in general and the 
Saadyiat Island Cultural Quarter development in particular. More specifically, 
chapter 3 provides a snapshot of the Emirate’s economy and the intention to 
diversify into other than petroleum sectors of economic activity. In addition to that, 
chapter 3 also considers the rationale and the related criticism in the literature 
pertaining to the formation of (cultural) quarters and clusters. Chapter 4 deals with 
the survey instrument. In particular, this chapter considers the survey questionnaire, 
the selection of the sample, the selection and rationale behind the various product 
attributes and their levels. The 2
nd
 part of the chapter deals with the research 
methodology (focusing specifically on stated preferences discrete choice 
modelling).  
 
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are all covering the empirical analysis of the thesis. In 
particular, chapter 5 deals with the descriptive analysis derived from the empirical 
results. Chapter 6 deals with the econometric analysis of the stated preferences 
discrete choice modelling dataset. In particular, chapter 6 is structured in such a way 
so that the main emphasis is on heterogeneity. It starts with the simple 
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homogeneous, preference specification (MNL) and then moves on to the model 
introducing randomness and heterogeneity among respondents’ preferences 
(MMNL). Chapter 7, although not directly related to the previous 2 chapters, 
contributes to the empirical results derived from the survey questionnaire. In 
addition to that, the main focus of that chapter deals with cultural entrepreneurship, 
so it is congruent to the discussion. Chapter 8 summarises the empirical results in 
the previous chapters and discusses a number of policy implications. Finally, 
chapter 9 concludes the thesis.  
    
1.6. Data Sources 
The empirical analysis of the proposed study is based on the collection of primary 
data through the deployment of survey questionnaire. Given that the empirical 
results are based on the deployment of a survey questionnaire and that in their 
answers, respondents would have to make some value judgments, the author 
requested ethical approval from the University of Portsmouth’s Ethics committee. 
Approval was granted once it was explained that the survey instrument would 
remain anonymous and that the results would not be used for commercial purposes.   
Following earlier parts, the intention of the proposed study was to elicit current and 
potential tourists’ preferences regarding cultural quarter management mechanisms 
in Abu Dhabi. The proposed study intended to enquire current and prospective 
visitors regarding their preferences for future or hypothetical directions of policy 
making associated with the development of a cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi. Based 
on the premise that policy makers would like to know what would maximise the 
impact of future policy making, the survey questionnaire presented a number of 
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different scenarios of policy making associated with different cultural quarter 
management mechanisms. Indicatively, these different scenarios comprised of sets 
of different policy options (‘high culture’ versus ‘low culture’, focus on 
internationally renowned exhibits or promoting indigenous culture etc).  
 
The deployment of the survey questionnaires for the collection of primary data was 
undertaken in two stages. In the first stage, the study intended to collect information 
from the choice preferences of current visitors to Abu Dhabi. The collection of 
primary data was done during their stay in Abu Dhabi and when they visited the 
Saadiyat Island exhibition at the Emirates Place Hotel in Abu Dhabi. The data 
collection intended to capture prospective or future tourists’ preference patterns 
regarding the development of a cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi. 
 
1.7. Research Methods 
The proposed study intends to use stated preference discrete choice modelling (CM) 
method to analysis tourists’ choice patterns regarding future cultural quarter 
management mechanisms. In short, the proposed study intends to establish 
hypothetical choice situations and elicit respondents’ preferences using the 
experimental method of discrete choice modelling. Based on the literature, discrete 
choice modelling is the appropriate method to analyze consumers’ or respondents’ 
preference patterns for future or hypothetical policy scenarios or products. Stated 
preference discrete choice modelling has been widely used in the literature (Rolfe et 
al. 2002, Hanley et al. 1999, Morrison et al. 1998). More recently, it has seen many 
applications in the area of cultural and tourism management (Apostolakis and Jaffry 
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2005a,b). What is more, this approach is well situated with current research practice 
in the tourist field. According to Ballantyne et al. (2009), the majority of articles 
written on the elicitation of consumer preferences in the tourism field are 
quantitative based (almost 60%), as opposed to almost 20% that use qualitative 
framework. This decision to apply a quantitative framework as part of the analysis 
of the results agrees with the advice provided by Koschatzky and Lo (2007). In 
particular, they suggest that the use of the appropriate research method (quantitative 
or qualitative) essentially comes down to the nature of the research question. 
Although qualitative research may be better suited for an exploratory type of work, 
yet they suggest that when it comes to the measurement of impacts and results of 
clusters formation, a quantitative approach should be preferred (Koschatzky and Lo 
2007, Austrian 2000). This is going to be the first application of the experimental 
method to inform policy making regarding the development of cultural clusters. 
Recently, Hjalager (2010) commented on the relative lack of measurable studies on 
tourism research and applauded any new attempts to provide a quantifiable estimate 
of the impact of particular aspects of policy making in the cultural tourism field. 
 
Generally speaking, discrete choice models consider the answer to the question 
‘which one of the choice alternatives is chosen or preferred?’ The ability of discrete 
choice models to handle discrete choice alternatives, and explain the individual 
respondent’s choices on the basis of the characteristics of these choice alternatives is 
of particular importance to the goals of this proposed study. Put in this way, the 
selection of the discrete choice modelling methodology was particularly close to the 
objectives of the analysis, as it (the analysis) aimed towards identifying the 
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particular managerial and policy initiatives (independent variables) that would affect 
individual tourists’ choice patterns regarding the development of a cultural quarter 
in Abu Dhabi.  
 
Stated preferences (SP) discrete choice modelling is based on individuals’ 
preference intentions expressed in surveys describing future or hypothetically 
constructed markets (Louviere et al. 2000). Due to this fact, SP methods are also 
known as prospective elicitation methods. According to Adamowicz et al. (1998), 
stated preference methods are based on three basic behavioural foundations. These 
are: 
 Lancaster’s characteristics approach (LCA). Basically, LCA allows 
researchers to decompose the indirect utility function into separate utilities 
(part – worths) equal to the number of attributes used to describe the 
commodity or asset. 
 Random utility maximisation theory (RUM). Random utility maximisation 
represents the behavioural foundation through which individuals process 
information for decision-making. 
 Information processing theories for decision making. This involves issues 
such as the ways and the manner through which individuals are collecting 
and processing information about the evaluated resource.  
 
The relationship that brings together individual preferences for different types of 
cultural quarter management mechanisms and the dependent variable (whether to 
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visit Abu Dhabi or not) is summarised under the multinomial logit model (MNL). 
The MNL provides the framework for the examination of the decision making 
process that underlines the individual tourist’s choice behaviour. The focus of 
economic analysis is to relate the provision of information for a product or a service 
available to the individual decision maker (through product attributes and 
characteristics) to the decision making process. In other words, to associate 
information as the input to the economic choice as the output of the decision making 
process.  
 
1.8. Ethical Issues 
Ethical issues in the case of discrete choice modelling relate to the 
acknowledgement of the extent to which ethical judgments made by respondents 
permeate evaluation and policy advice. Value judgments are certainly to some 
degree subjective. The nature of discrete choice modelling methodology, i.e., asking 
individuals to evaluate whether one state of the world is better than another, is 
unavoidably based on ethical judgments and beliefs. As a result, empirical enquiries 
involving the evaluation of individual preferences require deliberation and 
clarification of responses. This suggests that a number of techniques should be used 
in order to achieve a precise statement and specification of preferences and values. 
In this context, the proposed study intents to test the validity of the derived 
empirical evidence through the combination of stated (ex-post) with revealed (ex-
ante) preferences. Thus, one common criticism appearing as part of the theorizing 
against SPDCM methodology rests on the validity and more specifically the 
hypothetical nature of the approach and the fact that respondents’ stated or 
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hypothetical preferences may not in fact represent true reflections of intention 
(Tongzon and Sawant (2007) and Telser and Zweifel (2007)). Although the cultural 
economics literature has not really addressed this issue (Apostolakis and Jaffry 
(2005) for a notable exception), I will try to address this issue by combining stated 
preferences and revealed preferences (Azevedo (2003)).  
 
Another issue which arises as a result of the decision to include uncertainty in the 
experimental design through the ‘do not know’ on ‘not interested’ choice option is 
the handling of those individuals who exhibited a zero willingness to pay (protest 
bidders). The introduction of this option in the choice set allows respondents who 
feel uncomfortable with the evaluation mechanism, to opt out of the experiment by 
expressing their protest to the question/issue at hand. The treatment of these protest 
responses does not present a problem for the research methodology since the 
questionnaire will also gather information regarding their socio-demographic profile 
and possible attitudinal behaviour. On the basis of this information they could be 
compared to the rest of the sample to investigate the possibility they are 
systematically different from the rest of the individuals who expressed a choice in 
terms of the alternative choice options.  
 
Related to the issue of socio-demographic information, the questionnaire survey will 
be accompanied by a statement (made available explicitly by the interviewer at the 
beginning of the survey) ensuring the anonymity of the individual respondent. This 
will be done by making sure that no information would be asked that could identify 
the individual, so that he could be traced back in the future. Only an identification 
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number at the beginning of each questionnaire that will be useful during the 
estimation stage will describe each individual respondent.  
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 
Summary 
 
The second chapter in the thesis deals with the literature review in the field of cultural 
quarters and districts. Considering the fact that the discussion on cultural quarters and 
districts has been split around various chapters in the thesis, the length of this chapter 
is deliberately short in order to avoid duplication of effort. In this chapter, the analysis 
briefly considers the main strands of research in the field. In particular, we identify 
three main directions towards which research output in the field can be categorized. 
Based on that observation, the analysis moves on to provide support towards the main 
argument driving the thesis; namely the fact that cultural quarter development is 
mainly originating from the supply side with limited attention to the demand side 
(e.g., consumers’/visitors’ preferences and tastes). Thus, the analysis argues that more 
attention should be placed upon cultural quarter establishment, as opposed to cultural 
quarter production.  
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2.1. A Brief Review on Cultural Quarters  
Given the large size of the literature dealing with agglomerates, industrial districts 
and manufacturing quarters, the thesis will focus the discussion exclusively on 
cultural quarters. Researching on the evidence presented in the literature review, 
there are a number of common themes, or strands of research emerging in the 
literature. For example, the majority of the literature in the area makes reference to 
the common conceptual origins of cultural quarters and or districts in either the 
Marshallian or Porterian theorisings. In particular, Santagata (2002), Cuccia et al. 
(2007), Vang and Chaminade (2007), Rosenfeld and Hornych (2008), Stern and 
Seifert (2007) focus on the geographical proximity and the particular 
interrelationships that arise at a local and regional level as a building block behind 
the formation of clusters and districts.  
 
On the other hand, Eisingerich et al. (2010), Hawkins (2004), Crouch and Ritchie 
(2000), Novelli et al (2006), Martin and Sunley (2003) point towards the required 
conditions prevailing in a geographical location that would create the necessary 
conditions for cluster formation. In other words, they relate Porter’s (1996) 
framework as the starting force for the creation of a highly competitive group of 
closely connected firms.  
 
At the same time, there is also a third strand that focuses on Florida’s  (2002) 
theories as the starting point for cultural quarters development (Brown et al. 2000, 
Lazzeretti et al. 2008, Clifton and Cooke 2007, Florida et al. 2009, Bontje and 
Musterd 2009). These studies make particular reference to the existence of a group 
of individuals (the creative classes) as the underlying force behind any cultural 
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clustering activity. In a nutshell, this stream of research considers the human pool of 
resources as the key ingredient for the emergence of the creative or cultural quarter 
(Komninos 2006). Essentially, this type of cultural clusters or quarters incorporates 
all the knowledge intensive actions and activities within a given environment. These 
activities are frequently organized in close proximity to each other. This physical 
proximity and congruence of activities provides the ‘glue’ for a unified system of 
production and innovation (based on specialization, individual creativity and co-
operation within the cluster).  
 
On a similar note, there is a particular typology of cultural cluster creation that has 
emerged in the literature over all these years. The examination of the literature in 
the area reveals that there are three distinct phases of policy making and policy 
development as far as cultural quarters are concerned. The early stage in cultural 
cluster policy developments have concentrated on a very narrow and ad – hoc 
aspect of cultural policy development namely the creation and organisation of 
flagship events and projects (Mommas 2004, Stern and Seifert 2007). The idea 
behind the initiation of that kind of projects was to create a ‘wow – effect’ for the 
city and the local/regional economy on the hope that these initiatives would be 
enough to initiate a move towards a creative economy in the area. Following 
O’Connor (2007), this first stage in the process, signifies the start of a long 
relationship between the arts, culture and the market economy. Implicitly, that stage 
represented the first time that culture and cultural resources were not solely 
consumed for their artistic, aesthetic and cultural value, but rather as an effort to 
stimulate urban regeneration. Although there were views towards the opposite 
direction (Garnham 2005), understandably, this kind of initiatives, although quite 
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popular at the beginning, they have raised considerable criticism on the basis of 
their ephemeral and ad – hoc nature of urban regeneration (Montgomery 2003, 
McCarthy et al. 2001).  
 
The second stage in the development process of cultural districts typology relates to 
the emergence of a wider consideration for arts and cultural resources, albeit still 
quite unorganised and ad – hoc. A rudimentary characteristic of this stage was the 
incorporation of a number of secondary resources along with the main cultural 
resources and facilities (such as coffee shops, art galleries, music venues etc). As a 
result, the development of new cultural facilities was – following an emergent US 
model – increasingly linked to other leisure, retail and office developments 
(O’Connor 2007). However, neither this stage in the development process was 
bound to gain much popularity. Practices regarding the formation of cultural policy, 
and more particularly cultural quarters formation were about to change once more 
due to the shift away from mass and undifferentiated production methods, towards a 
more differentiated, flexible and unique processes.   
 
The third and final stage in the typology of cultural quarters relates to the latest facet 
of developments taking place over the last few years. As part of these developments, 
urban economic regeneration projects, accommodating different policy priorities 
and initiatives, have appeared in major cities across the world (Mommas 2004, 
Bontje and Musterd 2009, Lange et al. 2008). The distinguishing factor in this stage 
is an attempt to programme and integrate activities as part of one common entity (in 
spatial as well as managerial terms). Although this attempt is not always successful 
(Roodhouse and Mokre 2004, Eisingerich et al 2010), the underlying principles of 
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this stage in the cultural policy making process emphasise upon the ability of culture 
(and tourism when combined) to promote and enhance local and regional 
attractiveness and competitiveness ((Rosenfeld and Hornych (2008). In particular, 
this effort to utilise and subsequently incorporate the notion of cultural quarters as a 
means to achieve geographical and territorial competitiveness has marked “a turning 
point that signaled the rise of a new stage in the relationship between Culture and 
Economy; creativity, rather than culture, has been put at the centre of the debate and 
economy – led models have gained ampler space” (Lazzeretti 2008: 3). 
  
Examples of this stage of cultural policy making proliferate in the literature. In 
Europe examples of this form of culture led regeneration policies include inter alia, 
Vienna (Roodhouse and Mokre 2004), Paris (Montgomery 1998), Naples (Cuccia et 
al. 2007), Manchester and Sheffield (Brown et al. 2000), Bolton in the UK 
(Roodhouse 2006) and Saale in Germany (Rosenfeld and Hornych 2008). Other 
examples cultural cluster formation for urban and regional economic regeneration 
include Adelaide, Australia (Montgomery 2004), Philadelphia ((Stern and Seifert 
2007), (Vang and Chaminade 2007)), and Indonesia (Hawkins 2004).  
 
There is a fourth strand in the process and this is what the current thesis proposes to 
cover, for the first time, in the literature. This is the case whereby cultural resources 
and cultural quarters support native culture and tradition. In this respect, the current 
approach focuses on the establishment of a cultural quarter for native culture’s sake, 
as opposed to the development of a cultural quarter for purely monetary gains. In 
addition to the widespread publicity the said development has received and its likely 
impact to the Emirate in economic, tourism and business terms, there is also slowly 
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but gradually a view that this project should also have a cultural/heritage impact on 
the urban economy. In this respect, the formation of a ‘native’ cultural quarter could 
contribute towards cultural entrepreneurship and facilitate cultural innovativeness in 
the Emirate (Glaeser et al. 2010). The evidence from the literature (Schumpeter 
1939, Rosenthal and Ross 2010, Rosenthal and Strange 2009) suggests that the 
development of small, flexible and forward looking ventures in the vicinity of large 
urban conurbations acts favourably for the establishment of local entrepreneurial 
spirit. Especially in the case of culture and cultural production, having surpassing 
the ‘Floridian’ period of creative class, the literature now emphasizes on the 
existence of a set of institutional conditions (such as cultural property rights, or local 
authenticity) to promote local cultural entrepreneurship. Hence, this approach also 
extends beyond Porterian analysis of competitiveness and customer proximity 
(Larsson and Malmberg, 1999) and focuses more on internal linkages and 
structures.  
 
Nevertheless, in spite of the common theoretical underpinnings and the rudimentary 
classification of these undertakings, there is a notable gap / omission in the literature 
that the proposed study will come to fill. This gap relates to the complete absence 
from the discussion of any reference to consumer preferences and tastes. The 
tourism literature is abundant with studies that examine the factors that affect 
entrepreneurship and its various facets (Ponzini and Rossi 2010, Lerner and Haber 
2000, Lounsbury and Glynn 2001, Richards 2011). However, the studies have, 
almost uniformly adopted a supply side perspective in their rationale. Hence, the 
examination of tourism entrepreneurship has been traditionally examined from the 
nascent entrepreneur’s perspective alone. This however does pose a problem in the 
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sector, given that any new cultural tourism entrepreneurial venture should be 
developed according to what the individual (consumer) believes is desirable in the 
market place (Dimov 2009, Shepherd et al. 2007, McMullen and Shepherd 2006).  
 
Stemming from a largely supply side driven perspective, the literature in the area 
has attended to the conditions facilitating the birth of cultural quarters. At the same 
time, it has been characteristically silent regarding the conditions facilitating the 
survival and longevity of these policy and managerial developments. From this 
point of view, one could argue that one of the more significant contributions of the 
thesis is to make the distinction between cultural quarter production and cultural 
quarter establishment. This in large reflects the relative infancy of the literature in 
the area/field. The current thesis aims to address this shortcoming in the literature.  
 
In particular, Eisingerich et al. (2010) commented on the openness of these 
undertakings as a necessary requirement for clusters’ success and long term 
survival. By the term openness they described the diverse information, “the relevant 
and timely information about consumer preferences” (Eisingerich et al. 2010: 245). 
On a similar fashion, many other authors in the area have come close to identifying 
consumers’ preferences and consumer behavior as a fundamental block for the 
successful an sustainable cultural quarter, yet none (with the sole exception of 
Novelli et al. 2006), has ever come any close at assigning this factor any real 
attention in the literature.  
 
This is particularly interesting given the close association between Porter’s 
theorizing and demand conditions. For example, although Russo and Segre (2007: 
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6) suggested that the whole ‘creative district’ concept “could be conceptualized on a 
production system based on the engagement of visitors in the experience”, yet there 
is no mention of how one should incorporate consumers’ and visitors’ preferences in 
the picture. From the above, it becomes plainly obvious that visitor satisfaction 
derives mostly from the participation in the manifestations of local and regional 
culture and the experience of culture based goods. Based on this point, it becomes 
clear that visitors (actual and prospective ones) would have to engage somehow in 
the production process through the evaluation of their tastes and preferences in order 
to inform producers and suppliers about desirable future policy and managerial 
decision making. Hence, in that way the thesis is tackling arguments raised by 
Prideaux (2000) and Novelli et al. (2006) about individual visitors’ engagement and 
involvement with cultural led economic regeneration decision making. 
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 CHAPTER 3 
THE CASE STUDY  
(Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates) 
 
Summary 
This section of the thesis considers the case study, namely the proposed cultural 
quarter in Saadyiat Island, in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE). This chapter 
provides a background on Abu Dhabi, the reason for focusing on cultural tourism, the 
Saadyiat island development and the planned activities and cultural infrastructure to 
appear on the island. This 2
nd
 chapter also considers the rationale behind the project 
(i.e., diversification of the Emirate’s economy) as well as the potential criticism that 
may arise (has risen) in the literature. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Cultural quarters or districts are based on the seminal work by Jacobs (1970), 
Marshall (1920, 1927) and Schumpeter (1934). The concept (for the purposes of this 
thesis, the analysis will deal with clusters, districts, and quarters as basically 
describing the same agglomeration phenomenon) has developed in the back of 
economic geography context (Monk et al. 2007)  has received considerable attention 
and has grown exponentially in terms of popularity.   
 
In this sense, the notion of the cultural quarter, district or cluster in not new in the 
literature. It has developed at the back of spatial economists and economic 
geographers who perceived that the agglomeration of factors of production (namely 
specialised labour and capital) in close proximity to each other could provide a cure 
for ailing economies. To this end, the literature provides ample evidence of the 
application of cluster, or quarter formation in various geographical settings (Anderson 
1994, Porter 2000), focusing on specific industrial classifications (Altenburg and 
Meyer-Stamer, 1999, Aharonson et al. 2007, Garnham 2005)). Some of the most 
notable and avid supporters of this cluster or quarter solution is Porter (1998, 2000, 
2002) and Steiner (1998) Krugman (1991, 1995), and Steiner and Hartmann (1998, 
2001). 
 
Essentially, cluster (or geographical district) formation and emergence can be 
attributed to the emphasis placed on the encouragement of industrial clusters in early 
1950s as a response to declining post industrialised economies and economically 
deprived locations (at either the local, regional or national level). To this extent, the 
district or quarter concept has evolved out of the economic geography literature 
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(Kitson et al. 2004, Martin and Sunley 2003, Altenberg and Meyer – Stamer 1999, 
Amin 2000) and more specifically the need to stimulate economic growth (through 
regional technological innovation) and sustain a competitive advantage in light of 
increasing interregional competition. Thus, cluster, district developments sit well with 
the current fixation with micro-economic supply side policy intervention and the 
policy imperatives of raising the competitive nature of spatial economic units (Porter 
2000, Temple 1998).  
 
As far as this first objective (economic growth through technological innovation) is 
concerned, Marshall himself considered the spatial concentration of factors of 
production as an essential step in the realisation of pecuniary, agglomeration and 
labour externalities. Porter (1990) then argued that ‘geographically localised’ or 
‘clustered’ firms could potentially enhance the economic growth. As far as the second 
priority objective (sustainable competitiveness) behind the increasing popularity (or 
maybe ‘fad’) of regional location districts and quarters is concerned, this seems to 
have expanded almost out of proportion ever since the publication of Florida’s (2002) 
thesis on place competitiveness. Before that study, the European Commission 
(European Commission 2004) has emphatically stressed the need to improve 
competitiveness among Europe’s regions as a means to achieve ‘social cohesion’ and 
economic revitalisation. To this point, Martin and Sunley (2003) argued that the 
competitive advantage is the driving force for cluster development. Irrespective of the 
criticism that this strand of thinking has received among academics and policy makers 
(see for example Cellinni and Soci 2002, Camagni 2002, and more importantly Martin 
and Sunley 2003 and Kitson et al. 2004), it remains particularly prevalent currently 
(Castellacci et al. 2005).  
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In parallel to this, current governmental thinking is that cultural quarters can be 
recognised as an integral part of a broader strategy for place / destination marketing 
(Bayliss 2004, Rains 2004, Zheng 2011). Hence, Florida’s (2002) thesis on quality of 
life and the attraction of culturally vibrant, mobile, middle, class, high tech, or 
knowledge workers and consumers in a location is central to the development of 
cultural quarters, as an expressed policy direction for spatial branding and marketing 
(Binns 2005, Brown et al. 2000). Zheng (2011) considers this approach on a critical 
mind by proclaiming that “cultural strategies serve to improve place images that 
provide the essential opportunities for consumption” (Zheng 2011: 3564).  
 
In culture and tourism settings, the concept has proven to be considerably popular 
among researchers, practitioners and managers alike, despite its relative short 
association with either of the sectors. Basically, the argument is that clustering of 
cultural tourism resources in close geographical vicinity is an important influential 
factor on urban development (Zheng 2011). According to Scott (2004, 2006) cultural 
quarters can be described as cultural production centers providing conducive cultural 
environment and scope for better economic achievement and entrepreneurship (Heur 
2009). In particular, the emergence of cultural quarters as facilitators of local 
economic growth and development is based upon the conceptualisation of cultural 
heritage as capital (Rizzo and Throsby 2006, Scott 1997, 2000). Thus, cultural 
heritage capital may be conceived as a resource with a high economic potential 
(Ashworth and Voogd 1986). The literature in the area has provided a rich account of 
case studies and relevant papers applying the concept of cultural quarter or district as 
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a form of policy measure to achieve local economic development  and other economic 
related objectives (Bassett et al. 2002).  
 
Early application of the cultural quarter/district in a tourism setting relate to the work 
by Wynne (1992) and Zukin (1995). Elsewhere, the concept of cultural districts or 
quarters has seen wide application to many settings. In a UK context, Brown et al. 
(2000) and Moss (2000) have looked at Sheffield’s creative industries quarter. Brown 
et al. (2000) have also examined Manchester’s Northern Quarter. On the other hand, 
Roodhouse (2006) has written a textbook examining the cultural quarter experiment in 
Bolton.  On an international context, the concept has been empirically applied to 
Dublin’s Temple Bar initiative (Montgomery 1995), Seoul cultural quarter (Kim 
2011), Istanbul’s Golden Horn Cultural Valley Project (Gunay and Dokmeci 2011), 
the Vienna cultural quarter by Roodhouse and Mokre (2004), Montreal’s creative 
quarter (Cohendet et al. 2010), Berlin’s cultural and creative industries’ (Lange et al. 
2008), Shangai’s creative industry centre by Zheng (2011) 
 
The majority of the literature in the area makes reference to the common conceptual 
origins of cultural quarters and or districts in either the Marshallian or Porterian 
theorisings. In particular, Santagata (2002), Cuccia et al. (2007), Vang and 
Chaminade (2007), Rosenfeld and Hornych (2008), Stern and Seifet (2007) focus on 
the geographical proximity and the particular interrelationships that arise at a local 
and regional level as a building block behind the formation of clusters and districts. 
Indeed, agglomeration effects seem to be the key feature of cultural industry 
clusters/quarters. Following the evidence in the literature (Florida 2002, Hall 2000, 
Scott 2004, Zheng 2011), cultural quarters tend to exhibit strong linkages (in terms 
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of knowledge and technology accumulation) attracting a significant host of 
specialised resources. On the other hand, Eisingerich et al. (2010), Hawkins (2004), 
Crouch and Ritchie (2000), Novelli et al (2006), Martin and Sunley (2003) point 
towards the required conditions prevailing in a geographical location that would 
create the necessary conditions for cluster formation. In other words, they relate 
Porter’s (1996) framework as the starting force for the creation of a highly 
competitive group of closely connected firms. At the same time, there is also a third 
strand that focuses on Florida’s  (2002) theories as the starting point for cultural 
quarters development (Brown et al. 2000, Lazzeretti et al. 2008, Clifton and Cooke 
2007, Florida et al. 2009, Bontje and Musterd 2009). These studies make particular 
reference to the existence of a group of individuals (the creative classes) as the 
underlying force behind any cultural clustering activity.  
 
3.2. The Case Study: ABU DHABI 
Driven by the need to curtail chronic and persistent challenges regarding the tourism 
product on offer (Sharpley 2002), the Abu Dhabi Emirate has recently decided to 
invest in cultural tourism. From this perspective, Abu Dhabi’s objectives behind the 
development of a cultural/creative quarter have been considerably different from 
those of other destinations (Zheng 2011, Scott 2006). This has been achieved through 
a visionary and inspiring project involving the development of a cultural oasis in 
Saadiyat Island (Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter, Abu Dhabi).  Sharpley (2002) as 
well as Al-Hamarneh and Steiner (2004)) have long ago indicated that one particular 
challenge faced by Abu Dhabi Emirate in its effort to develop a successful and 
sustainable tourism industry was its run down and dilapidated stock of resources. 
Sharpley (2002) and Hall (2012) have argued that focusing on culture and the 
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provision of cultural tourism resources capable of luring both local as well as 
international tourists could provide a solution to this challenge. This assertion, relating 
to the provision of major developments and the financial support of mega – projects 
(in the same fashion as mega events) as pillars of tourism development in a 
destination has been greatly facilitated through the concept of cultural quarters, or 
cultural districts. In this respect, (actual or prospective) destinations, such as Abu 
Dhabi, follow Bilbao’s example in investing in cultural tourism mega events and 
mega structures (Skylakakis 2005, de Montebello 2007, Komninos 2006).  
 
In terms of recommendations for best practice for cultural quarters and districts, one 
has to revert to the consensus that seems to emerge in the literature and can at best be 
summarised by Schmitz and Nadvi (1999) in that any policy initiative aiming to 
develop cultural clusters or districts is unlikely to succeed if it based on ab initio 
cluster formation. What this means in practice is that any policy initiative aiming to 
exploit agglomeration economies of scale from the clustering of cultural and artistic 
resources has more chances to fail unless there is a potential present in the particular 
geographical location. Therefore, the issue that begs the question is how policy 
makers, managers and practitioners can ensure that future policy initiatives at specific 
geographical locations serve (or even maximise) the potential carried in these local 
(cultural) resources. In other words, what needs to be purposefully answered in this 
discussion is how can aspiring cultural cluster developments utilise in an efficient way 
the particular local or regional specialisms and features so as to ensure their (cultural 
districts and clusters) sustainable and successful development in the long term.  
The typical or even superficial answer to the question posed above is to argue that 
there are rarely any cases that genuinely lack this potential (to serve local needs and 
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objectives), no matter how limited that may be (Martin and Sunley 2003). To this end, 
the literature is ripe with mounting evidence towards the development of cultural 
clusters as a form of policy ‘panacea’. The thesis of this empirical investigation is that 
for local or regional governments to maximise the potential of their local (cultural 
heritage) assets, and implicitly the potential prospective cultural districts, they have to 
evaluate individual preferences and tastes for these resources (among current and 
potential visitors and users of these resources). This is because individual preferences 
and taste patterns are well equipped at providing strong evidence regarding the value 
of future policy making regarding these resources.  
 
The thesis of this investigation is that for the Abu Dhabi cultural district (or indeed for 
any other similar type of ‘experiment’ of this kind) policy makers have to evaluate 
individual preferences and tastes regarding prospective policy initiatives and 
practices. In simple words, in order for policy makers and planners to maximise the 
‘return’ from investing in a cultural district or cluster such as in Abu Dhabi’s case, 
they have to find out what is the value that consumers place on these resources.  
 
Finding out what consumers value and prefer could provide invaluable evidence 
regarding the potential of similar future policy initiatives.  This activity is of particular 
significance for the current case study given that it is now that the Emirate builds 
(literally speaking) the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter. Indeed, Bassett et al. (2002) 
argue that changes in the nature of demand for particular products and services could 
influence the survival and competitiveness of local cultural quarters.  
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This view is largely echoed throughout Cohendet’s et al. (2010) work and the 
development of the middleground theory for the creative city. Cohendet et al. (2010) 
argue that a ‘middle layer’ of agents (visitors, residents, artists, entrepreneurs) 
influence through their collective tastes, preferences and input the work that is being 
generated at the underground (local artists, producers) for the upper ground (art and 
culture firms, cultural outlets, the local economy in a geographical location). Thus, the 
identification, framing and exploitation of the middle ground is of vital significance 
for the smooth operation of both the upper and underground levels in a creative city / 
spatial location (Komninos 2006). For this reason, the authors call at the concluding 
stages of their work for greater importance to be given at the examination of the 
middleground.  Examining the anatomy of the middleground could potentially lead to 
a better appreciation of the relevant policies to stimulate the quality of the creative 
and cultural forces in a particular geographical milieu (Cohendet et al. 2010).  
 
Related to the point above, a detailed examination of empirical studies in the field 
would suggest that the majority of papers tend to focus their attention on either the 
supply side (i.e., the local labour market, or business stock levels) (Bassett et al. 2002) 
or the particular conditions prevailing in the geographical location (Lazear 2000, 
Krugman 1995). However, as Kim (2011) acknowledges, if a cultural quarter or 
district becomes static, unresponsive to changing tastes and preferences (Bassett et al. 
2002) and rigid, then it will fail. Implicitly Kim (2011) recognises here the importance 
of consumer feedback on the longevity and sustainability of cultural quarters. To this 
end, Porter and Barber (2007) argue that policy making initiatives of this scale and 
significance should not only limit themselves on the presentation of “blue sky 
backdrop to a person free building…” (Porter and Barber, 2007: 1333). Policy makers 
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and officials have to ensure that the development of cultural quarters should follow 
individuals’ (users’ and non – users’) preferences patterns. This is the only way they 
claim that the authenticity of the initiative will be safeguarded.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
3.3. Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter Development 
The Adu Bhabi Emirate  
The United Arab Emirates is a Middle Eastern federation of seven emirates that 
became independent in 1971. The UAE is situated in the southeast of the Arabian 
Peninsula between Oman and Saudi Arabia and bordering the Gulf of Oman and the 
Persian Gulf. The UAE area is estimated to be 82,880 square kilometers. The seven 
emirates, in order of size are Abu Dhabi where the national capital Abu Dhabi is 
located, Dubai, Sharjah, Umm al Qaywayn, Ajman, Al Fajayah and Ras al Khaymah 
(Library of Congress 2007: 1-3). 
 
The UAE has around 4 million inhabitants with a large population of non-nationals. 
Abu Dhabi accounts for about 88% of the total UAE population (approximately 
1,500.000 residents). An estimated 20 percent of the population is comprised of 
national citizens while the non-nationals constitute approximately 80 percent of the 
population. These foreigners mainly come from other Arab countries as well as 
Pakistan, India and Bangladesh (Library of Congress 2007: 5). The United Arab 
Emirates may be considered as a loose federation, since each abovementioned emirate 
has its own ruler and has considerable powers (Library of Congress 2007: 19; U.S. 
Department of State 2007: section “Government”). With respect to the rule of the 
federation, the constitution establishes the main institutions: the Supreme Council of 
Rulers, the Presidency, the Vice-Presidency, the Premiership, the Council of Ministers 
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and the Federal National Council. The rulers of the seven emirates constitute the 
Supreme Council of Rulers which is the highest federal authority. In accordance with 
the Constitution, the Supreme Council of Rulers elects the President and the Vice 
President of the federation for five years (Library of Congress 2007: 19; U.S. 
Department of State 2007: section “Government”).  
 
The UAE has a very flourishing economy. The area changed tremendously with the 
discovery of oil in the late 1950s and early1960s. Around 10 per cent of the currently 
known world reserves of crude oil are located in UAE. With a booming economy, it 
has become a major economic force—be it in tourism, investments through its 
sovereign wealth funds, or large companies (Nyarko 2010). The UAE’s GDP per 
capita is one of the highest in the world. It has reached $ 38,600 in 2006. The UAE’s 
GDP reached $163 billion with an annual growth rate of 9.4% in 2006 and a 
substantial trade surplus which attained $35.942 billion. According to Gimbel (2007), 
AD enjoys the highest per capita income in the world. The Emirates of Abu Dhabi 
and Dubai are the two economic motors of the United Arab Emirates. They provide 
approximately 80 percent of the UAE’s income. 
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Figure 3.1: The Administrative Map of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
 
 
Although Abu Dhabi’s supplies in oil and gas will last several decades (Murel and 
O’Connell 2011, Mansfeld and Winckler 2007, Hindley and Dutta 2001), the UAE as 
a whole has already adopted an economic strategy based on the diversification of its 
sources of revenues, particularly the tourism sector (Hazbun 2003, 2006). In an effort 
to rely less on its oil resources as a primary source of income, Abu Dhabi is planning 
to diversify and stimulate its economic growth through tourism development. As a 
result, the EIU (1993) has identified that within the Middle East, Abu Dhabi is 
considered to be one of the forerunners in the efforts to build a reliable and successful 
tourism infrastructure and market its attractions. Officially, this objective has been 
expressed as a stated objective for economic diversification towards high added value 
sectors. Abu Dhabi officials have recently made an effort to re – brand the Emirate 
Source: Wikipedia.org (2007) 
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through the Policy Agenda 2007 – 2008 and the Plan Vision Abu Dhabi 2030. These 
documents describe a marked turn towards tourism developments. 
 
Hence, as one can imagine, the development of a tourism industry in AD is relatively 
young by all accounts. According to Davidson (2008), the first hotels in the UAE (and 
particularly in the Dubai Emirate) started to emerge back in the late 1950s.  Aided by 
the building of the international airport (to facilitate international arrivals), the 
discovery of crude oil and most importantly the rather ingenious idea to establish the 
whole tourism industry around the ‘duty free’ concept, Dubai was the first tourist 
destination that has emerged out of the UAE. As a result of all these initiatives, Dubai 
managed to attract 3.4 million tourists by 2000 (Davidson 2008). Attracted by the 
magnitude of the success that Dubai experienced in the past and aiming to reduce the 
over-reliance of the local economy on the oil economy (Murel and O’Connell 2011, 
Mortimor 2007), AD has in the last few years started to think and operate more 
strategically as far as tourism development and the tourism industry is concerned.  
The Emirate of Dubai has been investing in some tremendous attractions. It hosts the 
Burj Al Arab which is the world’s tallest hostel. Other grandiose projects, such as the 
artificial islands named the Palm Islands and the World Islands, are being built. In a 
similar vein, the Emirate of Abu Dhabi has also started to diversify its economy. The 
considerable revenues gained from oil and gas exports enable Abu Dhabi to invest 
into the development of some great tourism projects such as the Saadiyat Island which 
will become the cultural district of the UAE’s capital (Chrysafis 2006). The fact that 
AD (and the UAE in general) is strategically located midway between Europe and 
Asia is providing an added stimulus (Murel and O’Connell 2011).  
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Located almost half way between Europe on the West and Asia on the East, the 
adoption of tourism as a means of diversifying its economy seems almost perfect. In 
2004, the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority (ADTA) actively began pursuing the 
development of Saadiyat Island, an island 500 meters off the coast of Abu Dhabi, in 
order to create a world class international tourist destination. One of the main 
components of this project is the Cultural District, which ADTA is developing to be 
“a destination everyone in the world of art and culture would have to visit, annually 
and more than once, by building a series of permanent institutions—museums, 
performing art centers, exhibition halls, educational institutions in the arts—that 
through its collections, architecture and programs will become one of the greatest 
concentrations of cultural experience anywhere in the world” (ADTA, 2007b). 
 
The services sector accounted for an estimated 40 percent of the GDP and employed 
approximately 60 percent of the total workforce in 2005 (Library of Congress 2007: 
12). The Emirate of Dubai which has only small oil and gas reserves has largely 
diversified its economy, having developed a booming services-based economy, which 
notably encompasses the sectors of tourism, financial services and 
telecommunications (Library of Congress 2007: 8). In the Emirate of Dubai, the 
tourism earnings exceed the oil revenue (Library of Congress 2007: 13).  
 
Thus, the United Arab Emirates has taken the path of the sustainable economic 
development, which also includes some substantial efforts to improve the educational 
system. One quarter of the UAE’s federal government spending is devoted to 
education (Library of Congress 2007: 6). The UAE also attracted some foreign 
universities which established campuses in the UAE. For instance, the French 
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University La Sorbonne opened a campus in Abu Dhabi in 2006 (Library of Congress 
2007: 7). 
 
3.4. The Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter Development 
Faced with the challenges of globalization, which many believe creates homogeneity 
and loss of uniqueness and identity, the emirate of Abu Dhabi in the United Arab 
Emirates is in the process of positioning itself as an international tourist destination 
with an estimated $27 billion dollar development project on Saadiyat Island. It 
appears that a major goal of this district is to jump-start cultural tourism and to aid in 
the development of the local economy and the local entrepreneurial spirit. The SICQ 
development is expected to lure more tourists to the emirate, boosting the local 
economy and also creating jobs in the cultural and tourism sector for UAE nationals 
(The FT, 2012). Although emirate officials have not provided adequate justification 
regarding the continuation of the projects, amidst the financial crisis and the political 
unrest in the Middle East, the evidence available in the literature (Business 
Management Middle East (2012), The Economist (2010)) suggests that nurturing 
native local (cultural) entrepreneurship and job creation is among the top priorities of 
the administration.   
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Figure 3.2. The Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter 
 
Source: http://archhistdaily.wordpress.com/2012/01/ 
 
According to the plans being unveiled by AD authorities, the SICQ development is 
going to include: 
The Guggenheim Abu Dhabi (according to Frank Gehry’s concept, this will be the 
largest Guggenheim museum in the world, with approximately 130,000 square feet of 
exhibition space);  
The Louvre Abu Dhabi (a classical museum) 
The Sheikh Zayed National Museum (a museum devoted to the history and traditions 
of Abu Dhabi and the legacy of the emirate’s much admired late ruler His Highness 
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan 
A performing arts centre (a museum presenting the best that the UAE has to offer in 
terms of music, theatre and dance) and;  
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A maritime museum (a museum reflecting the rich maritime history of the UAE and 
the Arabian Gulf).  
 
Each one of these five developments is being associated with international renowned 
architects from around the world (indicatively, Frank Gehry is associated with the 
Guggenheim AD, whereas Jean Nouvel has taken on the Louvre AD). This is yet 
another indication of the significance that this development has for the Emirate 
authorities, and their intention to create a world class cultural tourist resource in the 
area.  
 
The idea is that AD wants to use cultural resources (own/domestic or imported/loans) 
as a means to promote itself as a major tourist destination in the Middle East. Dubai 
has done the same earlier on, using duty free shopping as an attraction. So, AD wants 
to replicate Dubai’s success story but instead of duty free shopping they intend to use 
cultural resources to promote themselves.  
 
In this context, the AD authority has decided to promote the idea of cultural quarters – 
districts as a means to develop cultural tourism. The idea/hypothesis is that where 
individual museums and other cultural attractions have failed, their successful (and 
sustainable) clustering will succeed in attracting visitors to a tourist destination. From 
this point of view, the case of AD represents a unique opportunity for analysis in 
terms of both the setting and the magnitude of the task. Thus, through the 
development of a cultural quarter, the AD emirate envisages the preservation 
(protection) and promotion of their cultural heritage. In that way, the cultural heritage 
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will serve as a means to protect native cultural heritage as well as a vehicle to entice 
more visitors/tourists to AD.  
 
The question that needs to be addressed relates mostly on the nature of the operations 
(functions) of the cluster rather than anything else. Thus, it is through the 
identification of these functions of the cultural quarter that AD will ensure its 
objective of protection, promotion and increase of public awareness for its native 
culture.  
 
For example, a major issue as far as this issue is concerned would be to ensure that the 
‘cultural offerings’ in the proposed quarter are authentic representations of the 
indigenous Arab culture, rather than relying exclusively on imports from overseas 
museums (mainly European and American). However, at the same time this is an 
issue that would concern the cultural quarter (in terms of the mixture of occupants 
there) as well. This is because an operation cannot be viable when it only relies on 
existing or imported work; it also needs to generate its own.  As a result, the issue 
underlying the provision of cultural resources in AD coexists with the issues 
underlying the functions/operations of the cultural quarter and at the same time 
permeates any discussion concerning the authenticity of the offering. Overall, the 
issues of protection, promotion and branding of AD’s culture would be the same as 
the ones underlying the proposed cultural quarter.  
 
Despite international criticism (Riding 2007, Astier 2007) associated with the project, 
the AD authorities perceive this development as a unique opportunity to differentiate 
their economy by breaking out the heavy dependency of the UAE on oil reserves 
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(TDIC, 2012). Interestingly, the SICQ development in AD has adopted a rather 
unique approach as far as its inception and development is concerned. In an effort to 
create a world class cultural heritage resource and destination (through physical 
expansion) AD authorities are developing a cultural quarter that has no cultural 
significance attached to it what so ever. Instead, AD authorities are utilizing their 
immense purchasing power around this shortcoming.  Through this package strategy, 
Abu Dhabi hopes to be able to capitalize on a group of already reputable brand names 
and make up for not having an established collection or standing to build upon. Abu 
Dhabi represents relying on being able to sensationalize potential audiences. 
 
Rationale / Justification for the Project 
The literature (Sadi and Henderson 2004, TDIC 2007, Ponzini 2011, Business 
Management Middle East 2012) has long ago emphasised the move among almost all 
UAE emirates towards the service sector in general (and tourism more particularly) as 
a means of diversifying their economy and breaking away from the monoculture 
tradition of oil dependency (Murel and O’Connell 2011, SEYAHA 2010, Mansfeld 
and Winckler 2007). In a way, Abu Dhabi is building on Dubai’s footsteps. However, 
this is done very cautiously and in a manner that does not replicates Dubai’s mistakes 
and criticism (Hazbun 2006, Henderson 2006, Davis 2006). Although Sharpley (2002) 
has voiced some concerns regarding the use of tourism as a means of economic 
development and diversification, the steady nature of the Emirate’s economy, the still 
rising purchasing power of the local population and the consistency of the state’s 
involvement in tourism policies could keep this criticism at bay.  
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Abu Dhabi authorities and officials were, from the outset, quite adamant as to what 
type of tourism development they would like to see undertaken in their area. As such, 
they made sure from very early stages in their plans to indicate that their strategy for 
tourism development would not follow on Dubai’s example and footsteps (The Abu 
Dhabi Government 2008, O’Brien et al. 2007). Hence, on top of the usual quotes one 
can identify in the grey literature, Abu Dhabi officials have gone one step further. The 
evidence so far suggests that Saadiyat cultural quarter has been identified as the 
landmark development to mark Abu Dhabi’s intention to brand itself as a cultural 
heaven in the Middle East. In this way, officials make it quite apparent that they 
represent a different proposition to the discerning tourist that has to make a choice 
among competing destination in the region.  
 
Actually, the literature has already approved on Abu Dhabi’s strategy to focus its 
tourism development programme around heritage, culture and ecological concepts 
(Hazime 2010). Responding to these calls, the analysis has implicitly incorporated 
environmental concerns into the forthcoming discussion. More specifically, the  
environmental aspect of the development has been captured explicitly in the stated 
preferences discrete choice modeling exercise through the joint promotion of the 
cultural quarter with other natural and environmentally sensitive areas nearby. In this 
respect, Abu Dhabi has been particularly shrewd to team up with organisations such 
as the Louvre and the Guggenheim museums given their ability to generate a sense of 
distinction that adds to desirability and uniqueness of an aspiring tourist destination 
(Plaza 2010, Zukin 2009, Thompson 2008).  
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Perhaps the most significant argument behind Abu Dhabi’s decision to invest in the 
creation of a cultural quarter in Saadiyat Island relates to product differentiation and 
the accumulation of comparative advantage. More particularly, the literature in 
cultural tourism economics and management has identified two specific approaches 
whereby urban destinations could generate comparative advantage and diversification. 
The first being through building or acquiring new space or attractions. The second 
being through the organization of mega events and exhibitions (such as festivals or 
temporary exhibitions). This is more frequently identified in the literature as 
programming management (Roodhouse and Mokre 2004). The innovation that Abu 
Dhabi brings in the ‘market’ is that the Saadiyat cultural quarter project makes an 
effort to combine the abovementioned strategies for the first time.  
 
More specifically, the literature is ripe with application of product extension as a 
means of generating comparative advantage to a specific tourist destination (Garb 
2004, Mazzanti 2002, O’Roper and Beard 2005, Kotler and Andreassen 1996, 
Lazzeretti et al. 2008). The prevailing argument is that adding more space, or 
upgrading the stock of physical resources (as in the case of the British Museum in the 
UK) to a cultural heritage tourism resource provides more opportunities for 
complementary activities and functions. Characteristically, Philippe de Montebello, 
Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, stated, “Museums are growing for a lot 
of different reasons. They’re growing because they want a bigger cafeteria, a bigger 
shop. Or, they want to become a tourist attraction: They want a piece of architecture 
like the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, that will, they feel, be their Eiffel Tower, 
their destination building” (de Montebello, 2007).  
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Cultural resources around the world have undertaken massive building programmes in 
order to beat competition. The British Museum has recently completed building work 
in the Great Court. In this respect, facilities management and planning could be seen 
as a way to enhance visitation experience. Through investment in facilities 
management in Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi would be able to improve its image 
(Sheth and Sisodia 2002; Kotler and Andreasen 1996). Thus, building an extension in 
a museum curators create more space for permanent exhibitions, or accommodate 
more shopping space for visitors. Hence, building more space increases resources’ 
usage, leading to the destination’s regeneration and eventually to the creation of 
comparative advantage through differentiation (Montgomery 2003). 
 
The issue of temporary exhibitions relates to one of the major recent developments in 
the cultural sector in general. Museum programming (i.e. staging a temporary 
exhibition) has been associated in the literature (O’Roper and Beard 2005; Bradburne 
2001) as a means for cultural resources to re-invent themselves and to add to their 
attractiveness. The aim of temporary exhibitions is to help Abu Dhabi in general and 
Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter in particular to appeal to an ever broader visitor base 
(Axelsen 2006; Debenedetti 2003). Temporary exhibitions could inspire potential 
visitors to attend permanent exhibitions or could attract repeat visitors building on 
their familiarity with the destination. From this perspective, Saadiyat Island if 
managed properly could do wonders for the Abu Dhabi brand and its marketing 
strategy.  The study considered an increase as well as a reduction in the number of 
temporary exhibitions.  
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Figure 3.3. A Combination of Strategies for Comparative Advantage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The clever part in this whole discussion rests on the fact that Abu Dhabi is the first 
case to combine the abovementioned comparative advantage strategies together (see 
Figure 3.3 above). Figure 3.3. above suggests that the establishment of a cultural 
quarter like the one planned in Saadiyat Island (incorporating both mega or temporal 
events as well as adding more physical space could allow the destination an edge over 
competitors., Implicitly, Abu Dhabi officials have managed to combine management 
programming and mega events through what the literature has identified as ‘umbrella 
branding’ marketing strategies.  
 
The evidence from the related literature on place branding all conclude towards the 
adoption of umbrella branding strategies as a differentiated place branding strategy. In 
particular, the literature (Frost (2004), Iversen and Hem (2008), Therkelsen and 
Halkier (2004), Besharat 2010)) has promoted the use of umbrella place branding as 
some sort of certificate of trust and quality, encompassing all of a place’s unique 
Building / creating 
more (physical) 
space 
Organising a mega – 
event (temporary 
exhibition 
Abu Dhabi strategy for generating comparative advantage 
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attributes and characteristics (Anholt 2004). The two general goals of umbrella brands 
are: 
 to reduce perceived risk when introducing new products under the umbrella; and 
 to improve quality perceptions of new brand partners (Laforet and Saunders, 
1994; Rao et al., 1999). 
 
Essentially, umbrella place branding strategies act as a signalling device (Hem et al., 
2003, Völckner and Sattler, 2006) whereby the dominant or parent brand (in this case 
the various world class partners and cultural organisations, such as the Louvre and 
Guggenheim Museum) extends its credibility to new products/services and tourist 
destinations (Saadiyat Island cultural Quarter and Abu Dhabi more generally). Similar 
to an industrial or manufacturing context, an umbrella place branding strategy would 
summarise under one name all the marketable features (natural, or man- made) of a 
place. For example, the Saadiyat island brand encapsulates:  
 Saadiyat island as a cultural heritage destination (existence of world class 
museums and cultural resources in close proximity),  
 Saadiyat island as an environmental and sustainable tourism destination (home 
to nesting grounds of the Hawksbill Turtle, adoption of bespoke green building 
design guidelines) 
 Saadiyat island as a cluster for business and business tourism (existence of 29 
luxury hotels and various golf courses, Monte Carlo marina development, home 
of 15 artists in residence, support of local cultural entrepreneurial ventures) 
 Saadiyat island as a world class residential area (to accommodate around 150, 
000 residences) 
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 Saadiyat island as a world class destination for festival and events (boat race, 
formula one exhibition, golf tournaments). 
The same concept applies to other cities across the world (Austin – Texas (USA), 
Liverpool (UK), Istanbul (Turkey), Vienna (Austria)). For example, Bournemouth 
attempts to incorporate seven different sectors together under one umbrella brand 
from leisure and attractions to conference and business (Branding of Bournemouth, 
2009).  
 
There are many other examples of national tourism and trade boards committed to 
cooperative branding, both within and across industries. New Zealand has worked for 
decades to develop their “Brand New Zealand” as a strong umbrella brand. By co-
coordinating their marketing efforts, New Zealand’s Tourism and Trade Boards have 
established a national brand (Morgan et al., 2000). This differentiates New Zealand 
internationally and supports their key sectors such as tourism, agriculture, creative 
industry, as well as the textile and marine manufacturing industries. The key objective 
of this program is to build a brand concept that adds value to the marketing of all New 
Zealand’s products and services (Keller, 2003). The brand provides the platform for 
the brand’s values, the translation of these into a suitable, emotionally appealing 
brand personality and the targeted and efficient delivery of that message. This 
example shows how a nation can achieve celebrity status and conversational value 
through coordinated umbrella branding. Critical to the creation of a durable umbrella 
brand is the identification of some selected brand values grounded in the place’s 
natural, cultural and human resources (Keller, 2003). For New Zealand the brand 
values are quality excellence, environmental responsibility, innovation, contemporary 
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values, honesty, integrity and openness of the people, and achievements of New 
Zealanders. 
 
A place brand can behave just like a manufacturers brand, providing an umbrella of 
trust and a guarantee of quality, which kick-start the entry of its new “sub-brands” on 
the marketplace (Anholt 2004). Through place umbrella branding, marketers can 
achieve economies of scale and message consistency in promotion of exported 
products and services, as well as in promotion of the country or destination itself. A 
shift from many local brands to a single place umbrella brand also provides 
substantial savings in packaging and communication costs (Bartlett and Ghosal, 1986; 
Schuiling and Kapferer, 2004). To gain these advantages such collaborative brands 
should be designed to support the coherent brand building of a portfolio of local 
goods. Once a clear umbrella brand concept is established, individual constituents can 
go their separate ways within it, without the risk of inconsistent messaging. The idea 
is to create synergies for all umbrella brand partners derived from branding of shared 
qualities embedded in the place of origin. However, an umbrella brand would seem to 
offer not only economies of scale or fit the notion of a distinct ‘national core’ of 
values, but also to entail the possibilities of synergy when a unified national image is 
consistently projected to the external world (Therkelsen and Halkier, 2004). 
 
The evidence from the related literature points out towards a number of arguments 
supporting the adoption of umbrella branding when it comes to place and destination 
branding. Relating to demand, umbrella branding targets many different customers 
with widely different needs and demands. Investors will for instance be oriented 
towards the qualifications and costs of the labour force at the place, taxation 
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regulations, bureaucratic procedures and business climate; Potential residents will 
likewise be oriented towards the labour market and taxation but perhaps be equally 
concerned with social welfare, attractive housing and cultural offers. Tourists on the 
other hand will be mainly interested in recreational offers and/or experiences to be 
had at the place, though price level and standard of accommodation will also play a 
role. In order for a future destination to be successful, it has to identify a common 
thread /denominator (in the form of an encompassing umbrella branding strategy) that 
link all these groups together.  
 
The branding of places involves a multitude of stakeholders and accompanying 
interests: national, regional and local authorities, private sectors as diverse as business 
interests, hospitality and tourism, information technology and agriculture, as well as 
the local population at large. Hence, place branding is seldom under the control of a 
central authority and it involves multiple stakeholders, often with competing interests 
(Frost, 2004). As pointed out by Kotler et al. (1999), the production of a place brand 
is based on inter-organisational negotiations and consensus-building among three 
types of stakeholders – local/regional/national government, the business community 
and citizens. This leaves the place brand difficult to control as conflicting messages 
about the place may be submitted by actors located at the place but not involved in the 
branding process. 
 
The abovementioned evidence tends to suggest that Abu Dhabi officials have 
managed to utilise umbrella branding strategies in an effective way in order to bring 
together facilities management (new cultural spaces) and organisation of mega events 
(temporary and periodic exhibitions) under the Saadiyat island brand. In addition to 
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these developments, Saadiyat Island is actively aiming to package various tourism 
concepts and segments into one confined geographical area (sustainable tourism, 
business tourism, leisure tourism, and cultural tourism).  
 
On a different level, one has to note that all this massive and very rapid 
transformation of the UAE in general and Abu Dhabi in particular means that the 
nature and character of the Emirate is currently shifting. Starting from a more insular 
and secular place, Abu Dhabi is now transforming into a globalised and cosmopolitan 
city. The developments of a world class cultural quarter, the almost doubling of the 
Emirate’s airport capacity are all evident of the changing priorities and policy 
objectives. All this transformation and the development of the tourism sector in AD 
are transforming the Emirate into a global centre for products, services and consumers 
of post – industrial markets (Ponzini 2011, Amin 2000). Although this transformation 
has, generally speaking, received positive comments from the literature (Kadir 1999, 
Sechzer 2004), the fact is that all this present particular challenges for the authorities 
and the government.  
 
However, these new developments in the UAE and AD are taking shape in a period of 
tremendous political as well as economic fluctuations (Ponzini 2011). From a political 
perspective, civil unrest and turbulence has swept across the Middle East and the Arab 
world. The region is amidst the so – called ‘Middle East (or Arab) Spring’ uprising 
that has developed out of the need from more democratic reform in certain countries 
and regimes. Although this climate of political unrest and civil turbulence has no 
relevance with the UAE and its administration, yet, these developments have raised a 
number of question marks, not purely financial. According to the Financial Times 
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(FT, 2012), “Deeper concerns emerged in Abu Dhabi, as political unrest spread across 
the Middle East, that the government may need to direct its petrodollars more 
carefully to placate its citizens”.  
 
Thus, the Emirate has to ensure a binary objective. On the one hand, planned 
economic developments through tourism (such as the Saadiyal Cultural Quarter) have 
to serve the purpose of economic development and diversification. On the other hand, 
the Saadiyat Cultural Quarter should aim towards providing more jobs for the local 
population boosting local entrepreneurship (especially among females) and 
facilitating new firm formation (The Government of Abu Dhabi 2008, Goby and 
Erogul 2011, Baud and Mahgoub 1999, Erogul and McCrohan 2008). According to 
the literature, this cultural tourism development has the potential to assist towards new 
firm formation (Plaza 2006) as well as helping to bridge the ‘dramatic social dualism’ 
(Gimbel 2007) in the Emirate. The evidence from the literature suggests that the 
facilitation of a cultural quarter or a cultural district tends to be supportive of this 
hypothesis linking investment on cultural developments and job creation / urban 
economic development (Martin and Sunley 2003, Montgomery 2003, Porter 1998, 
Rosenfeld and Hornych 2008).  
 
Criticism 
Despite the positive responses that the Saadiyat island cultural quarter has received, 
and the positive evidence provided in the literature, there are still some issues that 
need to be addressed in the form of criticism to the planned developments. This 
criticism focuses mostly on authenticity and sustainability grounds. As it was 
mentioned in earlier parts of the analysis, Saadiyat island cultural quarter is putting 
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forward a new concept as part of Abu Dhabi’s intention to focus on tourism as a 
means of economic development. For achieving this objective, Saadiyat Island will 
have to rely on external forces (Guggenheim and Louvre museums, foreign architects, 
loaned collections and exhibitions). As a result, the outcome may lack credibility and 
what is more may be detached from the native culture and tradition. Hence, some 
(Sharpley 2002) have raised concerns about the potential authenticity of cultural 
quarter’s experiments. The last thing Abu Dhabi wants is to build replicas of western 
institutions. The Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter in its totality would also need to 
play its part in sustaining the heritage of the local environment. If not, they will not be 
credible. 
 
At first, out of all the five (5) cultural resources planned to open in Saadiyat Island 
cultural quarter, only one (1) will be devoted to Abu Dhabi culture and history 
(Sheikh Zayed National Museum). This means that there will be limited opportunity 
(at this stage) for natives and locals to get a closer feel of their culture and traditions. 
Although all the remaining four (4) museums will be showcasing Arab and Eastern 
artefacts and exhibitions, the objective would be to present them from a world – wide 
perspective and not purely a UAE one. Hence, the relevance of such projects to 
Emiratis themselves is questioned. Surely, in order to develop a museum culture they 
must first draw on their own heritage to catch up with the world, to develop a 
collective progressive mentality. They must have the moral as well as the material 
equipment to deal with others, before they embark on the business of addressing the 
world at large. 
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Related to the above, one major issue for the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter will be 
whether it can initiate meaningful relations with the traditional cultural capitals of the 
Arab world (Damascus, Beirut, Cairo, Alexandria, the cities of the Maghreb and 
perhaps even Baghdad), where modern artistic and literary traditions dating back to 
the 18th century have lost touch with the latest developments in the Western 
metropolises that inspired them.  Some worry that while the project may comprise an 
unprecedented achievement in culture and tourism, the vast majority of Emiratis have 
a sensibility distant from the world of contemporary art, however much its centre is 
moving in our direction. One should bear in mind that culture is by definition a 
societal surge, and the Cultural District will be an elitist undertaking if it remains 
divorced from the grassroots life of this society. 
 
There is no doubt that sustainability plays a very important role in tourism 
development today, particularly with respect to global concerns about job creation and 
retention, adverse economic conditions, and new firms formation. Abu Dhabi will 
need to all that it can to demonstrate that it is following through on the many positive 
initiatives and commitments it has announced.  
 
Considering the need among tourist destinations to establish and sustain a competitive 
edge over their close competitors, the main question delving in the literature revolves 
around ways to nurture and sustain tourism entrepreneurship and other business 
opportunities (Johns and Mattsson 2005, Lordkipanidze et al., 2005). However, the 
use of cultural entrepreneurship for economic development purposes should follow a 
regulated and sustainable approach. This pattern occurs when cultural entrepreneurs 
have a good understanding of potential markets and their characteristics and can 
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procure and coordinate demand for their services (Hazbun 2003). In the context of the 
cultural quarter development, the literature is full of examples where the intentions 
behind a cultural quarter were noble, but the final outcome was rather disappointing 
(Novelli et al. 2006, Mommas 2004, Russo and Segre 2007). For this reason, for the 
Saadiyat island Cultural Quarter to be deemed as a successful initiative, Abu Dhabi 
authorities have to primarily ensure the long term viability and sustainability of the 
experiment. This can only be achieved with an ever greater participation of the local 
population (as consumers and suppliers) in this venture.  
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CHAPTER 4: The Survey Instrument  
Summary: 
This chapter in the document deals with the methodological aspect of the thesis; 
namely the survey instrument and the research methodology. More specifically, the 
first part of the discussion is devoted to the survey method, the selection of the 
product attributes to be used in the choice experiment and the rationale behind them. 
In other words, the thesis  tries to provide some sort of justification for the selection of 
the product attributes. This is standard practice in the relevant literature. The analysis 
in this first part of the discussion also makes an effort to justify the self-completion 
mode that was chosen for the survey instrument, over other common practice 
questionnaire filling techniques.  
The second part of the discussion in this chapter deals with the specific research 
methodology; namely stated preferences discrete choice modeling (SPDCM). In 
particular, this section of the discussion considers the various economic valuation 
techniques and contrasts SPDCM with contingent valuation methodology (CVM). 
Then, the analysis considers the economic and the econometric underpinnings of the 
SPDCM methodology (RUM, LCA and decision making theories) and concludes with 
the analysis of the welfare effects derived from the SPDCM approach.  
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The Survey Instrument 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section of the analysis is to provide a step – by – step account of 
the construction of the survey questionnaire for the stated preference discrete choice 
experiment. This chapter describes the rationale for the selection of the attributes to 
describe the choice alternatives and the levels (configurations) to summarise the 
various provisions of these attributes.  
 
The next step is the description of the method through which the selected product 
attributes entered the discrete choice experiment in order to elicit tourists’ 
preferences. This method is the experimental design of the discrete choice exercise. 
The analysis also explains the choice between full and fractional factorial 
experimental designs.  
 
Based on the relevant literature, the analysis also considers the advantages and 
disadvantages of using a questionnaire as the means through which the discrete choice 
experiment is distributed. In the final stages of this section, the analysis considers the 
procedures for the implementation and the logistic aspects of distributing the 
questionnaire survey.  
 
This section of the analysis focuses on the methods employed to construct and deliver 
the survey questionnaire. The examination and subsequent evaluation of individuals’ 
preferences through stated preferences choice modelling methodology, requires the 
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use of product attributes to describe cultural heritage resources. Also, researchers have 
to generate appropriate configurations to describe different provisions of each product 
attribute. These appropriate configurations are called levels. Changing the level of a 
particular product attribute will effectively result in a different commodity being 
created altogether. Discrete choice modelling focuses on the effect that these changes 
in the levels of product attributes will have in one’s choice patterns and eventually, 
utility function. According to Hanley et al. (1999) the careful selection of product 
attributes and the assignment of feasible and realistic configurations in them is a very 
crucial stage in every discrete choice modelling exercise. However, the assignment of 
attributes and levels to describe the two heritage attractions is just one stage in the 
process.  
 
The literature (Hanley et al. 1999) suggests that there are 4 broad stages in the 
construction and delivery of a stated preferences discrete choice modelling survey.  
Stage 1 relates to the selection of product attributes. This initial stage relates to the 
identification of relevant attributes of the good to be valued. Literature reviews and 
focus groups are used to select attributes that are relevant to people while expert 
consultations help to identify the attributes that will be impacted by the policy. Stage 
2 (assignment of levels) relates to the attribute configurations. Attribute levels should 
be feasible, realistic, and span the range of respondents’ preference maps. Focus 
groups, pilot surveys, literature reviews and consultation with experts are instrumental 
in selecting appropriate attribute levels. A baseline ‘status quo’ level is usually 
included.  
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In stage 3, researchers choose the experimental design.  Statistical design theory is 
used to combine the levels of the attributes into a number of alternative scenarios or 
profiles to be presented to respondents. Fractional factorial designs are able to reduce 
the number of scenario combinations presented with a concomitant loss in estimating 
power (i.e., some or all of the interactions will not be detected). For example, a survey 
with 27 options can be reduced to 9 using a fractional factorial. Finally stage 4 relates 
to the construction of the choice sets. The profiles identified by the experimental 
design are then grouped into choice sets to be presented to respondents. Profiles can 
be presented individually, in pairs, or in groups. For example, the 9 options identified 
by the fractional factorial design can be grouped into a 3 sets of four-way 
comparisons. 
 
The analysis will proceed by looking at each one of these stages separately and then 
try to explain the contribution of each one of these stages in the construction of the 
choice modelling experiment and the questionnaire survey 
 
4.2. The Selection of Product Attributes 
 
Even though the Saadyiat Island Cultural Quarter will be comprised of a number of 
distinctive resources and attractions, the expectation is that they will still be governed 
by the same managerial and administrative philosophy. Useful information regarding 
the selection of the product attributes was derived from both primary and secondary 
sources of information. The product attributes as well as their subsequent levels were 
identified from a selected literature review on heritage tourism and semi-structured 
surveys of visitor guides Abu Dhabi (as recommended by Bennett (1999) and Hanley 
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et al. (1999)). These semi-structured surveys took the form of two informal focus 
group discussions, with teams of 4 to 6 visitor guides. Feedback from these 
discussions included participants’ opinions on the reality of the choice mechanism, 
the payment mechanism and on the applicability of the product attributes.  
 
The Saadyiat Island Cultural Quarter was described in terms of seven product 
attributes, or factors. The description of product attributes as factors will be of 
particular relevance in latter parts of the analysis; namely during the discussion of 
experimental design methods. Such is the importance of accurately identifying the 
product attributes, that discrete choice modelling has been described by Bennett 
(1999) and Farrar et al. (2000) as an ‘attribute specific’ rather than an ‘information 
specific’ elicitation method. Product attributes can either be of a qualitative and  
quantitative nature. Although quantitatively defined product attributes are preferred 
because they can be interpreted in monetary terms more easily, the current empirical 
study decided to make use of both quantitative and qualitative attributes for the 
provision of a more realistic decision making context. According to Bennett (1999), 
the identification of product attributes has to serve one particular goal. That is to 
ensure that product attributes have to be policy related so that they can be used to 
inform decision makers regarding alternative policy trade - offs.  
 
As it will be described in more detail in the following sections of the analysis, one of 
the strengths of discrete choice modelling methodology lies on the fact that 
practitioners have the power to control the choice experiment by entering the product 
attributes they are mostly interested in. Following this line of thinking, the product 
attributes that enter the choice experiment have to be related to the policy outcome 
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that is been examined. In terms of the current survey, and given the nature of the 
resources to be examined, the purpose of the discrete choice modelling (CM) 
experiment was to identify the extent to which the introduction of a number of policy 
initiatives and managerial practices offered in Saadiyat Island would have any 
particular effect on the probability of individual tourists choosing to visit this new 
cultural entrepreneurship venture.  
 
In the present study, the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter development has been 
described by seven (7) product attributes (qualitative and quantitative). These seven 
product attributes employed were:  
 Place of Production (origin),  
 Number of Major Events (per year),  
 Level of Qualifications / Training,  
 Waiting Time (Congestion),  
 Linkages with Other (Cultural) Resources, 
 Marketing / promotion practices and  
 Price (in the form of entry fee charges).  
 
In addition to the above, a pilot study has been performed early on and cultural 
heritage scholars active in the area were also asked to comment on the selection of the 
product attributes and their configurations. Hence, the attributes selected for the 
choice modelling (CM) survey were subjected to scrutiny by both academic and 
professional experts. 
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4.3. The Determination of Levels 
The determination of levels comes after the selection of the particular product 
attributes. According to Ryan and Wordsworth (2000), the selection of realistic 
attribute levels is one of the most important steps in constructing a CM survey. The 
literature suggests that the different configurations of product attributes should 
describe as much contradictory trade-offs between levels as possible. Table 4.1 below, 
summarises the configurations of each product attribute and denotes the author’s 
expected a priori assumption regarding the effect of each level to the probability of 
visitation in either of the two attractions.  
 
Table 4.1. Product Attributes and Their Levels
†
 
Product Attributes Levels of Product Attributes Expected Impact 
Place of Production (Origin)   
No indication Base  
Produced in UAE  +ve 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively  +ve 
Imported from somewhere else  -ve 
Number of Major Events   
None Base  
1 to 3 per year  -ve 
4 to 6 per year  +ve / -ve 
More than 6 per year  +ve 
Level of Qualifications / Training   
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD) Base  
By type of industry (music)  +ve / -ve 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)  +ve / -ve  
Product / Service specification (traditional music)  +ve / - ve  
Waiting time (Congestion)   
No waiting time Base  
15 minutes  +ve / -ve 
30 minutes  -ve  
45 minutes  -ve  
Linkages   
No linkages Base  
Within Saadiyat Island  -ve 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE  +ve 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE  +ve 
Marketing / Promotion   
Only within Saadiyat Island Base -ve 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist 
resources 
 +ve 
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Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources  +ve 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources  
 
+ve 
Price (Entry Fee)   
No entry fee Base  
25 Dhs  -ve 
50 Dhs  -ve 
75 Dhs  -ve 
†Shaded boxes represent the ‘current state of the world’, the base level conditions.  
 
4.2.1 Place of Production (origin) 
As far as the first attribute to be considered in the stated preference discrete choice 
modelling (SPDCM) experiment (place of artistic or cultural production / origin) 
could be taken to indicate the assignment of property rights to the attractions and the 
exhibitions. This product attribute could certainly be considered as a conferment of 
quality for the collective resource. The assignment of property rights (either generic or 
specific to Saadyiat Island development) serves the dual purpose of protecting and 
promoting native culture (Santagata 2002). Property rights refers to the ability (either 
collective or individual) to control, or ownership of the process through which 
services and/or products are produced and delivered to the consumer/visitor.   
 
This attribute of assigning property rights could serve as a means of certification (e.g., 
making sure that what is on display or produced in the cultural quarter abides with 
some strict rules and regulations) that could denote the quality of the cultural 
experience in AD. According to existing and current worldwide practices, the 
allocation of these property rights to producers, artists and entrepreneurs entitles them 
to a financial premium as a result of the higher quality goods and services they are 
offering to visitors and tourists. The allocation and administration of property rights 
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has been particular popular in similar exercises (i.e., in the management of quarters 
and districts, examples include the glass making quarter in Murano, and the wine 
making districts in Italy and France).  
 
4.2.2. Number of Major (or Mega) Events 
In order to define special or mega – events, we follow Getz’s (1997) definition, where 
he defines them as events out of the ordinary, and something that is offered for a 
limited time and appeals to a ‘mass market’. The selection of this product attribute is 
based on the recent drive among cultural organisations to organise mega events in 
order to secure much needed cash (Tobelem 2005). As a result of increasing levels of 
competition in the field, cultural heritage resources are trying to reinvent themselves 
by differentiating their product as much as possible. Currently, the cultural literature 
has identified two particular streams of future developments. The first path of 
development focuses on physical expansion (i.e., building new and bigger extensions) 
of the collection. The other path of development focuses on staging mega – events or 
as is commonly referred ‘block-buster’ exhibitions. Indicatively, the British Museums 
has recently completed a very ambitious project to expand, with the building of the 
Great Court. The Great Court acts as an entrance to the main museum collections, and 
as a place where people can sit down and relax (a community centre within the BM). 
Thus, the decision to focus exclusively on mega – events was a deliberate one.  
 
The issue of major events / temporary exhibitions relates to one of the major recent 
developments in the cultural sector in general. Museum programming (i.e., staging a 
temporary exhibition) has been associated in the literature (O’Roper and Beard 2005 
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and Bradburne 2001) as a means for cultural resources to re – invent themselves and 
to add to their attractiveness. The aim of temporary exhibitions is to help the BM to 
appeal to an ever broader visitor base (Axelsen 2006, Debenedetti 2003).  Temporary 
exhibitions could inspire potential visitors to attend permanent exhibitions, or could 
attract repeat visitors building on their familiarity with the BM. The study considered 
an increase as well as a reduction in the number of temporary exhibitions. This has 
been decided in order to illustrate the obvious trade – off between culturally and 
adjunct (or not frequent) visitors (Rentschler and Gilmore 2002).  
 
One of the objectives behind temporary exhibitions is to attract audiences. This could 
be new audience (Gomez 1998), or repeat and frequent audience (Debenedetti 2003). 
Temporary exhibitions could inspire new visitors to attend the exhibition, or could 
attract repeat ones building on their familiarity with the museum or the exhibition. 
The staging of mega events serves two purposes. On the one hand, it helps to maintain 
repeat visitors (O’Roper and Beard (2005)), whereas on the other hand it increases 
engagement between first time visitor and the cultural resource setting (Bradburne 
2001). Responding to contemporary visitors’ needs and interests can prove a major 
source of income for museums and cultural attractions (Axelsen 2006). Overall, no 
matter which demand segment temporary exhibitions are designed to cater for, their 
objective is to generate an increasing number of tourist or visitor numbers based on 
the ‘wow’ experience (Kotler 2001).  
 
4.3.3. Level of Qualifications/Training 
The level of qualifications / training product attribute entered the SPDCM experiment 
with the objective of linking cultural resources and cultural entrepreneurship with the 
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new wave /forms of innovative capacity in tourism (Lazzeretti 2008). More 
particularly, the current turn towards a greater involvement of cultural tourism on the 
economy considers culture and tourism as sources of innovativeness. Within this 
remit, the literature has recently paid a lot of attention to the contribution of human 
capital on national level of innovation and entrepreneurship (Sadi and Henderson 
2005, Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011, Baud and Mahgoub 1999, Dimov 2010). Lazzeretti 
(2008) and Tamvada (2008) are adamant as far as the contribution of human capital 
(and its advancement through training and the adoption of particular skills and 
qualifications) on entrepreneurship and the economy.  
 
A consideration of the local labour market and the various forms of specialisation (in 
terms of industrial, professional, or product specialisation) has considerable influences 
on urban economic renewal (Lazzeretti et al. 2008). In this respect, when one 
considers the fact that cultural quarters or clusters are a collection of idiosyncratic 
goods based on creativity and intellectual property (Cellini et al. 2004), the existence 
of a local labour market with a strong human capital appears as a pre-requisite for the 
successful and sustainable operations of such policy undertakings. Given the 
multiplicity and complexity of the proposed Saadyiat Island cultural quarter 
development, a consideration of the various facets of local labour market 
qualifications could reflect different strategies/avenues for development. Much like 
the discussion that takes place regarding the economic rejuvenation of old and 
unpopular destinations and resorts, the discussion on the level of 
specialisation/training on the local human capital could inform different set of policy 
priorities for the Emirate authorities.  
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In order to draw some parallels with respect to the discussion above, the option to 
focus training and qualification provisions at an industrial level (i.e., music) could 
resemble the need among destinations and attractions to focus on particular areas of 
their infrastructure (i.e., the hospitality sector or the transportation sector). 
Correspondingly, professional training and/or qualifications (i.e., technicians) could 
relate to human capital specialisation. Finally, the option to focus on product/service 
specialisation (i.e., traditional music) could be related to an effort to improve the 
facility provision within a particular tourist sector (i.e., public transport sector).    
 
4.3.4. Waiting Time (Congestion) 
Waiting time (or congestion levels) relates to the number of major events per year. 
This product attribute has been described quantitatively (along with the number of 
major events, and the price attributes. All other product attributes (place of 
production, level of qualifications/training, linkages with other cultural resources and 
marketing promotion practices have been described qualitatively.  
 
The rationale behind the selection of waiting times or congestion levels as an 
appropriate product attribute to explain tourists’ choices regarding cultural heritage 
tourism participation stems from the fact that overcrowding (as a form of adverse 
visitor impact) is perceived to be a very important problem. According to Jakus and 
Shaw (1997), even if no damage occurs from increased congestion levels at heritage 
attractions, visitors may still experience a loss of satisfaction (dissatisfaction) 
resulting from overcrowding. In particular, many studies in either a tourism (Lindberg 
et al. 1997 and Lindberg et al. 2001), or heritage context (Maddison and Mourato 
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2002 and Garrod et al. 2002, Jaffry and Apostolakis 2011) have made a clear 
association between increasing congestion levels at heritage attractions and reduced 
levels of visitors’ quality of the experience. In that respect, the expected effect of the 
different configurations of the congestion attribute in the choice modelling experiment 
are rather self-explanatory. Deterioration in waiting times (or congestion levels) is 
expected to affect chances of visitation at the Saadiyat Island Cultural quarter 
negatively. 
 
Due to the particular nature of heritage attractions as congestible resources (Foldvary 
1995 and Maddison and Foster 2003), other studies employing a discrete choice 
modelling methodology have made use of congestion characteristic in their 
endeavours regarding heritage attractions. In that way, they have managed to highlight 
the significance of higher congestion levels around many heritage tourism attractions. 
The first to consider congestion levels in a discrete choice modelling context for 
heritage attractions were Costa and Manente (1995), examining congestion levels in 
Venice, Italy. In their study, Costa and Manente (1995) did not consider congestion as 
a deterministic variable of heritage tourism participation in Venice, but rather as a 
problem which had to be resolved. Hett and Mourato (2000) have also considered 
congestion levels and their adverse effect on quality of heritage experience. Similar to 
Costa and Manente’s study however, they did not consider congestion as the 
underlying problem in their study. Instead, they suggested that a congestion problem 
in their case was the resulting situation of another more fundamental issue. 
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Two other studies have adopted a more focused examination of the relationship 
between congestion levels and heritage tourism participation. Maddison and Mourato 
(2002) have examined the effect of reducing traffic and congestion levels near the 
vicinity of Stonehenge Park, UK by asking respondents to state how much they would 
be prepared to pay for the construction of a bypass, which would alleviate some of the 
traffic near the attraction. Their empirical results support the argument that 
respondents have strong preferences favouring the reduction of traffic and congestion 
near the attraction. The second study which has considered congestion levels as a 
determinant variable of heritage tourism participation process considers the case of 
the British Museum in London (Maddison and Foster 2003). Maddison and Foster 
(2003) adopted an even more focused approach, emphasising on the role of 
congestion levels as the sole determinant factor to affect visitation patterns at the 
British Museum. Utilising a pair-wise discrete choice modelling methodology, they 
asked respondents to “choose between alternative scenarios (provisions of the British 
Museum) described by … differing degrees of congestion” (Maddison and Foster, 
2003:174). The main theoretical argument that the authors are using to support their 
cases stems from the fact that increased congestion levels impose a cost to current and 
prospective visitors alike. In order to alleviate these costs, heritage attractions have to 
impose entry fees. Overall, the evidence from this study favours the imposition of 
entry charges in order to alleviate some of the adverse impacts resulting from higher 
congestion levels at heritage attractions. 
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4.3.5. Linkages 
This product attribute is used in the SPDCM experiment to evaluate respondents’ 
preferences and choice patterns regarding interrelatedness. Following O’Connor, 
(2007), this product attribute considers the geographical extensions/proximity within a 
cluster or cultural quarter. This attribute and its related configurations/levels make up 
the various options regarding the network of this proposed cultural quarter 
development (none, local network, regional network, or finally international network). 
In a similar fashion to the rest of the discussion, the existence, or nonexistence, of a 
network could facilitate or impinge, on the sustainability of the proposed policy 
initiative (Cooke et al. 1997).  
 
In addition to the discussion above, the literature in the cultural tourism field suggests 
that successful cultural quarters/clusters need to establish a network of collaborations 
with other similar resources (Bayliss 2004, Cuccia et al. 2007, Kim 2011, Rosenthal 
and Strange 2008, Eisingerich et al. 2010). This is a policy initiative that Abu Dhabi 
authorities have taken under serious consideration (Ponzini 2011, Haryopratomo et al. 
2011). However, there is very little hard evidence to date to provide support for such 
an initiative. Jaffry and Apostolakis (2001) found no evidence to link similar kind of 
strategies with a higher willingness to voluntary contribute among visitors to the 
British Museum in London. In the same fashion, the use of the ‘linkages’ product 
attribute in this study questions the extent to which these practices are favoured by the 
local population and prospective visitors of the resource.  
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4.3.6. Marketing / Promotion Practices 
The decision to include marketing and promotional incentives examines how heritage 
tourism activity in Abu Dhabi could be affected by various cultural city planning 
options (Roodhouse and Mokre 2004). This particular product attribute serves two 
purposes. On the one hand, it takes on board wider policy and planning plans in Abu 
Dhabi. In the past, policy and planning authorities in the Emirate were linking every 
major development with the hospitality sector. Thus, every new development was in a 
way ‘tied up’ with a hotel (existing or new one).  Currently, policy authorities in the 
Emirate have decided to extend (or to put it differently, to enrich) this strategy by 
considering other business or natural resources as anchors to future development 
plans/projects (ADTA 2007, Business Management Middle East 2012). This renewed 
strategy partly reflects discussions in the literature regarding the rejuvenation of the 
tourism product on offer and partly the discussion regarding the extension of the 
cultural tourism product on offer via the enrichment of the cultural tourism 
product/service on offer (Montgomery 1995, Plaza 2006, Axelsen 2006, Tobelem 
2006). 
 
In addition to the abovementioned discussion, the incorporation of the 
‘marketing/promotion practices’ attribute reflects the relative void in the relevant 
literature regarding the factors relating to the failure of cultural quarters or cultural 
clusters. An examination of the relevant literature in the field will reveal that there is 
an abundance of studies relating to various ‘success stories’ (Bell and Jayne 2004, 
Brown et al. 2000, Caniels and Romijn 2006, Lange et al 2008) , or the factors 
favouring the formation of similar undertakings (Altenburg and Meyer-Stamer, 1999, 
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Cuccia et al. 2007, Camagni 2002, OECD 2001) . However, for every ‘success story’ 
there are multiple failures. Thus, the consideration of this product attribute comes to 
shed some, much needed, light on the practices that could facilitate the survival and 
longevity of this said undertaking (Koschatzky and Lo 2007).  
 
 
 
4.3.7. Price  
Finally, the price attribute is a key characteristic of any SPDCM experiment. The 
inclusion of the price attribute (in any kind of form, which could be in the form of an 
entry ticket to an exhibition, a fixed amount payable by all tourists etc.) would allow 
policy makers and cultural managers to disentangle the impact of each proposed 
policy option to the satisfaction of tourists in monetary terms. In other words, 
interacting tourists’ preferences for each proposed policy initiative with the price 
attribute, managers could get information regarding each potential tourist’s 
willingness to pay for the introduction of that future or hypothetical policy action.  
 
The utilisation of this particular attribute in the discrete choice experiment serves one 
very important role. Operating as a proxy for income (Adamowicz et al. 1998), the 
price coefficient can be combined with the preference coefficient of any of the other 
product attribute configurations in order to translate individuals’ utility patterns into 
monetary units to estimate marginal willingness to pay. In this respect, asking 
respondents to state how much they would be willing to pay to enter the Saadiyat 
Island complex is used for translating the welfare impact of the other managerial 
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initiatives in monetary terms. The analysis can then use the derived welfare effects 
from each attribute and estimate the monetary impact of a number of managerial and 
policy scenarios. In addition to the above argument, the use of price attribute could 
also be used to test the validity of the choice modelling application. A negative and 
statistically significant coefficient for this product attribute will confirm the inverse 
relationship between price and quantity demanded.  
 
The arguments whether or not heritage attractions have to impose entry fee charges 
have been fought and won by both sides many times. There is one point however that 
emerges prominently. Museum guards have long ago ceased to be a free good in 
modern society. The cost side of operating and maintaining an appropriate standard 
for heritage attractions is an economic problem and has to be treated as such. 
According to Sickle and Eagles (1998), declining levels of public support for heritage 
attractions suggests that they must search for other sources of revenue beyond tax-
revenue allocated by the state, in order to sustain their activities.  
 
According to Laarman and Gregersen (1996), charging a fee has moved on from 
being just a management objective to alleviate congestion in the attraction into a more 
powerful tool to ensure fairness and efficiency in public policy. In this study, the 
selection of the two different configurations of entry fee charges are associated with 
different policy objectives. The first attribute level (Dhs 25/person) is considered as 
‘token charges’ used to impute value to the attraction. The second level (Dhs 
50/person) is considered as ‘fees for revenue’. This amount of money is designed to 
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cover some of the running costs of the attractions. Finally, the third configuration of 
entrance fees (Dhs 75/person) is described as ‘high fees’ designed to produce profit 
for the two attractions. The initial rationale embracing the selection of the alternative 
configurations of the entry fee attribute was based on the argument that the resource 
in order to be successful in the long term had to cover a part of its operating cost. This 
point explains why the discrete choice experiment did not employ a higher and lower 
price levels. Hensher and Greene (2000) also make the same point regarding the 
selection of ascending configurations of the price attribute regarding the selection of 
type of vehicle by households.    
 
4.4. Defining the Baseline (Status Quo) 
Respondents also had to consider a third option in each choice experiment, which was 
not described in terms of product attributes. According to EFTEC (2001), the most 
common form of this option is the ‘do nothing’ case. This baseline condition 
describes a state of the two attractions without the incorporation of any managerial or 
policy involvement. The baseline or ‘status quo’ option has been used extensively in 
studies involving both users and non-users of environmental resources (Rolfe et al. 
2000; 2002, Hanley et al. 1999, Blamey et al. 1999, Layton 2000, Adamowicz et al. 
1998 and Mazzanti 2003).  
 
The use of the ‘no visit’ or ‘do nothing’ option might be unrealistic in some settings, 
but its use here is consistent with standard demand theory. Following Hanley et al. 
(1999), the inclusion of a status quo alternative in the valuation exercise enhances the 
reliability of the welfare measures of the elicitation method. This is happening for two 
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reasons. On the one hand, if the status quo (‘no visit’) option is not included in the 
discrete choice experiment, respondents would be forced to choose one option of the 
remaining two. However, some respondents (especially non visitors) might choose not 
to visit the cultural quarter anyway. Forcing respondents belonging in this category to 
select any of the other remaining alternatives even if they were not planning to choose 
it would present an inaccurate estimate of their consumer welfare. Johnston et al. 
(1999), also commented on the use of the ‘no visit/do nothing’ option as the status 
quo suggesting that it reduces any potential systematic bias. “Bias results if 
respondents systematically choose a particular response … if the neutral option is 
omitted” (Johnston et al. 1999: 101).   
 
On the other hand, the status quo option can enhance the reliability and validity of the 
elicitation method. In that way, the study manages to exclude, or neutralise those 
respondents who are uncertain about their preferences, or feel that they did not receive 
enough feedback from the study in order to reach to an informed decision.  In addition 
to that, Adamowicz et al. suggest that the non-inclusion of the status quo would have 
been problematic because there “would not have been a ‘base’ or reference alternative 
to consider” (1998a: 74). Finally, the inclusion of the status quo reflects the, very 
important, fact that the policy initiative being described in the SPDCM experiment 
was still nonexistent during the period of the collection of respondents’ preference 
patterns. 
4.5. The Choice of Experimental Design 
The first part in this section will deal with the task of combining the product attributes 
and their levels into creating product alternatives. This task represents the stimuli that 
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practitioners employ in order to design and manipulate the discrete choice experiment. 
Experimental design is the way that one can assign the different levels of the product 
attributes in order to create the variation in the proposed choice alternatives. 
According to Louviere et al. (2000: 84), “the term ‘design’ refers to the science of 
planning in advance exactly which observations to take and … permit the best 
possible inferences”. Discrete choice modelling surveys present a challenge for 
practitioners for two main reasons. Firstly, according to Jaffry et al. (2004: 218) 
“Choice experiments are challenging in their design because they require two separate 
designs to be combined: one to create the choice alternatives and a second to place 
choice alternatives into choice sets”. Secondly, Rose and Bliemer (2004:1) suggest 
that “whilst the construction of statistically efficient designs is relatively 
straightforward for studies employing linear models, the use of non-linear models in 
stated preference studies (in particular MNL, and MMNL) complicates the 
construction process”. This implies that there is a trade-off that the practitioner has to 
consider when making his selection of the experimental design. This trade-off can be 
summarised into the full versus fractional factorial designs. 
 
The trade-off between full and fractional factorial designs is related to the number of 
product attributes selected for the choice experiment. As it was argued earlier, the 
survey described each heritage attraction in terms of six product attributes. Combining 
all six product attributes with their levels in one experiment is known as a ‘full 
factorial design’ (Blamey et al. 1999) because the researcher involves all attributes or 
factors into the design. In this case, the design of a full factorial design would have 
generated (7
4
) = 2401 possible choice alternatives. That is 4 levels for each product 
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attribute times 7 product attributes altogether. Even though all these combinations 
would have given us a great insight on tourists’ decision making process the sheer 
enormity of the task would also render the whole choice modelling exercise almost 
impossible to control for both parties (researcher and participant) involved in the 
experiment. Instead, the current study has utilised Addelman and Kempthorne’s 
(1961) ‘fractional factorial design’. Fractional factorial designs represent a strategy 
that overcomes the difficulties of handling so many choice alternatives, and therefore 
tackling respondents’ cognitive limitations in dealing with so many alternatives. 
Fractional factorial designs have been very popular in the literature (Adamowicz et al. 
1998a, Blamey et al. 1999, Ryan and Wordsworth 2000, Johnston et al. 1999). Table 
4.2 presents an example of full and fractional factorial designs. Essentially, table 4.2 
below describes the economization in time and space as we move from the utilisation 
of the full set of attributes and their levels (2401 possible combinations), into a more 
efficient but still accurate combination with fewer possible combinations (two and 
three way interaction of attributes and their levels).  
Table 4.2: The Design of a Factorial Design 
 
(Full Factorial Design) 
 
Two-Way Interactions 
(Fractional Factorial Design) 
 
Three-Way 
Interactions 
 
 A 
 
B 
 
C 
 
AB 
 
AC 
 
BC 
 
ABC 
-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Essentially, the difference between full and fractional factorial designs rests on the 
number of combinations of product attributes and levels utilised in the discrete choice 
experiment (CE). On the one hand, full factorial designs “guarantee that all attribute 
effects of interest are truly independent” (Louviere et al. 2000: 85). What Louviere et 
al. (2000) imply is that if researchers and practitioners strive to get a better 
understanding of individuals’ decision-making process, then the examination of all the 
product attributes and their interactions involved in the CE will ensure that. On the 
other hand, fractional factorial designs have been developed that make use of only a 
fraction, or a part of the full range of interactions between product attributes without 
been penalised in terms of accuracy of predictions 
 
Thus, fractional factorial designs operate under the assumption that not all 
combinations of product attributes at various levels are significant in order to be 
considered in the CE. The insignificant higher-order interactions between attributes 
(Rose and Bliemer 2004) or ‘dominated’ (Ryan 1992) options (interactions) can be 
removed without any loss of generalisation. For that reason, fractional factorial 
designs are also called orthogonal ‘main effects’. They only include the selection of 
the most significant combinations (Kroes and Sheldon 1988), compared to full 
factorial designs that implement and estimate the full range of interactions between 
product attributes. 
 
Equation 4.1 exemplifies the distinction between main effect and 2 (or possibly 
higher) order interactions. 
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  )(....... 2321 iininiin XnXXU     (4.1)  
 
 
According to Louviere et al. (2000), main effects fractional factorial designs tend to 
explain around 80% of variance in respondent data. Higher order interactions (2 and 3 
way order effects) explain about 5% to 3% correspondingly. Hence, lower order 
effects are likely to be more important that higher order effects. In essence, the core of 
the argument rests on the trade-off between the greatest possible amount of 
information, which is achieved through the full factorial design and the considerations 
of the full range of effects, or alternatively, the generation of more statistically 
efficient stimuli through fractional factorial designs. 
  
The fractional factorial experimental design utilised for this study was creating 
through SAS and SPSS operations. Initially, using SPSS the study produced 18 choice 
alternatives (‘cards’) in terms of different combinations of product attribute 
configurations. The full list of these 18 choice alternatives is available on request. 
These 18 choice alternatives were grouped into three pair-wise combinations (choice 
sets).  The block design routine in SAS was used to produce these combinations so 
that each combination of choice alternatives was to be presented only once to each 
respondent. This procedure introduced randomness into the design. Three pairs of 
choice alternatives and a ‘no visit’ option were presented to each respondent. Thus, 
each discrete choice experiment contained six choice alternatives (2x3) and three ‘no 
visit’ options (1x3). The randomness in the design enabled the interaction between 
Main Effects 2 - Way Interaction 
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product attributes and personal characteristics to take place at the estimation stage.  
An example of a pair wise choice set used in the survey is presented in Figure 4.1. 
Table 4.3 below exhibits how data from the discrete choice experiment entered the 
spreadsheet. 
 
 
4.6.  Pair – Wise Choices  
Table 4.3 gives an example of the data collected from a complete choice experiment. 
On the first column on the left hand side of the table are the three choice sets. Then 
each choice set is split into two, representing the two choice alternatives in the set. In 
that way, each of the two boxes described in terms of product attributes in Figure 4.1 
are now described in Table 4.3 in one row.  This row contains the six product 
attributes and the level through which they have entered the particular choice 
alternatives. In the far right corner of the table is the dependent variable, which 
indicates whether that particular choice alternative was chosen or not. If the 
respondent has chosen it then it took the value ‘1’, if the respondent had not chosen it, 
it took the value of ‘0’. With respect to the last choice set in Table 4.3, the dependent 
variable was given the value of ‘99’ deliberately to indicate the fact that the 
respondent might have chosen instead the ‘no – visit’ option. In terms of modelling 
analysis, these ‘99’ values were later converted into ‘0’ values to provide the baseline 
category in the binomial logistic model. 
 
The statistical analysis considered many alternative ways through which data entered 
the data set. For example, the analysis considered describing each choice alternative 
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(i.e., the responses of each individual) in terms of three rows rather that two. In that 
way the ‘no – visit’ option (the ‘99’ values’) entered explicitly in the data set. 
However, preliminary results indicated that the consideration of the choice as a binary 
phenomenon (visit – not visit) fitted the data much better. Thus, every level of 
analysis in the discrete choice experiment took a binary response form. Starting from 
the highest level, the discrete choice experiment was described in the number of 
choice sets. Each one of these choice sets comprised itself of a pair of choice 
alternatives. These choice alternatives were described in terms of two rows, which 
took the values of ‘1’ and ‘0’ according to the individual’s response to the dependent 
variable. For example, if the respondent has chosen the first of the two alternatives in 
the choice set 1 in Table 4.3, then the values of the second product attribute in the 
statistical analysis were all automatically converted into zeros from the statistical 
package. Finally, each product attribute was decomposed into two dummy variables 
according to the configurations used to construct the choice alternatives.  
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FIGURE 4.1: An Example of a Choice Set in a Choice Experiment 
The following is just an EXAMPLE of how you should complete the next few questions 
Option A  Option B  Option C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I will not visit 
either 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Choose Option C 
 
 
Place of Production  Place of Production  
 No indication  Imported from somewhere else 
Number of Major Events (Year) Number of Major Events (Year) 
 1 to 3 per year  1 to 3 per year 
(Level of) Qualifications (Level of) Qualifications 
 Professional level  No training 
Linkages Linkages 
 Within Saadyiat Island  Among ‘related’ cultural 
attractions outside UAE 
Marketing and Promotion Marketing and Promotion 
 Involving Saadyiat island and other 
hospitality resources only 
 Involving Saadyiat island and other 
natural reserve resources only 
Waiting time to enter attractions  Waiting time to enter attractions 
 45 minutes  15 minutes 
Price of visit per person Price of visit per person 
 No Entry fee  75 Dhs (£15) 
 
Choose Option A 
 
 
Choose Option B 
 
 
 
 
Instructions  
We are conducting a survey of tourists in Abu Dhabi (UAE). As you may have heard in the news the tourism 
authorities in Abu Dhabi are actively promoting local culture as a means to enhance the value of the tourism 
product they are offering to visitors here. As part of these plans, Abu Dhabi is currently undertaking one of the 
biggest and most exciting projects in the world by building a cultural district in Saadyiat Island. This development 
will include a number of museums and spaces for performing arts, as well as accommodation for ‘artists in 
residence’.  
The next few questions aim to identify your preferences regarding future policy initiatives for the Saadyiat island 
cultural district. As part of this activity, we are going to present you a number of cards. Each card contains two 
different developments, in terms of the services and facilities that could be available to visitors. After carefully 
comparing the different alternatives in each card, we would like you to indicate which developments you would 
like to see implemented in the future. 
 
Choice Alternatives 
‘No Visit’ Option 
Pair Wise Choice Set 
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4.7 The Discrete Choice Experiment Survey 
 
A stated preferences discrete choice experiment survey was carried out for the 
Saadiyat Island cultural quarter. Five hundred (500) questionnaires were distributed, 
employing assisted self completion mode of administration. Both likely visitors 
(actual and potential) and likely non-visitors in the Saadiyat Island development were 
considered in the survey. This was done in order to elicit respondents’ preferences for 
this development. These questionnaires were distributed randomly across visitors to 
the Emirates Palace and the airport.  
 
According to Louviere et al. (2000) the simple random sample strategy that has been 
followed in this study has lower sample size requirements compared to other sampling 
strategies (i.e., exogenously stratified random samples). In addition, the design of the 
choice modelling experiment ensured that each alternative was independent from all 
the others. The independence of alternatives allows researchers to consider each 
alternative as a single choice preference. Ultimately, this will “affect statistical 
efficiency, but not the unbiasedness of the overall sample” (Louviere et al. 2000:263).   
 
The final version of the questionnaire was presented in the form of a small booklet 
with a colour cover and a colour insert containing background information for the two 
attractions, the purpose of the discrete choice experiment and assurances regarding the 
confidentiality of the data. The questionnaire was divided into five sections. Section 
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one of the questionnaire considered respondents’ interests and what they liked doing 
while they were on holiday on the island. This section contained general information 
regarding respondents’ preferred activities and visits to other tourist attractions 
(cultural, and natural) while on holidays in Abu Dhabi. Section two moved on to 
questions regarding specifically visitation patterns to Abu Dhabi and the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE). These included the elicitation of the most significant factor for 
deciding to visit and not visit. 
 
 Section three of the questionnaire was specific to the discrete choice methodology. It 
contained background information regarding the future of the two attractions (policy 
scenario) and the discrete choice experiment. The full questionnaire as well as the 
discrete choice experiment is available on request..  Sections four and five in the 
questionnaire dealt with the general patterns of respondents’ tourist activity and their 
socio-demographic profile respectively. This was comprised of standard questions 
about the respondents’ characteristics (age, education level, income, nationality). 
Apart from using the derived information for descriptive analysis (snapshot picture of 
the population) and comparison reasons (compare the study sample with data 
collected from other tourist surveys and the smaller pilot survey), socio-demographic 
information assisted in one more aspect of the study. As it will be indicated in later 
parts of the study, socio-demographic information can be particularly useful in 
explicitly accounting for heterogeneity in preferences across respondents and thus, act 
as a significant determinant of willingness to pay (WTP).  
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4.8 Selection of the Survey Mode 
Tourism demand studies frequently employ questionnaire surveys to collect data. 
Questionnaire surveys in the tourism field are mostly, but not exclusively 
concentrated on enquiring tourists about cognitive motivation, tourists’ behaviour and 
patterns and / or expenditure patterns. The common ground behind all these is the 
collection of behavioural data (i.e., data explaining how tourists behave and function 
during their holidays on the basis of generally defined individual preferences). 
According to the American Statistical Association (ASA) (1999) researchers should 
normally make their selection of the survey mode on the basis of the nature and 
objectives of the study. Accordingly in this case, the choice of the survey method was 
driven by the main research objective, that of eliciting and capturing individual 
preferences for alternative policy initiatives concerning the Saadiyat Island Cultural 
Quarter.  
 
As it was argued earlier in the discussion, the survey adopted a self – completion 
mode. The choice of the survey method was weighted against the normal time and 
budget constraints in each questionnaire based study. Apart from the time and budget 
considerations, the study also considered the effect of interviewer – respondent 
interactions during the interview. It was felt that the self – completion mode would 
substantially decrease the possibility of the exhibition of socially desirable behaviour 
from the part of the respondent. As it will be explained in more detail in the following 
chapter, discrete choice methodology and stated preference discrete choice methods 
are particularly criticised in the literature in terms of ‘warm – glow’ effects. 
According to the American Statistical Association (1997), self – completion surveys 
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ensure both honesty from the part of the respondent and privacy from the part of the 
researcher. The selection of the self – completion method was thus based on the 
minimisation of the possibility of socially acceptable responses regarding the 
valuation of a merit good.  
 
On the basis of the discussion above, the study selected the mode of survey 
administration after careful consideration of three alternative types which have been 
used in other discrete choice surveys and therefore proffered in the literature (Kroes 
and Sheldon 1988). These alternative modes were: in – person interviews with 
individual tourists, mail surveys and self – completed surveys. 
 
Following the suggestions in the literature, the complex nature of discrete choice 
experiments as well as the substantial reliance on the accurate presentation of the 
evaluated resource precluded the use of phone surveys from any original 
considerations. Also, the pair wise choice format of the discrete choice experiment 
(two choice alternatives and the ‘no – visit’ option) would be very difficult to 
administer over the phone without prior notification, or provision of information 
regarding the nature of the exercise to the potential respondent. Table 4.4 below, 
summarises and compares the alternative survey modes considered for the study. The 
first row in Table 4.4 describes the various comparative categories. 
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Table 4.3 
: Comparison of Alternative Survey Modes 
 
 Personal 
interviews 
Mail Survey Self – completed  
Questionnaires 
Handle random sample Yes /  No Yes Yes [?] 
Handle complex design (pair wise 
choices) 
Yes Yes Yes 
Time resources required   High Low Low 
Budget resources required (Cost) High Low  Low / Medium 
Response rates High Low / Medium Low / Medium 
Handle sensitive / Personal information No Yes Yes 
Geographical cover / span Limited (short 
distances 
around the two 
survey sites) 
No limit No limit 
 
Generally speaking, the deciding factors in the choice of the survey mode were the 
characteristics of the sample, the type and complexity of the questions and the design, 
the nature of the research objective (elicitation of individual preferences), response 
rates, cost, and time availability. With regards to the cost factor, the ASA (1997) and 
Edwards et al. (2002) suggest that postal questionnaires and self – completion surveys 
are substantially cheaper to the in – person interviews. The cost factor is particularly 
important in this survey given the requirement of the study to achieve a cover of the 
tourist demand across the island. On the other hand, the personal interview generally 
yields higher cooperation and lowest refusal rates and the response quality is usually 
better compared to the other two survey modes. 
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Table 4.4: How Discrete Choice Data Entered the Spreadsheet 
  Place of 
Product
ion 
Number 
of 
Major 
Events 
Level of 
Qualifications 
Waiting 
Time 
Linkages Marketing/ 
Promotion 
Price Choice 
Pattern 
 Alternative 1 1 4 2 4 1 4 1 1 
Choice 
Set 1 
Alternative 2 1 2 3 3 4 1 3 0 
Choice 
Set 2 
Alternative 1 2 3 1 2 2 4 2 0 
 Alternative 2 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 1 
Choice 
Set 3 
Alternative 1 3 3 2 1 1 4 4 99 
 Alternative 2 1 4 1 4 3 1 4 99 
4.9.1 Comparisons between SP Methods (Contingent Valuation versus Choice 
Modelling) 
As it was argued earlier on, stated preferences (SP) are based on individuals’ 
preference intentions, expressed in survey based experiments, describing future or 
hypothetically constructed markets (Louviere et al. 2000). Due to this fact, SP 
methods are also known as prospective elicitation methods. According to Adamowicz 
et al. 1998a), stated preference methods are based on three basic behavioural 
foundations. These are: 
1. Lancaster’s characteristics approach (LCA) (Lancaster 1966, 1971). Basically, 
LCA allows researchers to decompose the indirect utility function into 
separate utilities (part – worths) equal to the number of attributes used to 
describe the commodity or asset. 
2. Random utility maximisation theory (RUM) (McFadden 1974, McFadden and 
Train 2000). The analysis will examine RUM theory in greater depth in latter 
sections of the analysis (section 4.3.1). Random utility maximisation 
represents the behavioural foundation through which individuals process 
information for decision-making. 
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3. Information processing theories for decision making. The analysis will not 
deal with them in an explicit way, but they are implicitly incorporated within 
the various decision-making models used in the study. This involves issues 
such as the ways and the manner through which individuals are collecting and 
processing information about the evaluated resource. As an example, 
information processing theories might postulate that part – worth utilities are 
assumed to be cognitively integrated into the total utility for each choice 
alternative.  
The emphasis in this section of the analysis turns to the various SP methods 
developed to measure individual preferences. Figure 4.2 illustrates the umbrella of SP 
methodology and the various preference elicitation methods. Figure 4.2 summarises a 
number of SP methods ranging from contingent valuation methodology (CVM) to 
other hybrid choice methods such as rating and ranking. The analysis here will 
concentrate on the most widely used preference based methods, the CVM and stated 
preference discrete choice modelling (SPDCM), or for simplicity discrete choice 
modelling (CM).  
Figure 4.2: Classification of Stated Preference Economic Valuation Techniques 
Source: Adamowicz et al. (1998a) 
 
 
 
 
Stated Preference Methods 
Rating Ranking Stated Choice 
Referendum Contingent 
Valuation  
Other 
Choice 
Methods 
Attribute Based Stated Choice  
(Choice Experiments) 
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The common feature of all SP elicitation methods included in the figure above is the 
fact that all are based on conjoint analysis (CJA). According to Adamowicz et al., 
(1998b), discrete choice SP methods emerged out of CJA. On the other hand, Manrai 
(1995) has categorised choice based methodologies into 3 types. These are multi – 
attribute choice models (CM), preference and choice mapping, and conjoint analysis. 
As a result of these contrasting classifications, there is much confusion regarding CJA 
and the rest of the SP elicitation methods. Hence, for the sake of clarification, the 
analysis will briefly consider differences and similarities between CJA and the 
discrete choice modelling method. Traditional CJA analysis involves the presentation 
of a single commodity to the respondent and then elicits his responses of whether to 
purchase that commodity based on a rating scale (Adamowicz et al. 1998a). It is true 
that CJA is a generic method of eliciting preferences but its theoretical underpinnings 
originates from psychology and “formal proofs about the mathematical (algebraic) 
representation of an individual’s rank orderings” (Louviere et al. 2000: 1). Thus, CJA 
is a theory about the behaviour of numbers and not people. In addition to that, 
Blamey et al. (1999) argued that CJA involves the decomposition of multi - attribute 
alternatives into a set of values of an individual’s discrete choices. This will then 
allow researchers to derive utility part-worths relating to the various attributes 
(Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002).  From that perspective, CJA shares a lot of 
common ground with Lancaster’s Characteristics Approach (LCA) (Lancaster 1966, 
1971), which is one of the cornerstones of discrete choice preference elicitation 
methods.  
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On a general level, there are three factors that have led researchers such as Alvarez-
Farizo and Hanley (2002) to argue that discrete choice modelling is a generic form of 
CJA.  
 First, choice behaviour under CJA is not elicited. Individual preferences are 
based in some kind of relationship between ratings and choice, in that the 
highest rated alternative is assumed to be chosen. On the other hand, discrete 
choice SP is well rooted into economic based elicitation theory (random utility 
maximisations theory) (Adamowicz et al. 1998b). Under random utility 
maximisation theory (RUM), respondents are directly asked to indicate their 
chosen alternative.  
 Secondly, CJA is based on mathematical proofs and researchers’ ad-hoc 
specifications. CJA is therefore a theory of the behaviour of numbers. This in 
fact makes CJA atheoretical and non-behavioural.  
 Finally, the third generic difference between CJA and discrete choice SP 
methods rests on preference evaluation. According to Louviere (2000), the 
fact that CJA analyses a single alternative option at a time, is a sufficient 
reason for the invalidation of the technique. In reality, people embark in the 
evalaution of two two or more alternatives at any given time/choice setting. 
They hardly ever make decisions on single individual options. In addition to 
these three arguments, Orme (1998) has argued that another limitation of CJA 
compared to discrete choice SP methods rests on the fact that when price is 
included as just one of many attributes that describe the commodity, its 
importance is likely to be underestimated. As a result of all the above 
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arguments, Louviere (2000: 4) has argued that “… CJA is at best a special 
case of far more general RUM based stated preference elicitation procedures.”  
 
The previous parts of the discussion have confirmed that discrete choice SP methods 
are much better suited for the elicitation and subsequent evaluation of individual 
preferences for an alternative option. Following Figure 4.2 above, the most prominent 
and popular SP methods are CVM, contingent ranking (CR) and discrete choice 
modelling. What all of stated preference methods have in common is the fact that they 
are all based on RUM theory. In the following sections of the chapter the analysis will 
examine the two most widely used stated preference methods, CVM and CM and 
point to differences and similarities between them.  
 
4.9.2. Theoretical Underpinnings of Discrete Choice Models 
This section will be divided into two parts. The first section will consider the 
economic foundations of stated preference discrete choice models. The second section 
of the analysis will consider the econometric formulation of preference elicitation 
models. In the first section the analysis will formally describe the contribution of 
Lancaster’s Characteristics Approach, beyond the scope of the analysis in chapter 2. 
The first section will also consider the economic derivation of random utility 
maximisation (RUM) theory. As far as the connections between RUM and LCA, 
RUM incorporates the manner of specifying utilities according to the way that 
Lancaster (1966) and McFadden (1974) have put forward.  
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4.9.3 Economic Theory 
Random utility maximisation theory is the basis for the microeconomic model of 
consumer choice behaviour. As it was argued above, the rationale of these 
microeconomic models is the maximisation of the consumer’s utility function subject 
to a budget constraint. For the examination of the consumer choice problem, one has 
to revert to Lancaster’s microeconomic approach (Lancaster 1966, 1971), in order to 
examine how individuals derive utility from the characteristics of the good, rather 
than the good itself. Thus, consumers’ decisions will be based on their preferences for 
a bundle of characteristics (vector of attributes) for the choice alternatives. As Manrai 
(1995:4) reports “the utility function is a linear compensatory model of attributes of 
the brand”. Then, following Luce’s (1959) choice axiom, the derived utility is 
transformed into choice probabilities. The desirability of each alternative will depend 
on preferences and attributes.  
 
4.9.4. Lancaster Characteristics Approach (LCA) 
Lancaster’s characteristics approach (Lancaster 1966, 1971) represents a considerable 
departure from the traditional neoclassical demand theory in that it no longer 
considers goods to be homogeneous. In other words, individual consumers consume 
goods and services not for the utility of the product or service per se, but because of 
the utility they derive from the consumption of the particular components (or 
attributes) of that product or service. Over the last few years, the literature has 
overwhelmingly embraced the concept of LCA when evaluating individual 
preferences for cultural heritage resources (Mazzanti 2002, Baez – Montenegro et al. 
2012, Bedate et al. 2009, and Tran and Navrud 2008).   
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More particularly, LCA suggests that goods can be described in terms of a function of 
characteristics or attributes. Hence, what Lancaster proposed was the construction of a 
consumer demand theory on the basis of product characteristics, not products. For 
example, the analysis of respondents’ choice patterns regarding the Saadyiat Island 
cultural quarter can be econometrically tractable through a utility function describing 
individual preferences for the component parts of that function (i.e., product 
characteristics) (Pendleton and Shonkwiler 2001). According to Lancaster, 
characteristics describe activities generated by the respective product. Consumers then 
form preferences for these activities.  
 
Thus, in notational form, Lancaster’s characteristics approach suggests that attribute xj 
is required for activity k, in order to be consumed at level yk. The relationship which 
links yk with the consumption of a particular commodity is linear and additive so that:  

k
kjkj yax ,  
where ajk represents some consumption technology coefficient which determined 
consumer behaviour. This consumption technology will in turn depend on individual 
preferences and will describe the cognitive transformation process of goods as inputs 
to product characteristics as outputs. Following Rugg (1973), consumers will try to 
maximize a utility function: 
.
)(max
pxztosubject
zfU
attraction
attraction


        (4.2) 
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Thus, in order to proceed with the analysis of RUM, one has to link LCA with models 
of microeconomic consumer demand for discrete choices. Let us consider the case 
where an individual tourist has to decide whether or not to visit a cultural heritage 
park. The above choice can be described as a discrete phenomenon, since it requires 
the tourist to state his preferences regarding which type of heritage attraction he 
prefers to visit (not visit) during the duration of his trip. Tourist’s preferences will 
depend on the derived welfare or utility from his final decision.  
 
The influence of LCA in the formulation of the indirect utility function: 
]);(......,),([ 11 zAcAcU NNc 

      (4.3) 
is implicit in the terms 1c  and Nc   in equation 4.5 above. ci(Ai) represents the profile 
of choice alternative i. This profile is defined as a function of all the generic and 
specific characteristics or attributes of this choice alternative. Following McFadden 
(2001), in addition to the generic and specific attributes of each profile, each cN 
profile of choice alternatives will include attributes such as travel cost, and a vector of 
unobserved attributes of the choice alternative. Also, researchers have to ensure that 
respondents select or choose only one of the N profiles of choice alternatives. That is 
because researchers and practitioners in CM experiments are interested in getting a 
single choice from each choice situation. Thus, one of these profiles can describe a 
choice alternative with a 30 minutes congestion time, the staging of 4 to 6 major 
events in Saadyiat Islandand charging an entry fee of 50 dirhams. A is the vector of 
these attributes, and z represents a bundle of composite ordinary goods.   
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According to RUM theory, discrete choice among profiles of choice alternatives is the 
result of each individual consumer maximising the indirect utility U* described in 
equation 4.5 above, over a finite set of other profiles of choice alternatives cN, subject 
to a budget constraint. In terms of equation 4.3, this is expressed by: 



N
i
iii
NNc
zAcpytosubject
zAcAcUMax
1
11
*
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where y represents household income and p stands for the price of each profile. The 
budget constraint also suggest that for any given income level y, only fixed amounts 
of the choice alternative and composite goods can be purchased at any given time 
(i.e., duration of a trip, or a holiday). If we combine this with the fact that only one 
choice alternative can be purchased any given time, this implies that: 
iicpyz  . 
 In addition to the budget constraint above, one has also to acknowledge the fact that 
the selection of attributes and attribute levels in each choice experiment are already 
limiting and constraining the number of choice alternatives for each respondent.   
 
Following the arguments expressed in the above equations, one can rewrite the 
original indirect utility function in equation 4.4 as follows: 
).,(
],,),([
iiii
iiiii
cpyAV
zypAcVU


       (4.4) 
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where, Vi captures the indirect utility from alternative i. It follows from equation 4.4 
that an individual will select profile ci over cj if and only if: 
.),,(),( jicpyAVcpyAV jjjjiiii       (4.5) 
The above equation summarises the economic theory for discrete choices. This will be 
the basis for the econometric model and the estimation of welfare effects latter on in 
the discussion.  
 
A closer look at equation 4.5 and section 4.9.1 will also reveal the differences 
between CVM and CM and the effect of LCA. Notice that in general terms; CVM is a 
special case of CM, where there are only two profiles for consumers to choose from. 
One choice alternative describes the ‘before the project’ product, while the other 
choice alternative presents the ‘after the project’ description of the original good. In 
CM respondents are making choices between profiles of alternatives ci, cj,  …. , cN, 
whereas in CVM, respondents are making decisions based on the monetary bid that 
will impose the qualitative differences in the same product.  
 
4.9.5. Random Utility Maximisation (RUM) Theory 
An economic agent (i.e., an individual tourist) is facing a choice over a number of 
choice alternatives (in this case choice over alternative specifications of the Saadyiat 
Island Cultural Quarter). The outcome of this choice, this selection is a discrete 
phenomenon; the respondent either decides to visit the particular attraction or not. The 
combination of Lancaster’s Characteristics Approach (LCA), Random Utility 
Maximisation Theory (RUM), and information processing theories summarise the 
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behavioural or decision process (Ben-Akiva et al. 1999) behind the individual 
tourist’s choice patterns. Based on the discussion on the previous section in the 
analysis (section 4.3.1), the disentanglement of the product into its corresponding 
characteristics is an important step in understanding how individuals form their 
decision process. Consequently, the individual’s decision making process is also 
influenced by preferences.  
 
Ben – Akiva et al. (1999) have provided a platform for the economic analysis of an 
individual’s choice process. They suggested that initially, individual consumers at the 
early stages of their decision – making process collect information about the various 
choice alternatives. Consumers then translate or decompose the information into 
product attributes that help them (the consumers) to value the good. Hence, 
consumers aggregate the values / utilities from each attribute into a single utility 
measurement for the whole good. Hence, the total utility derived from each individual 
product attribute is the tool through which individuals make choices. Following von 
Neumann and Morgenstern’s theoretical analytic framework, the focus of economic 
analysis is to relate the provision of information for a product or a service available to 
the individual decision maker (through product attributes and characteristics) to the 
decision making process. In other words, to associate information as the input to the 
economic choice as the output of the decision making process.  
 
McFadden (1974, 2001) further developed and consolidated the above relationship 
and the involved concepts with his work on discrete choice modelling. Generally 
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speaking, discrete choice models consider the answer to the question ‘which one is 
chosen or preferred?’ The ability of discrete choice models to handle discrete choice 
alternatives, and explain the individual respondent’s choices on the basis of the 
characteristics of these choice alternatives was of particular importance to the goals of 
this research study. Expressed in this way, the selection of the discrete choice 
modelling methodology was particularly close to the objectives of the analysis, given 
that it was geared towards the identification of particular managerial and policy 
initiatives (independent variables) that affected individual tourists’ choice patterns 
regarding cultural heritage tourism participation in Saadyiat Island while on vacation 
in Abu Dhabi Emirate.  
 
The economic theoretical analysis of RUM starts from the assumption of consumer 
rationality and utility maximisation. To frame the above statement and model 
respondents’ preferences, the analysis defines a simple utility function U. The 
respondent is assumed to choose one choice alternative from a finite choice set of N 
choice alternatives. Following Sandström (1996), the model utility maximisation 
model can be written as: 
),,,(max xxu n  
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Xn represents the numeraire good. P stands for the associated price, xj is the vector of 
discrete goods (in this case the two cultural heritage attractions), b is the associated 
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vector of product characteristics and finally  is the stochastic term associated with the 
discrete good xj. The most common assumption in the above framework is that the 
error term  (epsilon) enters the representative utility function in an additive way. 
Even though this assumption is restrictive, it is very helpful in the estimation of 
welfare effects latter on in the analysis.  
 
The conditional direct utility function (conditional on choosing choice alternative j), 
is: û (xn , xj, bj, j).  
Given the initial time constraint, it follows that: 
xn + pj = y,  {xj = 1}. 
Further substitution results in the conditional indirect utility function: 
 û (y – pj, βj, εj).         (4.6) 
Since the individual is described as a rational consumer, he will consume the 
alternative that will maximise his utility. So the corresponding utility function (4.6) 
can be written as: 
u (y – p1, y – p2, ……., y – pN, β, ε) = max [û1, û2, ….., ûN], where:  
ûj = û (y – pj, βj, εj). 
 
According to McFadden (2001), the fact that the utility derived from choice 
alternative j is stochastic (due to the existence of ε), allows us to write the utility 
derived from alternative j in probabilistic terms as follows: 
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πj = prob [max {û1, û2, ….., ûN} = ûj ] = prob [ûj > ûn ,  n = (1,2,…N)]. 
The above implies that the individual respondent will choose alternative j if the 
derived utility from consuming j is higher than the utility from the consumption of 
any other choice alternative in the set. Finally, rearranging ûj as: 
ûj = Vj + εj.  
In order to specify the utility function above, the analysis needs to specify the 
functional form of Vj and select the appropriate product characteristics (Aj). These 
product attributes will then be used to describe the choice alternatives in the discrete 
choice experiment. Defining Vj as  
Vj = (y – pj, β), 
the probability that individual i will choose choice alternative j would be:  
].,[ njVVprob ninjijij        (4.7) 
 
Assuming that different agents react in the same way, no allowance is made for the 
unobservable individual attributes (i.e. taste variation). Emphasising on taste 
variation, consider a situation where an individual has to choose between visiting, or 
not visiting a particular heritage attraction. Following Deaton and Muellbauer (1991), 
consider a function of the form: 
xSvpq  *          (4.8) 
where p and q represent the price and quantity of a nondurable respectively, v* is an 
annual rental, or a premium for use, and x is the budget constraint. S takes the value of 
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1 if the individual chooses to visit the attraction and 0 otherwise. The underlying 
utility function will take the form of: 
),,( Sqvu           (4.9) 
where  is a parameter that captures an individual’s unobservable tastes. 
 
According to Deaton and Muellbauer, (1991:367), following equation (4.9), if the 
individual decides not to visit, his consumption will be at x/p in Figure 4.3. However, 
if he decides to visit his consumption will be at x-v*/p. The individual who chooses to 
visit the attraction will have a utility function of the form: ),1,
*
(1 
p
vx
vu

 , 
whereas the individual who decides not to visit will have a utility function of the 
form: ).,0,(0 
p
x
vu   
Assuming different  among individuals but identical budget constraints, an individual 
will decide to visit the attraction if u1 > u0. Who is going to visit the attraction and 
who is not will depend on variation in tastes across individuals. This unobservable 
variation in tastes can be modelled econometrically through the mixed multinomial 
logit (MMNL) method within the discrete choice modelling framework.  
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4.9.6. Econometric Theory 
In this study, the dependent variable (i.e., the observation of interest) will take two 
values. The observable variable will either take the value of ‘1’ if the respondent 
chooses to ‘visit’ a particular heritage attraction and ‘0’ if he does not. Greene (2002) 
has categorised these models that involve the observation of a discrete outcome (visit 
– not visit) as discrete qualitative response models. Describing the above situation, 
Maddala (1983) provided a general framework to examine these qualitative response 
models as follows: 
)
,()(Pr)(Pr
stcscharacteriindividual
attributesproductfiYoboccursiattractionofchoiceob 
  
q 
Visit/Non Visit 
I0 
x-v*/p 
I1 
x/p 
   Source: Deaton and Muellbauer, 1991:367 
1 
0 
b 
FIGURE 4.3: An Individual’s Choice Regarding Heritage Tourism Visitation 
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In his original work, McFadden proposed that individuals have preferences for 
product attributes based on some established taste templates, and individual 
characteristics. What is more, each individual decision making process is unique due 
to unobserved differences in tastes.  
 
The relationship that brings together individual preferences for product characteristics 
and the dependent variable is summarised under the multinomial logit model. The 
logit model provides the framework for the examination of the decision making 
process that underlines the individual tourist’s choice behaviour (Manrai 1995). 
However, the form in which the dependent variable is used, also determines the 
choice of econometric model. In the current context, the traditional multinomial logit 
model is reduced to a simpler binomial logit model, because the choice involved only 
two choice outcomes each time (visit [Y=1], no – visit [Y=0)]). The behavioural 
decision making process used to predict the probability of visitation as well as 
identifying the effect of a particular variable on the choice process is summarised in 
the following equation: 
ijUU njni  , .        (4.10) 
The equation above indicates that the individual decision maker n will select choice 
alternative i over choice alternative j, if and only if the corresponding levels of utility 
derived from alternative i are greater than utility levels derived from alternative j. 
However, as it was argued earlier, each individual will have a different decision 
making process depending on the individual’s choices and tastes.  Researchers are not 
capable of observing directly everyone’s taste patterns, and therefore are unable to 
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observe direct utility Uni. What they can however is to observe indirect utility Vni as a 
function of the derived utility from the consumption of certain product attributes or 
characteristics xni and / or individual socio – demographic characteristics Zn, plus 
some error term, which captures randomness (i.e., the influences researchers cannot 
observe). 
 
Hence, the utility function in equation 4.10 above can now be expressed as follows: 
ninini VU  .        (4.11) 
The parameter  (epsilon) represents the error term, which captures all the unobserved 
influences in the utility function. Following this, the individual decision maker will 
make decisions on the basis of probabilistic inferences regarding utility from choice 
alternatives j, and i: 
 
 
 
The error term  is assumed to be distributed independently, identically giving rise to 
the iid restrictive property of multinomial logit models (Train 2003). This 
independence is taken to imply that the error terms associated with the choice 
alternatives in the choice set (and correspondingly, the unobserved portion of utility 
for each choice alternative) is independent, or unrelated to the unobserved portion of 
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utility from another choice alternative in the same choice set (Train 2003). Later on, 
the analysis will consider models that relax this restrictive property. 
 
The next step is to find a way to express the probability of visitation in the Saadiyat 
Island cultural quarter in probabilistic terms. Following Hosmer and Lemeshow 
(2000) and Maddala (1983), the dependent variable Probni is transformed into 
(Probni/1-Probni). Then, taking the natural logarithm to define the dependent variable 
resulting in
ni
ni
ob
ob
Pr1
Pr
log

. The model can now take any value between - to +. In 
this form, the formula indicates that the dependent variable is expressed by the odds 
of visiting cultural heritage attractions over the odds of not visiting any cultural 
heritage attractions. This is called the log odds ratio (visit / not – visit) of the 
dependent variable. One of the first studies to use the odd ratios in the cultural tourism 
area was by Prince (1990) who examined the factors influencing museum visits. The 
study actually looked at the probability of museum visitation using socio – 
demographic characteristics as the explanatory regressors of the dependent variable. 
 
Rearranging Probni as ninini Xob  Pr     (4.13) 
the probability of visitation can be expressed as: 


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The equation above (4.14) identifies the basic discrete choice multinomial logistic 
regression model specification (MNL), where individual preferences can be expressed 
as a linear additive function of the form: 



N
n
inin XV
1
  . 
The basic homogeneous preference specification form of the MNL in either its 
multinomial format (Louviere and Hensher 1983, Costa and Manente 1995, Mazzanti 
2003), or binomial format (Lindberg et al. 1997, 2001) has seen wide applications in 
the cultural and tourism fields (Apostolakis and Jaffry 2005a;b, Jaffry and 
Apostolakis 2011, Betade et al. 2002, Maddison and Mourato 2002, Maddison and 
Foster 2003, Mazzanti 2003). 
 
Following Train (1993) and Greene (2002), the advantage of expressing probability of 
visitation through logit probability models rests on the fact that Probni always takes 
values between 0 and 1, and can therefore be expressed as a probability (Figure 4.3 
below). According to Train (2003), when the indirect utility Vni from consuming a 
particular choice alternative increases, probability Probni approaches the top ceiling in 
Figure 4.4. On the opposite case, when the indirect utility Vni falls, probability Probni 
approaches the bottom ceiling in Figure 4.3. Also, the choice probability will always 
sum to one.  
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The above sigmoid curve expressing the probability of visiting cultural heritage 
resources in AD (Saadiyat Island), can be framed under the discrete outcome of the 
individual’s i behavioural decision making process as: 

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 (Maddala 1983). 
The above system of equations describes the dichotomous realisation of any decision 
making process under the discrete choice environment. In the current case, if the 
respondent decides to visit, then the probability of participation will assume the value 
of ‘1’, whereas if he does not, the probability of participation will assume the value of 
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‘0’. The discrete choice probability in Figure 4.4 above will flatten out at either end of 
the graph in order to remain within the natural probability boundaries. The literature 
identifies two alternative ways to estimate the probability of a discrete phenomenon 
(visitation, non – visitation).  
 
4.9.7. Accounting for Heterogeneity 
Researchers can either assume a closed form in the probability in equation 4.11 (that 
give rise to the standard multinomial logistic regression), or they can assume more 
flexible preference patterns (that give rise to either systematic heterogeneous or mixed 
multinomial logistic regression models) (Train 2003). Systematic heterogeneous 
preference specifications capture heterogeneity in preferences across individuals 
explicitly through the consideration of socio – demographic variables in the utility 
function. On the other hand, the mixed logit preference specification captures 
heterogeneity across individuals implicitly by allowing preferences to vary randomly 
rather than being fixed as in the MNL model specification. The analysis here will deal 
with both of these approaches. Correspondingly, “consumers are heterogeneous in 
unobserved characteristics such as their taste templates and the mechanisms they use 
to form perceptions” (McFadden 2001: 357).  
 
 
4.9.8. Mixed Multinomial Logit Model 
As it was argued at the beginning of the theoretical section of the analysis, the 
conditional logistic regression model of eliciting individuals’ preferences for Saadyiat 
Island Cultural quarter suffers from two main limitations. These are the incorporation 
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of taste or preference heterogeneity among people and a flexible pattern for 
substituting choice alternatives. Following what we have argued the restrictive 
‘independence of irrelevant alternatives property (IIA) of multinomial logit models is 
to be blamed for the latter and the independence identically distributed (iid) property 
of the error terms is to be blamed for the former. According to Layton (2000), the IIA 
property is considered to trigger the iid property of the error term in the utility 
function. The analysis then went forward in utilising alternative homogeneous 
preference elicitation models to overcome these shortcomings of the conditional logit 
model.  
 
Within this remit, the analysis considers the systematic heterogeneous characteristic 
of homogeneous logit models to account for preference heterogeneity up to the level 
of individual socio - demographic characteristics and, or spatial attributes, and a 
nested logit model to account for more flexible substitution patterns across choice 
alternatives. In this section the analysis reverts to the examination of mixed (or 
random parameters) logits. Mixed logit models (henceforth MMNL) represent the 
most flexible specification of all discrete choice models. According to McFadden and 
Train (2000) MMNL models can approximate any random utility maximisation 
(RUM) model to any degree of accuracy. The attractive property of the underlying 
model rests on the fact that it does not assume homogeneous preferences and as a 
result, taste parameters (betas) enter the utility function in a non-linear way. The 
condition of non-linearity allows for variation in tastes across individuals. Indeed, 
MMNL models are constructed in such a way to enable them to “reproduce any 
desirable disturbance structure (i.e., specify random parameters) in the identification 
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of the utility function” (Walker and Ben-Akiva 2002: 306). Also, unlike probit 
models, MMNL models are not restricted to normal distribution of preference 
patterns.  
 
This section of the theoretical analysis will concentrate first briefly on the 
underpinnings of MMNL models. The discussion in this section will indicate how 
preference heterogeneity can be explained from an economic perspective and how this 
is latter accommodated through econometric methods.  
 
The starting point for the discussion around the derivation of the MMNL model is the 
standard behavioural equation 4.11, where  (beta) represents a vector of parameters 
referring to an individual’s (i) preferences (tastes) for a vector of product attributes X 
of alternative (n), and  (epsilon) stands for the error term that is distributed iid 
extreme value. The main departure of MMNL from the basic MNL models described 
in equation 4.16 is the fact that beta parameters (individuals’ preferences) are allowed 
to vary across the population rather than remaining fixed (an assumption which leads 
to preference homogeneity). In order to allow random taste variation across 
respondents and more flexible substitution patterns across choice alternatives, the 
MMNL model is based upon the identification of random parameters (betas) that 
capture preference heterogeneity across the population. 
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Allowing the vector of individual preferences to vary randomly rather than being 
fixed across the population, beta can now be further decomposed into a random and a 
fixed part: 
),0(~, Wiii          (4.14) 
where  represents the fixed part of the preference vector and i represents the 
unobservable variance (i.e., the random part) in tastes and preferences across the 
population. The random (unobserved) term i is distributed with mean zero and 
variance W. Furthermore, i varies in the population with density f(i), where  
(theta) represents the true parameters of the distribution density. Decomposing i into 
 and i, we get equation (4.15), which leads to the MMNL specification.  
.
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       (4.15) 
In equation 4.15 above, b is still observable, but not i anymore. The observable part 
of the utility function is now bXin, whereas the stochastic part is nXin + in. The 
incorporation of n in the stochastic error term in means that the stochastic part of 
the utility is now correlated over sites and individuals and it does not any more exhibit 
the restrictive IIA property of the MNL model. Equation 4.15 therefore represents an 
extension of equation 4.11, because it allows preferences to vary randomly across 
sites and individuals. 
 
Following Brownstone and Train (1999) and Train (2003) since i is allowed to vary 
randomly, researchers no longer can observe choice probabilities. If researchers knew 
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the value of i in equation 4.16, the conditional choice probability that an individual i 
will choose alternative n is represented as: 


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       (4.17) 
Researchers however do not know individuals’ preference patterns. There is a need 
therefore to estimate the unconditional choice probability. As it was argued above, the 
estimation of i is not possible now, however what is known and therefore can be 
estimated is density distribution of f(i). One can therefore calculate the 
unconditional choice probability of the random parameter by integrating equation 
(4.17) over all the possible values of i: 
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f(i) can be specified to be either normal, log-normal, or fixed.  
 
4.9.9. Welfare Effects 
The main purpose of discrete choice experiments is to estimate welfare effects of 
changes in the levels of the product attributes. In the current context of visitation or 
not, welfare effects refer to the particular visit to the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter. 
The estimation of these welfare effects for changes in the product attributes in the two 
heritage attractions will be very useful in informing decision policy making in the 
area. Utility can be further expressed in monetary terms as estimates of consumer 
surplus (Train 2003). Any changes in the configurations of a particular product 
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attribute will have significant effect on consumer surplus. As it was argued earlier in 
the analysis, a rational decision maker will operate under conditions of utility 
maximisation. Hence, he will choose the option (or in this case the alternative) with 
the highest utility. Diagrammatically, this is shown in Figure 4.5, where the individual 
chooses to consume at point A, where the indifference curve II’ is tangent to the 
effective budget constraint of the individual consumer. At point A, the individual 
yields the highest level of satisfaction. Thus, the theory states that a rational consumer 
will try to maximise his derived utility, subject to a budget constraint. 
 
The concept of consumer surplus is pivotal in the Marshallian demand theory since it 
is associated with an individual’s utility maximisation as a result of a positive change 
in the attribute of a particular good or service. In this case study, we measure the 
effect of a reduction in congestion levels in a museum on visitors’ satisfaction levels. 
Like the conventional neoclassical demand function, the Marshallian demand function 
estimated the relation between price and quantity demanded. ‘This implies that unlike 
the conventional demand function however, the Marshallian demand function is 
conditioned upon the attributes of the purchased products. It therefore is capable of 
describing how “quantities purchased shift as product attributes are modified” 
(Ravensway et al. 1992: 3). In order to estimate the change in satisfaction/ utility that 
a particular individual consumer experiences from a change in one of the 
characteristics of a commodity/ service, economists utilise the Marshallian theory of 
consumer surplus.  
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By doing so, economists equate the increase in utility that the individual consumer 
would have experienced from a change in one of the product attributes (i.e., a 
reduction of congestion in a museum), with what he would have gained in terms of an 
‘equivalent’ variation in his money income, or what could compensate the respondent 
for a deterioration of congestion levels in the museum (compensating variation). 
Following Boxall and Adamowicz (1999), the above discussion regarding equivalent, 
or compensating variation can be associated with the change in product attributes and 
the resulting compensatory amount that has to be given to individuals in order to 
retain their original satisfaction/ utility levels prior to the change (i.e., stay in the same 
indifference curve). 
 
What is more, Alpizar et al. (2001) have shown that under conditions of independence 
between choice alternatives and personal characteristics, income will have an effect 
on the choice of alternatives and therefore, welfare effects will not suffer from any 
income effects. Since the choice situation does not include household income, this 
means that whether the individual is poor or not, will not affect the alternative he 
chooses. Furthermore, based on the iid property of the error terms in the standard 
MNL model, the expected compensating variation (CV) in the change of levels of a 
particular attribute can be expressed as (Hanemann 1999): 
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where Vi0 represents the indirect utility before the change in the product attribute 
and Vi1 the estimated change afterwards (Earnheart 2001). S represents the number 
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of choice sets and  stands for the marginal utility of income, or price. The division 
by  (gamma) translates the indirect utility into monetary estimates.  
 
Equation 4.19 above can be simplified even more when one considers changes in only 
one product attribute each time. Following Blamey et al. (1999) equation 4.19 above 
can now be expressed as: 
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From equation 4.20 it is obvious that welfare effects of the change in one product 
attribute is simply the ratio of the coefficient of the corresponding levels of the 
attribute. However, as it is most likely to happen in the context of discrete choice 
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modelling, the examination of individual tourists’ choices involves the evaluation of a 
single site at a time. Thus, equation 4.20 reduces to the following: 
)(
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
. 
Furthermore, the above expression can be simplified even more when the value of a 
specific product characteristic is being estimated. In turn, the marginal willingness to 
pay (MWTP) (or as it is sometimes called part worth estimate) for the implicit change 
in attribute i is equal to: 
.

 i
iMWTP   As it was argued above, the analysis assumes that the term  
(marginal utility of income) does not exert any influence (i.e., it is independent) on the 
probability of choice.  
 
In order to simplify the analysis, gamma is going to be replaced by the price (entry 
fee) coefficient. This will allow a straightforward interpretation of the derived MWTP 
value. A negative  will give a positive MWTP estimate, indicating that individual 
respondents are prepared to pay a positive amount of money for the prospective 
change. The compensating variation (CV) and individual n associates with a 
corresponding change A0 to A1 in a particular product attribute, is the amount of 
money that must be subtracted from his income in the new state in order to equate 
utility in the new state of the world with utility in the initial state of the world. Thus, 
for any improvement (worsening) in congestion levels in the Saadyiat island cultural 
quarter, the compensating variation will be the amount of income that can be taken 
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from (needs to be given to) the individual respondent in order to put him at his initial 
level of utility. For an improvement in congestion, CV could therefore be interpreted 
as the individual’s maximum willingness to pay to secure the positive change, while 
for any deterioration on congestion levels, it would be the minimum amount he would 
have to be paid to accept the change. 
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CHAPTER 5: Descriptive Results 
 
Summary: 
In this section of the results, the analysis will consider the descriptive analysis of the 
sample and its preferences particularly towards culture. The descriptive analysis part 
of the thesis will be split into two parts. The analysis will first consider in section 5.1 
frequencies of the sample population and make an effort to evaluate the study’s 
representativeness using information from various sources. In section 5.2, the study 
will utilise culture related information to segment the sample population into groups 
(cross – tabulations). In the third section (section 5.3), this part of the thesis will try to 
combine respondents’ attributes and characteristics (revealed preference data), with 
their preferences for the various attributes and their levels/configurations used in the 
choice experiment (stated preference data). In this way, the thesis will try to combine 
the various sources of data (revealed – stated) in order to explain individual 
preferences.  
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DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 
Descriptive Analysis of the Sample 
5.1: Frequencies 
Table 5.1 below provides a summary description of the sample and its characteristics. 
Unfortunately, there have not been other similar studies of this nature in an Abu 
Dhabi context to date, so the current research cannot really provide a comparative 
metric, and hence the representativeness of the study is rather difficult to ascertain. 
The following individual diagrams and tables will provide further illustration and 
commentary.  
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Table 5.1: Sample Frequencies (%)  
First Time/Repeat Visitors  
First time visitor 60.2 
Repeat visitor 39.8 
Frequency of Visitation  
1-2 times visited before 14.8 
3-4 times visited before 12.6 
More than 4 times 12.4 
Location of Holiday Residence  
Stay in AD 73.2 
Stay in Dubai 21.8 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 4.4 
Length of Stay  
LoS up to a week 59 
LoS up to 10 days 16.6 
LoS More than 10 days 23.4 
Purpose of Visit  
Visit Business 32 
Visit Holidays 41.2 
Visit Transit 2.6 
Visit Shopping 4.6 
Visit MICE 20 
Significance of Culture  
Positive 74.6 
Neutral 18.8 
Negative 6.2 
Place of Residence  
Europe 50.2 
Americas 17.6 
Asia 19 
Other 13 
Gender  
Male 53.8 
Female 46.2 
Employment Related to Culture  
Yes 16.6 
No 83.4 
Age Group  
Young 25.4 
Middle 59 
Senior 14.8 
Income Group  
Income Low 21 
Income Middle 38.2 
Income High 40.8 
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5.1.1. Repeat versus First Time Visitors 
The analysis starts off with the presentation of first time and repeat visitors to Abu 
Dhabi (henceforth AD). According to the pie chart below, the majority (about three 
fifths) of the sample (60%) visited AD for the first time. About 40% of the sample 
reported that they were repeat visitors. This finding was rather anticipated given Abu 
Dhabi’s relative late development as a tourist destination as compared to its 
neighbouring emirate of Dubai. In addition to that, the fact that AD has only recently 
made an organised and coherent effort to promote itself as a world class international 
tourist destination in the sub-region could explain the relatively low percentage of 
repeat visitors to the Emirate.  
 
Figure 5.1: First Time and Repeat Visitors to Abu Dhabi 
 
 
5.1.2. Frequency of Visit among Repeat Visitors 
Further to the discussion above, the analysis also considers the frequency of visit to 
AD among repeat visitors. According to the results presented in the diagram below, 
the majority of them (37.2% if expressed out of 100) have visited once or twice 
before. The corresponding percentages for those visiting up to 4 times were 31% and 
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those that have visited for more than 4 times in the past was 31.8%. So, even though 
there is a considerable difference in terms of first time and repeat visitor, yet when it 
comes to actual percentages among repeat visitors only, differences are not that 
accentuated.  
 
Although this is not something that we anticipated, it is only normal to assume that 
those visiting AD for the first or second time represent a far higher proportion of the 
total repeat visitors, the close percentages among the other two categories could be 
taken to imply a strong presence of visitors from nearby or close – by 
locations/places. 
 
Figure 5.2: Frequency of Repeat Visits in Abu Dhabi  
 
 
5.1.3. Location of Holiday Residence 
The study also collected information on respondents’ holiday residence during their 
break. The results, presented in Figure 5.3 below, indicate that the overwhelming 
majority of respondents (around 73.5%) were staying in a hotel or tourism 
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accommodation in AD. A small minority (almost 22%) stayed in neighbouring Dubai 
and a handful of respondents (about 4.5%) stayed outside the UAE, and simply 
commuted to AD.  
Figure 5.3: Location of Holiday Residence 
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This finding is quite interesting because it reveals that there are relatively few 
‘linkages’ from the tourism system outside AD. This is contrary to what is happening 
in Dubai, where a considerable number of international visitors from outside the 
Emirate visits for day trips and short excursions. The evidence from this part of the 
questionnaire reveals that AD enjoys a much more committed and ‘loyal’ tourist base 
as compared to the rest of the UAE in general, and Dubai more specifically. 
 
5.1.4. Purpose of Visit to Abu Dhabi 
Based on the evidence presented in figure 5.4 below, the majority of respondents 
visited AD for holiday purposes (41%). This is followed by business visitors (32%) 
and those visiting for MICE (meetings, incentives, conferences, and events) purposes 
(20%).  
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Figure 5.4: Purpose of Visit to Abu Dhabi 
Purpose of Visit to Abu Dhabi
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The results from the diagram above confirm the strong presence of business and 
MICE tourism demand segments, aside from the pure tourists, in AD. Considering the 
strongly expressed priority among policy makers and tourism managers in AD to 
focus specifically in these two tourism demand segments (Al Hamarneh and Steiner 
2004, Business Management Middle East 2012) these results confirm that AD is 
particularly well placed to accommodate these groups of visitors.  
 
5.1.5. Significance of Culture  
The survey questionnaire also enquired respondents regarding their preferences 
towards native culture and cultural resources. The reason for doing so was to find out 
in a simple and straight forward way respondents preference towards native culture 
and cultural resources. According to the results, approximately three quarters of 
respondents argued that native culture and cultural resources had a positive influence 
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on their decision to visit AD. On the other hand, only 6.2% of respondents had a 
negative opinion on this issue. This illustrates the positive influence that native culture 
and heritage exerts on the tourism decision process.  
 
Figure 5.5: The Significance of Native Culture  
Significance of Culture
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5.1.6. Place of Residence 
Aside from the question enquiring about respondents’ holiday residence, the survey 
questionnaire also enquired about respondents’ normal place of residence (where they 
were coming from). Rather that asking about a tourists’ nationality or country of 
origin, the study was concerned about respondents’ origin of the trip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Place of Residence 
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Figure 5.6 above, summarise the empirical results. The results indicate that half of 
visitors to AD come from Europe, whereas the other major tourism market for the 
Emirate is Asia (19% of respondents reside somewhere in Asia), with visitors coming 
from America (North and South) constituting the third biggest market (with 17.6% of 
the total).  
 
These findings confirm two points. First, that AD seems to be more unevenly 
dependent upon the European market, as compared to any other market. Hence, 
relative priority should be given to this market. The fact that policy makers and 
officials have identified the improvement and refurbishment of the AD airport as a 
key priority task partly reflects this issue. Second, the fact that about a fifth of the total 
tourism demand in AD originates from Asia indicates that the Emirate seems to be 
preferred among local and native visitors/tourists, or individuals with close 
geographical ties. Implicitly, this may suggest that religion, cultural proximity and 
even professional factors may come into play when respondents of an Asian 
disposition choose to visit AD for their holidays.  
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5.2: Cross Tabulations 
In order to advance our understanding regarding respondents’ preference patterns and 
the choices they are making, the analysis also considers a number of cross tabulations 
with respect to individual attributes and characteristics and two cultural related 
instruments. These two instruments are:  
 Attitudes towards culture and cultural resource in AD and; 
 Whether respondents’ job or occupation is related to culture and cultural 
resources.  
 
In terms of the first discriminant factor (significance of culture and cultural 
resources), the reason for deciding to cross – tabulate the sample in this manner 
related to the fact that we would be able to identify possible traces of cultural 
omnivores and univores (Gradev 2009) as far as AD is concerned. Identifying 
particular patterns regarding the significance of cultural resources and native culture 
on visitors with specific attributes and characteristics could assist managers and policy 
makers to achieve their goal of creating a world class cultural heritage resource in 
AD. As far as the second discriminant factor is concerned, the analysis anticipates that 
professional relationship with culture and cultural resources could act as a latent 
variable illustrating the existence of cultural capital among respondents. The 
assumption is that those respondents that are related to arts and cultural resources 
through their occupation should have a higher accumulation of cultural capital as 
compared to those who are not professionally related with arts and culture.  
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5.2.1. Repeat versus First Time Visitors 
The discrimination of first and repeat visitors according to their preferences towards 
culture and native cultural resources reveals a number of interesting patterns. As 
anticipated, repeat visitors tend to hold more positive opinions about native culture 
and cultural resources as compared to their first time counterparts (77.3% as 
compared to 71.4% respectively). Interestingly, this pattern is reversed when one 
considers the remaining categories (neutral and negative). Accordingly, first time 
visitors tend to outperform repeat visitors (albeit only slightly) when it comes to those 
who have a neutral and/or negative opinion about culture and cultural resources in 
AD.  
 
Although differences appear to be only marginal, diagram 5.7 below indicates that 
repeat visitors tend to outperform first time visitors when it comes to positive ‘votes’, 
whereas the opposite takes place when one deals with negative opinions and attitudes. 
Thus, this first piece of evidence goes as far as to suggest that repeat visitors to AD 
tend to assign more significance to local/native culture as compared to first time 
visitors. One could possibly attribute this difference to the degree of familiarisation 
and exposure they may have had with local/native culture in AD in previous visits to 
the destination. 
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Figure 5.7: Repeat vs. First Time Visitors by Attitudes towards Culture 
 
 
5.2.2. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Frequency of Visitation 
The evidence presented in figure 5.8 below tends to suggest that those respondents 
that have visited very frequently during the recent past (more than 4 times) tend to 
hold very positive attitudes towards local culture as compared to other less frequently 
visitors to AD that also hold positive attitudes towards AD culture and cultural 
resources. Hence, among those that perceive AD cultural resources in a positive way, 
very frequent visitors are outperforming every other type of repeat visitor. Thus, 
carrying on from the previous sub-section, repeat visitors are more positively disposed 
towards native cultural resources, and what is more, very frequent visitors (4+ times) 
are more positively disposed towards culture as compared to any other repeat visitor 
in AD.  
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Figure 5.8: Attitudes to Culture and Frequency of Visitation 
 
 
5.2.3. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Place of Holiday Stay 
 
Examining the spatial distribution of respondents based on their attitudes and 
preferences for cultural resources could possibly provide some interesting information 
regarding the geographical concentration of ‘cultural based tourists’ or cultural 
milieus. According to the results presented in Figure 5.9 below, it appears that those 
staying outside the UAE and basically commute to AD for a day trip or a short 
excursion are more appreciative of native cultural resources (77.3%) as compared to 
those who stay in the UAE (AD or Dubai, 75.4% and 72.5% respectively).  
 
This is quite interesting piece of information because it may reflect the strong 
‘domestic’ nature of tourism demand for cultural resources in AD. The thesis 
maintains that such a high proportion of positive attitudes towards local culture from 
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those who have chosen to stay outside AD or Dubai is attributed to the fact that a 
great number of locals or UAE citizens choose to visit AD for a short/day trip or 
excursion (possibly for shopping or entertainment). At the same time, those staying 
either within the AD or Dubai are more likely to express neutral attitudes towards 
native culture’s significance. Overall, these results tend to support the argument that 
individuals that chose to stay outside AD for their holiday residence (and visit for a 
short trip) are quite likely to have a very positive image about native cultural 
resources, probably more so than the who have opted to stay in AD or Dubai.   
 
Figure 5.9: Attitudes to Culture and Place of Holiday Residence 
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5.2.4. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Length of Stay 
The evidence on figure 5.10 considers the segmentation of the sample according to 
their attitudes towards native culture and their respective length of stay. The results 
indicate that two things. First, as anticipated, those that hold a positive opinion about 
native culture in AD are also the ones more likely to stay longer (in every length of 
stay category). Second, among those who expressed a longer length of stay, 
respondents that would be staying for a week (short stay) were the ones more 
positively disposed towards culture and cultural resources (77% as compared to 
67.5% and 74.4% for the other two categories respectively).  
Figure 5.10: Attitudes to Culture and Length of Stay 
 
 
Hence, the evidence summarised in figure 5.10 above suggests that those respondents 
that are more likely to stay longer, are also the ones that are more likely to express 
positively about the significance and the importance of local/native culture and 
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cultural resources. In many respects this is a very positive result and partly confirms 
policy makers; efforts to promote AD more as a cultural heritage tourism destination.  
 
5.2.5. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Purpose of Visit 
 
The evidence on figure 10 considers the segmentation of the sample according to their 
attitudes towards culture and their purpose of visit. Figure 5.11 below summarises the 
results. Surprisingly, those in transit (or staying in AD for a very short period of time) 
were also the ones more likely to have the most positive attitudes towards culture and 
cultural resources in AD. On the other hand, those travelling for business were the 
most likely to express negatively with respect to cultural resources. One could 
hypothesise that business travellers also have the least time on their disposal and that 
affect their judgment regarding these resources in a negative way. If this indeed 
proves to be the case, then policy makers and tourism managers would have to ensure 
that any future initiatives to create a cultural tourism product around business tourism 
visitors has to be built with an appropriate time proviso attached to that strategy. This 
may include joined exhibitions or events, tying one’s business programme with 
exhibitions through the hotel accommodation etc.  
 
On the other hand, MICE (meeting, incentives, conferences and events) visitors seem 
to perform quite well as far as their appreciation towards local/native culture. In this 
respect, MICE visitors tend to outperform all other groups in positive opinions but 
transit visitors, whereas their negative ‘votes’ are also considerably low, as compared 
to other groups in the survey.   
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Figure 5.11: Attitudes to Culture and Purpose of Visit 
 
 
5.2.6. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Place of Residence 
 
Although geographical segmentation (by country of origin) does not really offer that 
much to the discussion these days, yet the identification of patterns of cultural 
consumption based on place of residence could provide a slightly more helpful set of 
information to managers and policy makers. This is because place of residence 
segmentation could offer more plausible recommendations (based upon the 
assumption of pockets of consumption and the better targeting of advertisement and 
promotion expenditure).  
 
The evidence presented in Figure 5.12 below indicates that those respondents residing 
in Europe and Asia tend to perceive native cultural resources more positively (75.3% 
and 75.8% respectively) as compared to their counterparts coming from the American 
continent (72.4%). At the same time, respondents living in Europe were also the ones 
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least likely to express ‘neutral’ opinions regarding culture and cultural resources in 
AD (17.5%) as compared to everybody else in the survey.  
 
This set of information offers some very interesting insights on tourists’ preferences. 
One could argue that those with some degree of cultural (Asians) and geographical 
(Europeans) proximity to AD are also the ones more likely o express a positive 
opinion regarding the significance of native culture in AD. As far as the Asian 
contingency is concerned, there is a quite big Asian population in AD that is 
employed in the construction and service sectors. Religiously and culturally, some of 
these individuals are very close to the native culture and tradition. On the other hand, 
Europeans, taking advantage of technological innovations and the relative proximity 
of AD in relation to other ‘exotic’ destinations, also tend to have greater exposure to 
local culture and heritage. There is also a large European ex-pat community (mainly 
British, Italian, German and Dutch).  
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Figure 5.12: Attitudes to Culture and Place of Residence 
 
 
5.2.7. Attitudes to Culture/Cultural Resources and Socio-Demographic 
Attributes 
Moving on, the analysis considers a number of socio-demographic variables at the 
same time. Figure 5.13 summarises the relevant information. According to the cross-
tabulation results, senior, female and low income respondents were more likely to 
express positive preferences for native culture and cultural resources. One would have 
anticipated that senior and female visitors may indeed be more prone to visit cultural 
resources and thus be more supportive of them. The low income visitors though that 
expressed positive attitudes towards culture and cultural resources are slightly 
puzzling. We hypothesise that in a destination such as AD, cultural resources is acting 
as a cheaper alternative (substitute) to shopping and other forms of entertainment. So, 
respondents on a low budget may prefer them.  
 
On the other hand males, middle aged and high income earners are more likely to 
express a negative opinion about the significance of cultural resources in AD. Again, 
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based on the rationale above, one would have expected that high income earners to be 
more positively affiliated towards culture and cultural resources, as is the case 
worldwide (Prince 1990, Apostolakis and Jaffry 2005a). However, the results in this 
context (AD) do not support the hypothesis that culture is partly an elitist form of 
leisure time activity. Thus, the empirical results derived from the descriptive analysis 
of the sample reveal one piece of information that differentiates the study from every 
other study in the field so far.  
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Figure 5.13: Attitudes to Culture and Socio-Demographic Attributes 
 
 
5.3. Cultural Capital and patterns of visitation 
 
The descriptive analysis now moves on to the second discriminant variable used in 
this section, namely respondents’ professional and occupational relationship with 
culture. The analysis, following the relevant literature in the field (Erogul et al. 2008, 
Goby and Erogul 2011, O’Brien et al. 2009) will treat this variable as a proxy for 
cultural capital (and its accumulation). The results on figure 13 below indicate that the 
overwhelming majority of both 1
st
 time and repeat visitors are rather short in terms of 
cultural capital. The same applies for repeat visitors irrespective of their frequency of 
visitation. 
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Figure 5.14: Cultural Capital and Patterns of Visitation 
 
5.3.1. Cultural Capital and place of residence (normal and during holidays) 
Cultural capital patterns as far as place of residence is concerned is not as uniform as 
the previous category (patterns of visitation). According to the results in figure 5.15 
below, those staying in AD tend to outperform their counterparts staying in either 
Dubai or Elsewhere in the UAE in terms of cultural capital accumulation (17.2% as 
compared to 14.7% and 13.6% respectively). Although these are fairly low 
percentages, yet the point emerging from this observation is that visitors residing in 
AD may be more prone to native cultural resources and local culture given their 
relatively higher percentages of cultural capital. This means that these individuals 
may be more likely to appreciate culture and cultural resources more systematically or 
more enthusiastically as compared to their counterparts residing in other parts of the 
UAE. Thus, it seems that AD has some sort of advantage in terms of the concentration 
of individuals with higher accumulation of cultural capital.  
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As far as respondents’ ‘normal’ place of residence is concerned, the evidence from the 
cross – tabulation in figure 5.14 below suggests that those living in America (about a 
quarter) and those living in Europe (about a sixth) tend to be professionally related to 
culture and hence indicate some accumulation of cultural capital. As anticipated, those 
coming from Asia and those living in other parts of the world featured less strongly as 
far as cultural capitial are concerned. These results tend to slightly contradict the 
evidence presented in section 5.2.6 and diagram 5. 12. 
 
Figure 5.15: Cultural Capital and Place of Residence 
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5.3.2. Cultural Capital and Purpose of Visit 
Figure 5.16 below, summarises cultural capital accumulation by purpose of visit. This 
is a quite interesting figure since it could inform managers and policy makers as to 
which group of visitors could potentially be more prone to a future or hypothetical 
advertisement or promotion campaign regarding culture and cultural resources in AD. 
According to the results presented in figure 5.15 below, respondents visiting AD 
primarily due to MICE purposes tend to exhibit the highest accumulation of cultural 
capital (30%). This means that this group of individuals are also more likely to be 
sympathetic towards the future or hypothetical development of a cultural niche market 
in AD. This evidence aligns very well with the stated objective of tourism managers 
and policy makers to promote cultural tourism in the back of MICE tourism segment.  
 
On the other hand, respondents visiting AD primarily for holiday purposes tend to 
exhibit the lowest score in terms of cultural accumulation (14.5%) as compared to 
every other category in the sample. Those visiting primarily because of business 
reasons (18.1%) followed suit. Although the study anticipated the low percentage of 
holiday visitors, the appearance of business travellers in the negative side of the list 
was rather unexpected. This piece of information seems to put even more doubt on the 
argument of developing a cultural tourism niche based around the social programme 
of business visitors.   
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Figure 5.16: Cultural Capital and Purpose of Visit 
 
5.3.3. Cultural Capital and Length of Stay 
According to the evidence presented in figure 5.17, there seems to be a U – shaped 
relationship between cultural capital and length of stay in AD. Thus, respondents that 
reported that they would have stayed for up to a week were about 20% likely to work 
in culture related occupations. This percentage dropped for those who were expected 
to stay for up to 10 days (8.4%), only to rise again for those staying for more than 10 
days to 15.4%. what these results indicate is that, similarly to the analysis is sub – 
section 5.2.4, those staying for longer (e.g., in this case for more that 10 days) are 
more likely to be more culturally endowed, as compared to those staying for up to 10 
days. On the other hand, this set of empirical results indicates the possible existence 
of two ‘independent’ markets for cultural resources in AD. First, one has the ‘short – 
haul’ (up to a week market) that clearly represents local or close-by visitors (probably 
of Asian or Middle Eastern disposition), and then the ‘long haul’ market of more than 
a week visitors (probably encapsulating most Europeans and those living further 
afield.  
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Figure 5.17: Cultural Capital and Length of Stay 
 
5.3.4. Cultural Capital and Individual Characteristics  
Finally, this section of the descriptive analysis concludes with the analysis of 
individual socio-demographic information according to their cultural capital 
accumulation. Figure 5.18 below indicates that senior respondents (e.g., older than 55 
years of age) as well as females exhibit the highest percentage of cultural capital. On 
the opposite side of the spectrum are male (11%) and young respondents (13.4%).  
 
Interestingly, the fact that senior and female respondents exhibit high levels of 
cultural capital reflects the empirical findings in sub – section 5.2.6 and figure 5.13 
correspondingly. Jointly, the evidence from these 2 sub – sections of the empirical 
analysis conclude that these particular types of respondents (females and senior 
visitors) are overall, more prone (due to higher accumulation of cultural capital and 
more positive disposition towards native culture and cultural resources) to a potential 
or future initiative to promote cultural tourism in AD.  
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From a different perspective, the above results are very encouraging for managers and 
policy makers. Based on the apparent graying of the population, as well as higher 
disposable incomes and more leisure time could be a blessing for AD. At the same 
time, the fact that females seem to combine all the positive attributes for the 
development of a cultural tourism niche gives additional support to policy makers and 
managers to develop a social programme for business people catering not directly for 
them, but instead for the spouses and young members of the family.  
 
 
Figure 5.18: Cultural Capital and Socio-demographic Variables 
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5.4: Revealed Preferences 
In this section of the analysis the thesis will make a first attempt to examine individual 
respondents’ preference patterns utilising individual attributes and characteristics. In 
this respect, the thesis makes an effort to combine stated preference (SP) information, 
mainly derived from the examination of product attributes and their configurations, 
alongside revealed preference (RP) information, mainly derived from individual 
characteristics, travel patterns and current tourist behaviour. The analysis will first 
consider non – visitors and then visitors. The thesis treats all those who respondent 
negatively on the choice question as potential non – users, whereas all those who 
selected one of the two choice alternatives available, as potential users.  
 
5.4.1. Place of Production (Origin) * Potential Visitors 
The analysis now moves to examine potential visitors’ preferences and choice patterns 
with respect to the various attributes and the configurations that have been used in the 
study. The study first considers socio-demographic variables and place of production 
(origin of cultural resources). The results are presented in Table * below.  
 
No indication of place of production 
As far as the generic category is concerned, a quarter (25.6%) of those travelling 
transit (staying in AD only for a few hours) would be the ones more likely to prefer 
this approach. This finding makes sense considering the fact that transit tourists only 
have a minimum engagement with the cultural resources and the native culture in AD. 
Also, those tourists that have chosen Dubai as their holiday residence exhibited quite 
high preferences for this policy initiative (almost 22%). This piece of information 
could be used to illustrate the potentially different nature of the tourism clientele 
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residing in the two Emirates. On the opposite site, those that are visiting AD for 
shopping purposes are the ones less likely (14.5%) to prefer generic type of cultural 
resources. The same applies to those that have already visited AD in the past (1-2 
times in the past) (14%). This may be attributed to the fact that those that have visited 
AD before may already be familiar with cultural resources there, and they would like 
to experience more of the local culture during a visit to one of these resources.  
 
Produced in the UAE 
A little bit less than a third (28.8%) of repeat respondents (1 – 2 times before, 
occasional visitors) that argued that they may visit a cultural resource in the future 
(potential visitors) reported that they would prefer to visit a cultural resource that is 
originating from the UAE. This coincides with and confirms the finding reported 
above. Those respondents visiting AD for shopping purposes and those that their 
employment is related to culture (26.1% and 25.3% respectively) would also prefer to 
experience native culture. Again, this finding aligns with what we have argued earlier. 
On the other hand, those that were frequent visitors (2 – to 4 times before) as well as 
MICE visitors did not feel particularly strongly about this policy initiative.  
 
Produced in Saadyiat Island 
According to the results summarised in Table 5.2 below, this is the most popular 
category /configuration as far as this particular attribute is concerned. This indicates 
that respondents are quite keen as far the Saadyiat Island CQ project is concerned and 
they would like to experience more of this resource. More particularly, about half of 
those staying elsewhere in the UAE (but AD and Dubai) would prefer to visit a 
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cultural resource originating from Saadyiat Island. This proves the point that 
respondents were convinced about the cultural value of the forthcoming cultural 
project and thus are willing to see and experience cultural production originating from 
it. On the other hand, and as anticipated transit visitor show the least interest on this 
possibility.  
 
Imported 
Finally, the survey enquired about actual respondents’ preferences for cultural 
resources imported from elsewhere. The thesis considered this policy option given the 
existing arrangements between the AD government and various major museums 
around the world to operate ‘subsidiary’ exhibitions (in the form of ‘Louvre AD’ and 
‘Guggenheim AD’) within Saadyiat Island. The results indicate that first time visitors 
(as anticipated) with 38.5% and those staying in AD for more than 10 days (24.5%) 
would be more likely to prefer this policy initiative. On the other hand, occasional 
visitors to AD (1 – 2 times before) and those visiting for more than 10 days were the 
least likely to express a positive preference towards this particular policy initiative.  
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Table 5.2: Place of Production (Origin) * Visitor Characteristics 
 No Indication Produced in the 
UAE 
Produced in Saadyiat Island Imported 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 17.3 22.9 41.3 38.5♣ 
Repeat visitor 19.7 22.2 37.3 20.8 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 14♠ 28.8♣ 40.5 16.7♠ 
3-4 times visited before 18 16.9♠ 42.9♣ 22.2 
More than 4 times 20.4 22 37.1 20.4 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 18.2 21.6 39.3 20.9 
Stay in Dubai 21.7♣ 25.1 34.3♠ 19 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 12.1♠ 24.2 45.5♣ 18.2 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 19.3 24.5 36.6 19.5 
LoS up to 10 days 15.7 21.3 45♣ 18.1 
LoS More than 10 days 19.1 17.9♠ 38.5 24.5♣ 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 20.6 21.7 37.7 20 
Visit Holidays 16.9 24.5 39.4 19.3 
Visit Transit 25.6♣ 25.6 33.3♠ 15.4♠ 
Visit Shopping 14.5♠ 26.1♣ 39.1 20.3 
Visit MICE 19.3 17♠ 40 23.7♣ 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 18.9 22 38.4 20.7 
Neutral 17.4 24.8 38.3 19.5 
Negative 20.4 21.5 39.8 18.3 
Place of Residence     
Europe 17.5 20.8 40.1 21.5 
Americas 18.8 24.9 36 20.3. 
Asia 18.6 23.9 38.6 19 
Other 23.1♣ 23.6 34.9♠ 18.5 
Gender     
Male 20.4 21.7 37.4 20.4 
Female 16.6 23.4 39.7 20.2 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 16.5 25.3♣ 39.8 18.5 
No 19.1 21.9 38.2 20.7 
Age Group     
Young 19.7 20.5 42.5 17.3♠ 
Middle 19.1 23.1 36.8 21 
Senior 15.3 24.3 37.4 23 
Income Group     
Income Low 21 21.9 39.4 17.8 
Income Middle 18 22.9 39.1 20.1 
Income High 18.1 22.2 37.9 21.8 
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5.4.2. Number of Major Events * Potential Visitors 
The analysis considers next the interaction between the various product attributes used 
in the SPDCM experiment and a number of individual socio-demographic and 
attitudinal variables. The results from Table 5.2 below indicate that when enquired 
about how many major events respondents would like to experience during their visit 
to AD, more than a quarter (25.8%) of those who had a negative opinion regarding the 
significance of native cultural resources would prefer no major exhibitions to be 
staged during the period of the year. Conceptually speaking this is a very positive 
result because it justifies completely the nature of these respondents. Those on middle 
of the range incomes were also quite likely (23.5%) to prefer no major exhibitions 
during the year. Conversely, senior (14.9%) visitors and those staying either in Dubai 
(15.3%) or elsewhere in the UAE (12.1%) were among the categories of potential 
visitors least likely to appreciate the staging of no major exhibitions during the year.  
 
According to the results for the 1 – 3 major events per year configuration/attribute 
level, those that stay in Dubai (almost 27%), those that visit transit (25.6%), and those 
on high income levels (almost 26%) are the ones more likely to visit cultural 
resources in AD had they organise 1 – 3 major events per year. Again, given their 
responses on the previous sub-section, it makes sense for those staying for their 
holidays in Dubai to be more likely to opt for this managerial initiative.  
 
The empirical results from Table 5.3 below indicate that as far as a further increase in 
the number of major events is concerned (4 – 6 per year), frequent visitors to AD (3 – 
4 times before), those that have stayed elsewhere in the UAE during their holidays, 
MICE visitors, as well as senior visitors were all quite likely to prefer this policy 
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initiative. The fact that about 43% of senior visitors that said that they would probably 
visit cultural resources were also in support of this specific policy initiative indicates 
the group’s relatively higher needs for visual as well as mental stimulation when 
visiting cultural resources. It becomes obvious that a ‘dry’ representation of native 
culture and cultural resources will not be enough for these visitors.  
 
Finally, as far as the last category / configuration is concerned (more than 6 major 
events per year) the empirical results indicate that about a third of transit (30.8%) and 
high income visitors (30%) were particularly appreciative of this policy initiative. 
Other groups of respondents that faired quite highly in this configuration were those 
travelling for shopping and long stay visitors. This set of empirical results suggests 
that segments of tourists that are not directly related to culture and cultural resources, 
or do not have a lot of exposure to these attractions (as the ones travelling mostly for 
shopping purposes we hypothesis they are) would appreciate more any opportunities 
given to them to access culture and cultural resources through special events and 
functions. 
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Table 5.3: Number of Major Events * Visitors Characteristics 
 None 1 – 3 per year 4 – 6 per year More than 6 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 17.8 21.9 39.4 20.9 
Repeat visitor 21.3 20.6 35.5 22.5 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 18 23.4 37.4 21.2 
3-4 times visited before 15.9 21.7 42.9♣ 19.6 
More than 4 times 19.4 20.4 38.2 22 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 20 19.6 38.8 21.6 
Stay in Dubai 15.3♠ 26.9♣ 29.1♠ 23.2 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 12.1♠ 19.7 47♣ 21.2 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 20 22.5 36.4 21.1 
LoS up to 10 days 22.5♣ 16.5♠ 38.6 22.5 
LoS More than 10 days 17.7 21.1 34 27.2 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 22 26 32 20 
Visit Holidays 19.6 20.1 37.8 22.5 
Visit Transit 20.5 25.6♣ 23.1♠ 30.8♣ 
Visit Shopping 18.8 17.4♠ 36.2 27.5♣ 
Visit MICE 14.7 21.7 42♣ 22 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 19 21.3 35 24.7 
Neutral 21.3 22 37.9 18.8♠ 
Negative 25.8♣ 17.2♠ 39.8 17.2♠ 
Place of Residence     
Europe 20.6 20.3 38 21.2 
Americas 18.4 21.1 36.8 23.8 
Asia 21.1 22.5 34.7 21.8 
Other 17.4 22.6 37.4 22.6 
Gender     
Male 20.3 21.1 36.1 22.6 
Female 19.5 21.2 38.3 21.1 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 20 25.5 33.8 21.5 
No 19.8 21.4 36.5 22.2 
Age Group     
Young 17.1 21.5 38.3 23.1 
Middle 23.5♣ 20.5 35 21 
Senior 14.9♠ 18.9 42.8♣ 23.4 
Income Group     
Income Low 19.4 21.9 36.2 22.5 
Income Middle 20.6 21.8 38.6 19♠ 
Income High 20.4 25.9♣ 23.9♠ 30♣ 
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5.4.3. Level of Qualifications * Potential Visitors 
Table 5.4 below summarises the empirical evidence derived from the examination of 
individual socio-demographic and attitudinal variables with level of qualifications in 
the cultural sector. The results indicate that frequency of past visitation to AD has a 
positive effect on respondents; preferences for qualifications provision. Hence, with 
the exception of the base level configuration (no provision for training) frequent 
visitors (either 3 – 4 times before), and / or very frequent (more than 4 times in the 
past before) seem to be particularly fond of this policy initiative. This may imply that 
those respondents more familiar with the destination and what it has to offer (from a 
cultural perspective) would also some form of formal training and qualification being 
offered to personnel and / or natives that may want to access these attractions as new 
businesses.   
 
Purpose of visit as well as attitudes towards native culture also seems to exert a strong 
effect on individual preferences regarding qualification levels. More particularly, 
those respondents that were visiting AD for only a few hours (or a very short period 
of time as transit visitors) were more likely to focus on training that was product or 
service specific, and thus very specialised. In other words, this form of specialised 
training was preferred by visitors that did not have much time to spend around and 
explore the local culture. In a sense, this pattern of preferences may reflect transit 
visitors’ own preferences and tastes as far as specific parts of cultural heritage and the 
arts they are interested in.  
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As far as the significance of culture is concerned, the results reveal that a rather 
unexpected pattern. Those that did not appreciate local culture that much expressed 
quite strong preferences towards the provision of qualifications and more particularly 
the provision of training according to the type of industry (27%) and the nature of the 
profession within a given industry (46.2%).  
 
Finally, respondents’ socio-demographic profile seems to exert quite an influence on 
training provisions. According to the empirical results, place or residence, 
respondents’ age, as well as their professional status appear to have an influence on 
their preferences regarding the provision of qualifications in cultural resources. More 
particularly, the provision of training by type of industry (i.e., music or theatre) was 
quite popular among those coming from the Americas (almost a quarter of 
respondents opted for this policy option), and those coming from other parts of the 
world (23.6%). As anticipated, those that had some professional linkages with culture 
(and thus, some degree of accumulation of cultural capital) were also more likely to 
prefer product or service specific provision of training. Similar to transit visitors’ 
case, this may well reflect their job or occupational ties with culture. Finally, senior 
visitors also expressed strong preferences towards the provision of training according 
to the nature of the profession within a given industry (42.8%). 
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Table5.4: Level of Qualifications * Visitor Characteristics 
 No provision for 
training 
By type of 
industry 
Nature of the profession 
within industry 
Product/service 
specific 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 21 21.4 39.5 18.4 
Repeat visitor 21.1 21 36.1 22 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 21.2 24 37.8 17.1 
3-4 times visited before 17.5 24.9♣ 42.3♣ 15.3 
More than 4 times 24 15 38.5 23.5♣ 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 21.5 20.3 38.1 20.4 
Stay in Dubai 22.6 20.2 34.9 22.3♣ 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 22.7 24.2 39.4 13.6 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 20.6 21.9 26.6 21.5 
LoS up to 10 days 21.7 20.1 42.2♣ 16.1 
LoS More than 10 days 21.4 20.8 36.5 21.4 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 18.8 20.6 38.8 22.3♣ 
Visit Holidays 20.4 19.9 39.4 20.3 
Visit Transit 32.2♣ 20.5 23.2 23.1♣ 
Visit Shopping 27.5♣ 20.3 33.3 18.8 
Visit MICE 22 23.5 38.1 16.5 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 21.8 20.6 37.2 20.5 
Neutral 20.2 21.6 35.8 22.3♣ 
Negative 11.8 26.9♣ 46.2♣ 15.1 
Place of Residence     
Europe 20.8 20.7 39.2 19.3 
Americas 30.4♣ 24.9♣ 22.8 21.9 
Asia 18.9 21.4 38.6 21.1 
Other 20.5 23.6♣ 34.4 21.5 
Gender     
Male 20.9 20.9 37.9 20.2 
Female 20.8 21.4 37 20.8 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 15.7 23.7♣ 37.8 22.9♣ 
No 21.9 20.6 37.4 20 
Age Group     
Young 21.8 17.8 41.5 18.9 
Middle 20.2 23.4 34.2 22.1 
Senior 22.5 18 42.8♣ 16.7 
Income Group     
Income Low 18.7 20.3 40.6 20.3 
Income Middle 20.6 22.5 34.9 22 
Income High 22 20 38.9 19 
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5.4.4. Waiting Time * Potential Visitors 
The empirical results regarding waiting time suggest that as far as the base category is 
concerned (no waiting time) respondents’ socio-demographic variables tend to exhibit 
the more significant influence. More specifically, those that have some professional 
association with culture ((30%), senior visitors (24.3%) and respondents from parts of 
the world other than those specified in the study categories (24.6%) are the ones more 
likely to appreciate no waiting time (and probably no congestion) at the proposed 
cultural resources. These results are following convention given that those with some 
accumulation of cultural capital would be less likely to appreciate long waiting times 
and increased congestion levels at cultural resources and attractions. At the same time, 
one would expect that senior visitors to behave much more conservatively as 
compared to other visitors (younger and middle aged) as far as cultural resources are 
concerned.  
 
As far as the remaining categories are concerned, the results from Table 5.5 below 
indicate that as far as short waiting times are concerned (up to 15 minutes), purpose of 
visit and socio-demographic variables are quite important factors. In particular, those 
travelling for business purposes (23.3%) and those travelling on transit (28.2) are the 
two categories more likely to prefer low waiting time levels. This is not incidental 
given the relatively short period of time this kind of visitors have at their disposal 
whenever that are visiting a place such as AD. Similarly, males (21.6%), middle aged 
(22.1%) and low income visitors (21.6) would be rather unforgiving as far as longer 
waiting times are concerned.  
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A 100% increase in waiting times (from 15 to 30 minutes overall) appears to affect 
more visitors with different attitudinal and travel characteristics as compared to 
visitors with different socio – demographic characteristics. More specifically, frequent 
visitors (visited up to 4 times before) would be more accommodating as far as a 100% 
increase in waiting times (42.3%). The same applies with those staying elsewhere in 
the UAE (45.5%). What these results indicate is that those that have either some 
degree of previous exposure to AD and its cultural heritage resources, or are coming 
from further afield (but are still staying relatively close by) are the one more likely to 
be happy with a waiting time of up to 30 minutes. In this sense, it is not surprising that 
those staying for up to 10 days, and MICE visitors (and thus have quite a lot of time at 
their disposal) are also happy with 30 minutes waiting time period.  
 
Finally, as far as the last category (45 minutes waiting time, or 150% increase in 
waiting time), those that have chosen to stay fairly close during their holidays (AD 
and Dubai) as well as those that come from Asia (again, a fairly close destination, and 
also one that is culturally very close to the native cultural resources and attractions) 
are more likely to feel positively about this policy initiative. The same applies to those 
visitors that have stated that the main reason for visiting AD was shopping. One 
would expect that these visitors, not belonging to the core cultural visitors, would 
basically combine a shopping trip with a visit to a unique cultural resources, hence 
they would not mind to wait a little bit longer, or experience relatively higher 
congestion and disturbance levels at the resource. 
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Table 5.5:  Waiting Time * Visitor Characteristics 
 No waiting time 15 minutes 30 minutes 45 minutes 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 21.1 19.8 40.7 18.1 
Repeat visitor 21 21.3 38.7 19.1 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 22.5 17.1 39.6 20.7♣ 
3-4 times visited before 19 20.6 42.3♣ 18 
More than 4 times 22.6 22 40.3 15.1 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 20.2 20.9 40.8 18.1 
Stay in Dubai 24.2♣ 21.1 33.6 21.1♣ 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 21.2 16.7 45.5♣ 16.7 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 21.6 21.2 37.5 19.7 
LoS up to 10 days 18.1 21.3 44.6♣ 16.1 
LoS More than 10 days 21.9 19.4 40.7 17.9 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 20.4 23.3♣ 39.2 17.1 
Visit Holidays 21.1 19.4 39.7 19.8 
Visit Transit 17.9 28.2♣ 35.9 17.9 
Visit Shopping 21.7 17.4 40.6 20.3♣ 
Visit MICE 21 18.7 44♣ 16.3 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 21.1 20.6 39 19.3 
Neutral 20.9 21.3 40.4 17.4 
Negative 22.6 19.4 43 15.1 
Place of Residence     
Europe 21.5 20.7 40 17.8 
Americas 20.3 19.5 40.2 19.9 
Asia 18.6 21.4 37.2 22.8♣ 
Other 24.6♣ 21 40 14.4 
Gender     
Male 21.3 21.6♣ 38.5 18.6 
Female 21 19.7 40.6 18.8 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 22.9♣ 18.9 39.4 18.9 
No 20.8 21 39.5 18.6 
Age Group     
Young 21.8 18.6 40.4 19.2 
Middle 20 22.1♣ 38.4 19.4 
Senior 24.3♣ 18.9 41.4 15.3 
Income Group     
Income Low 19.7 21.6♣ 40.6 18.1 
Income Middle 22.2 20.4 37.7 20♣ 
Income High 20.9 20.4 41.2 17.6 
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5.4.5. Linkages * Potential Visitors 
The linkages attribute really capture managerial and business strategies for cultural 
attractions and entrepreneurs. These linkages describe strategies for joined (or 
bundled) production of cultural resources/attractions with either other cultural 
resources in Saadyiat Island (regional/local), other cultural attractions in the UAE 
(national), or other cultural attractions outside the UAE (international). The results 
from Table 5.6 below indicate that purpose of visit (whether for business or transit) is 
particularly influenced by type of linkages of cultural resources.  
 
In particular, those visitors travelling for business or transit would be more likely to 
prefer to visit a cultural resource with no linkages with other cultural resources what 
so ever. Similar to the case above, the thesis assumes that this is because these types 
of visitors do not have much time at their disposal; hence they do not really care that 
much about the business strategy of cultural resources in AD. Visitors from Asia and 
those on high incomes are also quite positively disposed towards this managerial 
initiative. One could possibly explain these findings on the grounds of better 
information (certainly for Asian visitors) and ability to travel around (for those with 
higher disposal incomes). Those on higher incomes may have already travelled quite 
extensively, so they would not really mind/care if local cultural attractions do not 
have links with other cultural resources or organisations either nationally or 
internationally.  
 
As far as local /regional linkages are concerned, visitors coming to AD mainly for 
shopping expressed quite strong preferences towards this hypothetical policy initiative 
(26.1%). This may be due to the fact that visitors coming to AD mainly for shopping 
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may want to combine this activity with attending cultural resources in the vicinity. 
Hence, this finding may provide support for the claim that the cultural tourism 
segment should be developed not as something detached from everything else, but 
instead as part or as a component of a bigger picture that may encapsulate MICE or 
shopping type of visitors.  The fact that males expressed positive preferences for the 
creation of local/regional linkages within Saadyiat Island may also be taken to imply 
that for certain visitors (such as males) future attendance and visitation to cultural 
resources and events in AD may be an issue of maintaining interest and stimulation 
rather than artistic or cultural significance.  
 
The results regarding the national linkages strategy between cultural resources tend to 
suggest that individuals that have chosen to spend their holidays in the UAE (but 
outside AD or Dubai) as well as those visitors staying for up to 10 days are quite keen 
for this managerial initiative. The same applies to young and low income visitors. As 
far as holiday place of residence is concerned, it makes perfect sense for those 
deciding to stay away from AD and Dubai to prefer a policy initiative that would 
ensure links between future cultural resources in AD (Saadiyat Island) and the places 
they are staying at. In that way they could ensure that they get to visit these resources 
without having to travel that much. Thus, this seems to be a valid reason for managers 
and practitioners to consider in the future.  
 
Finally, the international linkages strategy seems to be primarily appreciated more by 
those visitors deciding to stay to Dubai, those visitors whose purpose of visit is 
primarily shopping, and those on middle of the range income and age. This set of 
empirical results tends to confirm the point that tourists coming to Dubai may be 
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different and more of an international nature/character as those visitors coming to AD. 
Again, this piece of information may be crucial for managers and practitioners when 
designing the various strategies through which to break at different markets.    
 
Last but certainly not least, visitors coming to AD mainly for shopping purposes 
expressed quite strong preferences towards international linkages (29%). Following 
the discussion above, this may be due to the fact that visitors coming to AD mainly 
for shopping may want to put their visit to local cultural resources into perspective.  
Hence, this finding may provide support for the claim that the cultural tourism 
segment should be developed not as something detached from everything else, but 
instead as part or as a component of a bigger picture. 
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Table 5.6: Linkages * Visitor Characteristics 
 No linkages Within Saadyiat 
Island 
Among related cult 
attractions in the UAE 
Among related cult 
attractions outside 
the UAE 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 19.1 20.8 40 20.1 
Repeat visitor 22 18.6 39.7 19.7 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 15.8 22.5 40.1 21.6 
3-4 times visited before 20.1 19.6 39.7 20.6 
More than 4 times 22 19.9 40.3 17.7 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 21.4 19.1 40.5 18.9 
Stay in Dubai 19 22.3 35.2 23.5♣ 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 21.2 12.1 48.5♣ 18.2 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 21.7 19.8 37.3 21.2 
LoS up to 10 days 21.3 17.3 43.8♣ 17.7 
LoS More than 10 days 18.5 20.5 43 17.9 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 22.5♣ 19.6 37.7 20.2 
Visit Holidays 20.6 18.6 42.5 18.3 
Visit Transit 30.8♣ 19.9 33.1 15.6 
Visit Shopping 8.7 26.1♣ 36.2 29♣ 
Visit MICE 19.7 20 42.7 17.7 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 21.9 18.9 39.7 19.6 
Neutral 17.4 19.5 41.5 21.6 
Negative 18.3 26.9♣ 36.6 18.3 
Place of Residence     
Europe 20.5 20.2 40.6 18.7 
Americas 21.2 17.6 40.2 21.1 
Asia 22.1♣ 20 36.8 21.1 
Other 20 18.5 40.5 21 
Gender     
Male 21.9 25.1♣ 33.8 19.2 
Female 19.5 18.8 41.5 20.2 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 18.5 21.3 39.4 20.9 
No 21.3 19.1 39.9 19.7 
Age Group     
Young 20.2 18.4 44.4♣ 17.1 
Middle 20.9 20.1 37.1 21.9♣ 
Senior 22.1 18.5 42.3 17 
Income Group     
Income Low 19.7 21.6 43.8♣ 14.9 
Income Middle 19.7 21.1 37 22.2♣ 
Income High 22.2♣ 16.7 40.9 20.2 
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5.4.6. Marketing/Promotion * Potential Visitors 
Lastly, the thesis examines individual visitors’ preferences for marketing and 
promotions policy initiatives. The results suggest that any marketing and / or 
promotion activities organised among other cultural resources within the Saadiyat 
Island are particularly appreciated by those visitors that decide to stay in Dubai during 
their holidays (21.1%). Rather unexpectedly, visitors that express a neutral opinion as 
far as the significance of local culture is concerned are also quite positively disposed 
towards marketing and promotion activities targeting other cultural resources within 
Saadiyat Island. The same applies to middle aged visitors.  
 
Regarding the second attribute configuration (marketing / promotion activities and 
other tourism related resources), the empirical results suggest that very frequent 
visitors (more than 4 times in the past), those that visit in transit from AD and senior 
visitors are the ones more likely to express very positive opinions and preferences for 
the joined marketing activities between cultural resources in Saadiyat Island and other 
tourism resources.  
 
Regarding the third attribute configuration (marketing / promotion activities and other 
hospitality related resources), the evidence presented in Table 5.7 below indicate that 
those visitors staying outside AD or Dubai (but within the UAE), those that stay for 
up to 10 days and those that are visiting AD mainly for MICE purposes are the ones 
more likely to be attracted by this policy and managerial initiative. Finally, frequent 
visitors (visited up to 4 times in the past), those that stay in Dubai, those visiting AD 
in transit and senior visitors are more likely to express a positive opinion about the 
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third attribute configuration, namely the joint marketing and promotion practices 
between cultural resources and other natural reserve resources. 
 
Table 5.7:  Marketing/Promotion * Visitor Characteristics 
 Within 
Saadyiat Island 
And other tourism 
resources 
And other hospitality 
resources 
And other natural 
reserve resources 
First Time/Repeat Visitors    
First time visitor 16.2 21.6 40.2 21.9 
Repeat visitor 20.6 20.3 39.7 19.4 
Frequency of Visitation    
1-2 times visited before 19.4 18.5 41 21.2 
3-4 times visited before 14.3 22.2 39.2 24.3♣ 
More than 4 times 14.5 24.7♣ 40.3 20.4 
Location of Holiday Residence    
Stay in AD 18.5 20.8 41.3 19.4 
Stay in Dubai 21.1♣ 22 33.3 23.5♣ 
Stay elsewhere in UAE 15.2 15.2 47♣ 22.7 
Length of Stay     
LoS up to a week 18.4 21.4 38.6 21.6 
LoS up to 10 days 18.1 20.1 43.4♣ 18.5 
LoS More than 10 days 20.8 19.9 40.7 18.5 
Purpose of Visit     
Visit Business 17.9 20.8 41 20.2 
Visit Holidays 19.4 18.6 39.7 22.2 
Visit Transit 7.7 33.3♣ 29.8 29.2♣ 
Visit Shopping 18.8 20.3 40.6 20.3 
Visit MICE 18.3 21.3 43.7♣ 16.7 
Significance of Culture    
Positive 18 21.6 40 20.4 
Neutral 24.1♣ 18.4 37.6 19.9 
Negative 14 19.3 40.3 26.6 
Place of Residence     
Europe 18.6 20.5 40 21 
Americas 19.5 20.7 37.9 21.8 
Asia 18.2 22.8 39.2 19.6 
Other 20 19.5 43.1♣ 17.4 
Gender     
Male 18.3 21.1 39.9 20.7 
Female 19.5 20.5 39.9 20.1 
Employment Related to Culture    
Yes 19.3 14.9 41.8 24.1 
No 18.6 22 39.50 19.7 
Age Group     
Young 16 19.7 43 21.3 
Middle 27.5♣ 21.7 30.2 20.5 
Senior 20.4 24.8♣ 35.9 24.9♣ 
Income Group     
Income Low 18.1 20.6 40 21.3 
Income Middle 19.9 19.7 40.5 19.9 
Income High 18.1 21.8 39.7 20.4 
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CHAPTER 6: Econometric Results 
Summary: 
This section of the analysis deals with the empirical econometric results derived from 
the SPDCM experiment. In particular, this chapter is plit into three major parts. In the 
first sub-section, the analysis considers the empirical results derived from the 
homogenous multinomial logit analysis (MNL). The empirical results are summarized 
through 3 main tables (beta coefficients, marginal effects, and marginal willingness to 
pay (MWTP) estimates.  
Sub – section 2 of the analysis considers the heterogeneous multinomial logit model 
or mixed logit (MMNL) model. According to the discussion in previous section of the 
analysis, the MMNL specification is the most flexible preference specification and 
offers more credibility and depth in the discussion. This sub – section considers 
practical issues revolving around the MMNL model (such as the number of random 
draws and the selection of the random parameters).  
 
Finally, sub section 3 deals with the empirical results derived from the MMNL 
specification. This section also summarises the empirical results of the MMNL where 
random parameters are allowed to be correlated. 
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6.1. The Homogeneous Multinomial Logit (MNL) Model Specification 
This section of the analysis will consider the empirical results derived from the 
homogeneous binomial logit model specification. This section of the analysis assumes 
that all respondents share the same preferences specification. Thus, this first section of 
the empirical analysis assumes that all individuals have the same preference patterns, 
and thus behave the same way (so, implicitly β1 = β2 = β3 = ….. βN for all 
respondents). The binomial logit model specification takes two values only (0, and 1), 
hence the binomial nature of it. It belongs to the family of multinomial logit (MNL) 
models. Thus, for brevity purposes we will address it as a MNL model specification 
for the purposes of this analysis. The empirical results from the MNL specification are 
reported in Tables 6.1 (beta coefficients), Table 6.2 (marginal effects), and Table 6.3 
(marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates below.  
 
The homogeneous specification of the binomial logistic model used to evaluate 
individual preferences for the Saadiyat Island Cultural Quarter is reported in Tables 
6.1 to 6.3 below. The examination of the empirical evidence from the conditional 
homogeneous specification indicates that: 
 any artistic or cultural originating from the UAE is statistically significant and 
positive. This is a particularly significant result. One could interpret this 
coefficient as a ‘vote of confidence’ for local cultural resources and the 
positive effect on native and authentic cultural heritage on visitation 
probabilities. 
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 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging up to 3 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter 
 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging up to 6 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter 
 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging more than 6 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter 
 generally speaking respondents were negative towards any qualification / 
training that focused exclusively on the nature of a particular group within an 
industry 
 waiting time and congestion were perceived negatively by respondents. In 
particular, respondents expressed statistically significant levels of 
dissatisfaction for waiting from more than 30 minutes and more than 45 
minutes onwards.  
 Interestingly, there were negative and statistically significant preference 
patterns for any linkages between cultural heritage resources in Saadiyat 
Island and other related cultural attractions in the UAE. 
 Respondents argued that they would value positively any joined marketing and 
promotion practices involving Saadiyat island and other business tourist 
resources 
 Finally, respondents expressed strongly negative feelings regarding prices 
(e.g., they were not willing to pay anything in order to access Saadiyat island.  
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Table 6.1: Results from the Binomial Logit Specification 
Product Attribute Beta [β] 
Constant (ASC) -.121 (.445) 
Place of Production (Origin)  
No indication……………………………………………..………… ----- 
Produced in UAE…………………………………………..………. .296 (.005)** 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively………………..…….. .003 (.997) 
Imported from somewhere else……………………………..……… .124 (.246) 
Number of Major Events  
None…………………………………………………………..……. ----- 
1 to 3 per year………………………………………………..…….. .178 (.091)*** 
4 to 6 per year………………………………………………..…….. .211 (.045)** 
More than 6 per year…………………………………………..…… .215 (.037)** 
Level of Qualifications / Training  
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD)……………..….. ----- 
By type of industry (music)……………………………………..…. -.046 (.671) 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)……..……. -.380 (.000)* 
Product / Service specification (traditional music)……………..….. -.107 (.311) 
Waiting time (Congestion)  
No waiting time……………………………………………..……… ----- 
15 minutes……………………………………………………….… -.097 (.359) 
30 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.208 (.041)** 
45 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.216 (.043)** 
Linkages  
No linkages……………………………………………………..….. ----- 
Within Saadiyat Island…………………………………………..…. -.071 (.448) 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE…………………..…... -.122 (.099)*** 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE…………..…….. -.012 (.720) 
Marketing / Promotion  
Only within Saadiyat Island……………………………………..…. ----- 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist resources……. .142 (.100)*** 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources………… -.011 (.906) 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources…………….. .121 (.258) 
Price -.005 (.000)* 
Observations……………………………………………………...... 4500 
LL function………………………………………………………… -2864.314 
R
2……………………………........................................................... 27.44 
Standard Errors in brackets, * indicates statistical significance at 1% level, ** indicates statistical 
significance at 5% level, *** indicates statistical significance at 10% level, ASC: Alternative 
Specific Constant 
 
 
The results from table 6.2 (marginal effects) below suggest that the predicted 
probability of an individual attending the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter increases by 
6.7% when artistic and cultural attractions or exhibitions are originating from the 
UAE as compared to artwork and cultural resources with unspecified place of origin. 
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The joint marketing and promotion of Saadiyat island’s cultural resources with other 
business related tourist facilities and resources also proved to exert a considerable 
influence on individual preferences. According to the results, respondents were 3.2% 
more likely to visit Saadiyat Island if these joint marketing/promotion activities were 
in place as compared to no joint marketing campaign at all.  
 
According to the empirical results, the existence of major events appears to exhibit a 
considerable pulling power for potential or future visitors to Saadiyat island cultural 
quarter. Respondents argued that the probability of attending / visiting Saadiyat Island 
would increase by almost 4% if there are 1 to 3 major events organized every year, as 
compared to the case where no major event is being organized. Similarly, the 
organization of 4 to 6 major events and more than 6 major events per year would 
increase the probability of visitation by 4.7% and 4.75% respectively, as compared to 
the case where no major event is being organized in Saadiyat Island. Hence, the 
empirical results in the instance tend to confirm the evidence provided in the literature 
in respect to the use of major events as a major managerial tool to influence cultural 
heritage visitation.  
 
On the other hand, waiting time (an indication of congestion) appears to have the 
opposite effect on individual preference patterns as compared to the organization of 
major events. More specifically, respondents were 4.5% and 4.6% less likely to visit 
Saadiyat Island if they were to face up to 30 minutes and up to 45 minutes waiting 
time delays as compared to the case with no waiting time at all. The probability to 
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visit would also decrease by 3.2% per individual respondent if linkages and 
networking is limited to other ‘related’ cultural attractions in the UAE. Thus, 
respondents are saying that the chances of visiting Saadiyat Island would be greater if 
managers and officials adopt a more internationalized approach in their conduct. 
 
Table 6.2: Marginal Effects from the Binomial Logit Specification 
Product Attribute Marginal Effects 
Constant -.026 (.446) 
Place of Production (Origin)  
No indication……………………………………………..………… ----- 
Produced in UAE…………………………………………..………. .067 (.006)** 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively………………..…….. .818 (.997) 
Imported from somewhere else……………………………..……… .027 (.252) 
Number of Major Events  
None…………………………………………………………..……. ----- 
1 to 3 per year………………………………………………..…….. .039 (.097)*** 
4 to 6 per year………………………………………………..…….. .047 (.036)** 
More than 6 per year…………………………………………..…… .047 (.049)** 
Level of Qualifications / Training  
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD)……………..….. ----- 
By type of industry (music)……………………………………..…. -.009 (.669) 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)……..……. -.083 (.000)* 
Product / Service specification (traditional music)……………..….. -.023 (.305) 
Waiting time (Congestion)  
No waiting time……………………………………………..……… ----- 
15 minutes……………………………………………………….… -.021 (.353) 
30 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.045 (.041)** 
45 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.046 (.037)** 
Linkages  
No linkages……………………………………………………..….. ----- 
Within Saadiyat Island…………………………………………..…. -.015 (.444) 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE…………………..…... -.026 (.069)** 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE…………..…….. -.002 (.197) 
Marketing / Promotion  
Only within Saadiyat Island……………………………………..…. ----- 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other cultural tourist resources…….. .031 (.109)*** 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources only…… -.002 (.906) 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources only……….. .026 (.264) 
Price -.002 (.000)* 
* indicates statistical significance at 1% level, ** indicates statistical significance at 5% level, *** 
indicates statistical significance at 10% level. 
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Finally, Table 6.3 below summarises the empirical evidence from the marginal 
willingness to pay for each one of the abovementioned future or hypothetical policy 
initiative. The analysis generates these marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates 
utilising the equation on page 120 of the manuscript. More specifically, MWTP 
estimates are calculated as the fraction of the respective level of a particular product 
attribute (-), divided by the marginal willingness of income () .

 i
iMWTP   
All reported willingness to pay estimates are measured in Dirhams. This exercise will 
allow us to quantify individuals’ preference patterns for future or hypothetical policy 
initiatives into monetary terms. Looking at the evidence on table 3 below, there are 
some quite interesting results. More specifically, it appears that point of origin of 
artistic or cultural artefacts and resources has the most significant impact (in monetary 
terms) on individual visitors’ willingness to pay. According to the results, respondents 
would be prepared to pay 59.2 Drhs provided that the resources are produced, or 
originate from the UAE. This is a particularly interesting piece of evidence for two 
specific reasons. On the one hand, this piece of evidence justifies earlier concerns 
regarding the authenticity of the whole undertaking. Respondents here clearly indicate 
that they would value considerably high any initiative that promotes and reflects the 
region’s culture and tradition. On the other hand, this result indicates that Saadiyat 
Island should foster cultural entrepreneurship and new firm formation in this setting.  
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Table 6.3: Marginal WTP Estimates from the Binomial Logit Specification 
Product Attribute MWTP (in Dhrs.) 
Constant N/A 
Place of Production (Origin)  
No indication……………………………………………..………… Base 
Produced in UAE…………………………………………..………. 59.2 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively………………..…….. 0.06 
Imported from somewhere else……………………………..……… 24.8 
Number of Major Events  
None…………………………………………………………..……. Base 
1 to 3 per year………………………………………………..…….. 35.6 
4 to 6 per year………………………………………………..…….. 42.2 
More than 6 per year…………………………………………..…… 43 
Level of Qualifications / Training  
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD)……………..….. Base 
By type of industry (music)……………………………………..…. -9 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)……..……. -76 
Product / Service specification (traditional music)……………..….. -21.4 
Waiting time (Congestion)  
No waiting time……………………………………………..……… Base 
15 minutes……………………………………………………….… -19.4 
30 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -41.6 
45 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -52 
Linkages  
No linkages……………………………………………………..….. Base 
Within Saadiyat Island…………………………………………..…. -14.2 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE…………………..…... -24.4 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE…………..…….. -2.4 
Marketing / Promotion  
Only within Saadiyat Island……………………………………..…. Base 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist resources……. 28.4 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources………… -2.2 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources…………….. 24.2 
Price N/A 
 
 
The evidence regarding the impact of the organisation of major events is quite 
amazing as well. Based on the empirical results summarised in Table 6.3 above, there 
appears to be a linear relationship between the number of temporary major events 
organised each year in Saadiyat Island, and respondents’ willingness to pay estimates. 
Hence, according to the results, the more temporary events being organised per year 
in Saadiyat Island, the more would respondents be willing to pay to access the cultural 
quarter. The estimates range from 35.6 Drhs for up to 3 major temporary events per 
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year, to 42.2 Drhs for up to 6 temporary events, to 43 Drhs for more than 6 temporary 
events per year. Again, this piece of evidence is in line with the recent claims in the 
literature (Maddison and Foster 2003, Axelsen 2006, Tobelem 2006) regarding major 
events’ considerable pulling power to a cultural resource or destination.  
 
On the negative side, it seems that waiting time (caused possibly due to congestion) 
would diminish potential visitors’ satisfaction by 41.5 Dhrs (for up to 30 minutes 
delay) and 52 Dhrs (for up to 45 minutes delays). Thus, here too we are faced with a 
linear relationship between waiting time and waiting time. Only this time the longer 
the waiting time (or delays) the less willing future respondents would be to pay for 
accessing the cultural quarter. Given the magnitude of estimates, demand 
management measures and policies should take priority if such a need arises in 
Saadiyat Island in the future. Similarly (and rather surprisingly), respondents 
indicated that they would be less likely to pay if Saadiyat island cultural quarter was 
to forge any links with other ‘related’ cultural attractions in the UAE. Although 
puzzling at first, this point may reflect the appeal of internationalisation that future 
visitors would like to associate Saadiyat Island with. However, the strongest impact 
on individual dissatisfaction levels comes from the training and qualifications 
variable. The evidence on Table 3 indicates that the provision of training to specific 
jobs within a particular industry (for example among music producers and / or music 
technicians) would reduce respondents’ willingness to pay by 76 Dhrs. This piece of 
evidence may be taken to imply that individuals do not perceive Saadiyat Island 
cultural quarter development as an educational establishment. 
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6.2. The Heterogeneous Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) Model Specification  
This section of the analysis will consider the empirical results derived from the 
heterogeneous multinomial logit (MMNL) model specification. This section of the 
analysis assumes that each respondent has different preferences and that these 
preferences vary randomly across the population. Thus, this first section of the 
empirical analysis assumes that individuals have different preference patterns, and 
thus behave different to each other (so, implicitly β1 ≠ β2 ≠ β3 ≠ ….. βN for all 
respondents. The empirical results from the MMNL specification are reported in 
Tables 6.4 (beta coefficients), Table 6.5 (marginal effects), and finally Table 6.6 
(marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates below. The analysis will also 
consider a number of heterogeneous MMNL model specifications. The literature 
suggests that experimenting with different models and different iterations is advisable 
in order to find the best fitting model.  
 
The discussion in this section will indicate how preference heterogeneity can be 
explained from an economic perspective and how this is later accommodated through 
econometric methods. With particular reference to the econometric section, the 
analysis will focus on four main areas of concern to MMNL models. These are: 
 The selection of the random parameters to enter the MMNL model, 
 The selection of the distribution of the random parameters and; 
 Identification of MMNL models to account for correlation between attributes 
and; 
 Simulation of maximum likelihood. 
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6.2.1. The Selection of the random parameters 
The literature on MMNL model specification and preference heterogeneity (Hensher 
and Greene 2003 more notably) considers the correct identification of the model with 
the correct number of random parameters as one of the most crucial for the successful 
implementation of a preference estimation study. This is mostly done through the 
interpretation of the random parameters and their beta coefficients as well as their 
respective standard deviations. In the MMNL model used in this section of the 
analysis, the price (entry fee) product attribute is fixed across the population (not 
allowed to vary). This is mostly done for ease of calculating the model.   
 
The decision to hold the price coefficient fixed in the MMNL model is based on three 
main reasons. First, following Revelt and Train (1998) when all coefficients in the 
utility function are defined as random parameters, then estimation and identification 
becomes very difficult. Related to this is the fact that choosing a particular 
distribution for the price attribute is rather difficult (Goett et al. 2000). Also, allowing 
for all attributes to vary randomly across individuals would require quite of lot of 
computational power and time. Second, restricting the price coefficient to be fixed, 
the estimation of marginal willingness to pay becomes much easier, since the 
distribution of marginal willingness to pay for a particular attribute (other than the 
price attribute) will be solely dependent on the distribution of that attribute. Third, 
based on the analysis of the descriptive analysis, the overwhelming majority of 
respondents indicated their animosity towards higher entry fee (price) charges. Hence, 
as advocated by standard economic theory, the analysis restricts the price coefficient 
to be fixed and non-positive for all individuals (Train 2003). Ultimately however the 
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decision regarding whether the price coefficient should vary randomly or not depends 
upon the particular requirements of the study.  
 
As far as the other product attributes are concerned, some of the parameters are 
normally distributed and correlated over some of the attributes (Train 1998, Carlsson 
2003). In particular, the analysis adopted a fairly simplistic but very appropriate 
strategy whereby all statistically significant product attributes from the homogeneous 
MNL model specification were allowed to vary randomly, whereas all other variables 
were set as fixed. 
 
 
6.2.2. The Selection of the Distribution of the Randomly Varied Attributes 
The selection of the empirical distribution of random parameters across the population 
is probably one of the most hotly debated areas in the application of MMNL 
specifications. This is because the choice of the most appropriate distribution function 
for random parameters will always depend on the particular study requirements and 
objectives. In fact, the selection of a particular distribution represents an arbitrary 
approximation of real behavioural life; essentially how researchers perceive reality. If 
the researcher believes that the population has mixed opinions for a particular 
attribute, or policy development, then he has to select a type of distribution that will 
express both positive and negative signs (i.e., positive and negative preferences). Our 
discussions with managers of the two attractions as well as tourist guides indicated 
that for the non-price attributes in the choice experiment, there were tourists who 
liked and tourists who disliked the proposed managerial and policy developments.  
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Correspondingly, the study allowed the coefficient of the price attribute to remain 
fixed (constant) across the population and the other coefficients of the product 
attributes were allowed to take any sign (both positive and negative) depending on the 
tastes and preferences of individuals. Hence, all the non-price and statistically 
significant coefficients (in the MNL model specification) were distributed 
independently normally across the population. The selection of the normal distribution 
for the non-price coefficients ensured that the normally distributed mean and standard 
deviation determined the proportion of the population with positive and negative 
preferences for any particular attribute. The evidence suggests that this distinction 
between fixed price coefficients and normally distributed non-price coefficient is the 
most frequent in the literature (Carlsson 2003, Carlsson et al. 2003, Sandor and Train 
2002, Goett et al. 2000, Revelt and Train 1998).  
 
As it was argued above, the non-price coefficients were distributed independently 
normally. This means that the vector of beta coefficients is described by density f() 
such as   N(b,W), where b is the mean and W is the standard deviation. The mean b 
and W describe the density f(). To illustrate the above, assume that the vector of 
individual preferences in the utility function only consists of a single random variable 
in described by density f(i|b,W). Particularly the above density function and 
particularly b and W will determine the weight of the probability that an individual I 
will choose alternative n.  
 
The study did not allow for any product attribute to be distributed log-normally for 
two main reasons. First, it was felt that the implicit assumption of log-normal 
distribution, namely that individuals have either positive or negative preferences for 
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any of the non-price attributes, was not particularly valid in this case study. In other 
words, the log-normal distribution is useful only when the researcher is sure that 
every decision maker has the same preferences for a particular product attribute. 
Second, even though in cases where log-nornals appear to impose the correct sign (for 
example Revelt and Train 1998), their application still remains problematic because 
they tend to be difficult to converge to a maximum (Revelt and Train 1998) and 
because of their restriction to the non-negative domain they usually produce 
extremely high and unrealistic willingness to pay estimates (Hensher and Greence 
2003). Nevertheless, the choice between normal and log-normal distribution is usually 
an empirical issue since the results derived from independently log-normally 
distributed coefficients are similar qualitatively to the ones obtained with all 
coefficients independently normally distributed (Revelt and Train 1998).  
 
6.2.2.1. Allowing for Correlation through Flexible MMNL Models 
The more flexible MMNL structures considered in this section allow for correlation 
between attributes (and alternatives), but it does not allow for correlation between 
choice sets. This latter type of correlation is a rather different issue that the data 
collected from the choice experiment survey cannot address adequately. Following the 
above point, one can notice that so far in the discussion, the study has only considered 
MMNL models with independently normally distributed coefficients. However, this 
independence assumption between attributes and alternatives may not be true if 
respondents have same preferences for particular product attributes that are common 
across choice alternatives. So for example the independence assumption may not be 
appropriate if respondents who are concerned about congestion levels at the two 
attractions are also concerned about the effect of the two promotional incentives, since 
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these incentives are put in place in order to alter tourists’ visitation patterns to the two 
attractions.  
 
In the case where random coefficients are normally distributed and correlated then the 
density function f() used above to describe  now becomes   N(b,) (Hensher and 
Greene (2003). Correspondingly, the coefficient vector of  is now expressed as:  
 = b +Zi           (6.1) 
where Z is a covariance matrix with off-diagonal elements capturing the correlation, 
or dependence of one product attribute on another.  
 
6.2.3. Simulation of Maximum Likelihood 
According to the discussion so far, the analysis has shown that MMNL models can 
account for taste or preference heterogeneity across the population by assuming that 
. n  to achieve this, the probability integrant in equation 4.18 has to be estimated 
through simulation. In that way, the value of the choice probability enters the log – 
likelihood function in order to maximise the simulated maximum likelihood of the 
observed effects (Stern 1997). The estimation of the integral involves the drawing of 
values of β either randomly or quasi – randomly from some density θ.  
 
Quasi-random sampling methods, or Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) as they are referred 
in the literature, incorporate techniques such as antithetics, systematic sampling and 
Halton draws. For reasons that will be examined promptly, Halton draws method 
appears to be the preferred sampling estimator. Despite the conceptually straight 
forward way of taking random draws from a given density, there are two particular 
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issues that each researcher has to take account of when drawing from a density f(). 
These are the issues of coverage and correlation between draws. Coverage implies 
that the selected sampling method has to draw values evenly from the total area of the 
density domain, while correlation suggests that draws have to be negatively correlated 
rather than independent in order to reduce variance. Clearly, as far as coverage is 
concerned,  “the potential advantage of Halton draws arises because Halton sequences 
are created such that each subsequent point fills in an area that has not been covered 
in previous point” (Sándor and Train 2002:4). On the other hand, with random draws, 
variance decreases by 1/R, with Halton draws, the rate of decrease is faster: doubling 
the rate of draws decrease the simulation variance by a factor of 3 (Train 1998). In 
addition to that, QMC methods and Halton draws in particular, have proved quite 
popular when drawing from a sample of a medium size like the one we will be using 
here.  
 
Hence, the overall suggestion is that Halton draws provide greatly improved accuracy 
than purely random or pseudo random sequences (Ben Akiva et al. 2001, Walker and 
Ben-Akiva 2002). In fact, Train (1998) concluded that simulation variance in the 
estimation of mixed logit parameters to be lower with 100 Halton draws than with 
1000 random draws. In regards however to the rest of the quasi-random simulators of 
simulated probabilities, Halton draws have some attractive properties embedded in 
them. Given that the purpose of the analysis is not restricted to the examination of the 
pros and cons of each simulator, only a brief examination will be attempted here. To 
start with, antithetic draws do not perform better than Halton draws in either the 
coverage of the distribution domain, or the correlation between draws. Actually, 
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coverage of antithetics is by definition determined by the original draw, whereas 
correlation between two draws never assumes a negative value. On the other hand, 
systematic sampling, a simulator similar to Halton draws, does cater for coverage but 
have to suffer on coverage in order to improve on correlation issues. As we will see 
however in the next few paragraphs, Halton draws take account of both those issues.  
 
Draws provided through Halton sequences account for both coverage and, unlike the 
other methods considered so far, induce a negative correlation over observations. The 
procedure for generating Halton sequences is pretty iterative in their development. 
The researcher selects first a prime number r for example 3 (r  3). Then, divides the 
unit interval into three equal intervals (b) determined by the prime number (i.e., 1/3, 
2/3, 3/3). Hence, the formula for drawing Halton draws is: 
  .10, rbbrg l  
 The same procedure takes place in the resulting intervals for as long as the researcher 
is required to do so. By doing so, and as the number of draws increases, each 
subsequent point fills in an area that has not been covered in previous draws. Hence, 
coverage with Halton draws improves as the number of draws increases, such that the 
advantage of having more draws is accentuated by having them more evenly spread 
across the domain. As a result of this, “simulated probabilities become negatively 
correlated over observations and reduce the variance in the log likelihood function” 
(Train 2000:2).  
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6.3. Empirical Evidence 
The empirical evidence from Table 6.4 summarises the results from the heterogeneous 
MMNL model specification. This model has been estimated using 1000 Halton draws. 
In this model specification we allow all statistically significant product attributes from 
the MNL model specification to vary randomly across individuals (introducing in this 
way preference heterogeneity across the population). It was felt that the best test 
regarding the most appropriate number of draws used in this study would be to 
estimate the model over a range of different draws (Hensher and Greene 2003).  The 
results across the board are fairly consistent and stable. Nevertheless, it is important to 
note that looking across the various specification reported on Table 6.4, the selected 
product specification that maximizes the log likelihood function is the one with the 
1000 random draws. 
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Table 6.4: Results from the (heterogeneous) MMNL Logit Specification 
Product Attribute Beta [β]A Stand. Dev 
Constant .071 (.257) N/A 
Place of Production (Origin) ----- ----- 
No indication……………………………………………..………… ----- ----- 
Produced in UAE…………………………………………..………. .345 (.017)** .186 (.345) 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively………………..…….. .045 (.709) N/A 
Imported from somewhere else……………………………..……… .258 (.060)** N/A 
Number of Major Events   
None…………………………………………………………..……. ----- ----- 
1 to 3 per year………………………………………………..…….. .273 (.047)** .522 (.016)** 
4 to 6 per year………………………………………………..…….. .239 (.062)*** .154 (.404) 
More than 6 per year…………………………………………..…… .298 (.022)** .156 (.577) 
Level of Qualifications / Training   
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD)……………..….. ----- ----- 
By type of industry (music)……………………………………..…. .159 (.251) N/A 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)……..……. -.225 (.083)*** .190 (.292) 
Product / Service specification (traditional music)……………..….. -.010 (.941) N/A 
Waiting time (Congestion)   
No waiting time……………………………………………..……… ----- ----- 
15 minutes……………………………………………………….… -.194 (.167) N/A 
30 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.060 (.665) .431 (.001)* 
45 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -.145 (.277) .026 (.909) 
Linkages   
No linkages……………………………………………………..….. ----- ----- 
Within Saadiyat Island…………………………………………..…. -.089 (.474) N/A 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE…………………..…... -.255 (.023)** .231 (.040)** 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE…………..…….. -.074 (.013)*** N/A 
Marketing / Promotion   
Only within Saadiyat Island……………………………………..…. ----- ----- 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist resources….….. .157 (.055)*** .075 (.732) 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources only…… -.028 (.829) N/A 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources only……….. .091 (.540) N/A 
Price -.005 (.002)* N/A 
Observations……………………………………………………...... 4500  
LL function………………………………………………………… -.964.869  
R2……………………………........................................................... 29.52  
Standard Errors in brackets, * indicates statistical significance at 1% level, ** indicates statistical significance at 
5% level, *** indicates statistical significance at 10% level. 
Product attributes highlighted in yellow are allowed to vary randomly (normally distributed) across individuals. 
All remaining product attributes are held constant across individuals.  
A
 This model has been estimated using 1000 random draws (Halton draws = 1000). 
 
The estimation of the heterogeneous MMNL model specification provides a richer set 
of information given that we can also report standard deviation estimates for those 
product attributes that are allowed to vary randomly across individuals. Thus, a 
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statistically significant standard deviation estimate indicates preference heterogeneity 
in our sample. The information presented on Table 6.4 indicates that: 
 any artistic or cultural originating from the UAE is statistically significant and 
positive. This result coincides with the evidence from table 6.1 earlier on. This 
is indicative of the positive effect of this particular attribute on the probability 
of visitation among prospective tourists in AD emirate and basically reflects 
the significance of local and native culture in the planned quarter’s operations.  
 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging up to 3 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter. In addition to that, the standard deviation parameter 
for this attribute configuration is statistically significant indicating the 
existence of heterogeneity among respondents. In comparing this particular 
finding with the rest of the attribute’s configurations (no other level has a 
statistically significant stand. deviation statistic) tends to suggest that fre 
temporary exhibitions for such a big undertaking do not make much of a 
difference to some respondents.   
 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging up to 6 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter 
 individual respondents expressed positive and statistically significant 
preferences for staging more than 6 major cultural events per year in Saadiyat 
Island Cultural quarter 
 generally speaking respondents were negative towards any qualification / 
training that focused exclusively on the nature of a particular group within an 
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industry. This also reflected the evidence derived from the MNL specification 
earlier on, indicating that respondents were rather fixed in their opinions about 
this particular product attribute and its configurations.  
 there were negative and statistically significant preference patterns for any 
linkages between cultural heritage resources in Saadiyat Island and other 
related cultural attractions in the UAE. What is particular interesting as far as 
this product attribute configuration, and perhaps indicative of the power of 
MMNL model specification is that while the beta coefficient confirms the 
empirical finding from the MNL model, yet the standard deviation parameter 
indicates that there is a group of respondents who perceives this policy 
initiative in a positive way (hence, illustrating the degree of heterogeneity in 
consumers’ preferences). 
 Respondents argued that they would value positively any joined marketing and 
promotion practices involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist 
resources. This is a particularly encouraging finding considering the strongly 
expressed priority among policy makers, tourism managers, and practitioners 
alike in AD to focus specifically in this tourism demand segment (Al 
Harmaneh and Steiner 2004, Business Management Middle East 2012). 
In addition to the above, the empirical results from the MMNL model specification 
indicate that the price attribute, as anticipated, is still statistically significant (and 
negative) in all model specifications reported on Table 6.4. The evidence from Table 
6.4 above (1000 random draws) also indicates that the standard deviations of a 
number of product attributes (organisation of 1 to 3 major events per year, waiting 
time up to 30 minutes, development of linkages among other ‘related’ cultural 
attractions in the UAE) also vary significantly across the respondents 
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As it was argued above, the results regarding the significance of individual 
preferences were as anticipated, and their interpretation is self-explanatory since they 
coincide with evidence presented in previous parts of the analysis (namely the MNL 
model specification). For that reason we now turn our attention to the interpretation of 
the results derived from the standard deviations of the taste coefficients. Implicitly, 
the discussion around the interpretation of standard deviations summarises the 
advantages of MMNL models compared to the conditional MNL model, namely the 
richness of information derived from allowing preferences to vary across the 
population. The analysis is particularly interested about the interpretation of the 
standard deviation of mean coefficients (betas) because if the standard deviation is 
significantly different from zero, but the mean coefficient is not, this can be taken as 
an indicator that “preference parameters do indeed vary in the population” (Revelt and 
Train, 1998: 650). In other words, in the case described above, the product attributes 
are indeed influencing respondents’ preferences and choices, with some respondents 
preferring sites with the development described by the corresponding product attribute 
and some other respondents without. The mean value of the coefficient in this case is 
not significant because the different tastes regarding that product attribute tend to 
balance out in the population.  
 
The results in Table 6.4 provide a number of quite interesting results. More 
specifically, the mean coefficient for the ‘waiting up to 30 minutes’ product attribute 
is not significant; its standard deviation coefficient however is considerably large and 
statistically significant. These two pieces of evidence collectively imply that there is 
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variation, and therefore heterogeneity among respondents regarding their preferences 
for the particular product attribute. In this case, the interpretation of the standard 
deviation implies that about 45% of respondents dislike this managerial development 
and the rest 55% of respondents see it as a positive initiative. The distribution of 
probabilities across the respondents was done through the calculation of the 
cumulative normal distribution as follows: 
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Interestingly, the conditional logit estimates (Table 6.1in this section) masks this 
reality by wrongly assuming that respondents in general perceive this development in 
a significantly negative way. 
 
Following the same rationale, the evidence from Table 6.4 indicate that the mean beta 
coefficients for the ‘organisation of 1 to 3 major events per year’ and the 
‘development of linkages with other related cultural attractions in the UAE’ are also 
statistically significant (positive and negative respectively), while their respective 
standard deviation coefficients also illustrate statistically significant patterns. 
Practically, this means that in the case of ‘the organisation of 1 to 3 major events per 
year’ a large majority (73%) of individual respondents feels especially positive about 
this managerial initiative, whereas a minority considers this as a distraction and would 
diminish their satisfaction or utility (27%). Again, the information from the 
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homogeneous preference elicitation model (MNL) masks this reality by wrongly 
assuming that all individuals perceive this policy initiative in the same (positive) way.  
 
In the case of the ‘development of linkages with other related cultural attractions in 
the UAE’ attribute, one could note the sign reversal effect that takes place between the 
beta coefficient and the standard deviation coefficient. Thus, although preference 
patterns between the homogeneous and heterogeneous preference elicitation models 
are stable this time, yet the fact that there is a positive and st. significant standard 
deviation coefficient implies the existence of heterogeneity in the sample. According 
to the empirical results, there appears to be somewhat of a split as far as individual 
preferences are concerned with about 45% having a negative opinion on this 
managerial policy initiative, whereas the remaining 55% thinking of this development 
in a positive way.  
 
In addition to the abovementioned information, there are also some other noteworthy 
points to comment on.  To start with, the empirical results indicate that ‘cultural 
resources, services and artifacts originating from the UAE’, the ‘staging of 4 to 6 
temporary major events per year’, the ‘development of more than 6 temporary major 
events per year’, the promotion of Saadiyat Island with other business tourist 
resources’ attributes exhibited statistically significant beta coefficients, but not 
standard deviations. The same applied with the provision of training by the nature of 
the profession within the industry’ attribute, albeit the beta coefficient tin this case 
was negative. All these indicate that there is preference heterogeneity among the 
sample with respect to the abovementioned product attributes (indicated through a 
statistically significant preference coefficient), with also a very small minority of 
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respondents who expressed opposite responses (indicated by statistically not 
significant standard deviation coefficient).  
 
6.3.1. Correlation between attributes 
As it was argued in earlier parts of the discussion, the MMNL specification specified 
all non-price product attributes to be independently normally distributed, whereas one 
could expect some of them to be correlated. For example, there may be tourists who 
value the promotion/marketing of Saadiyat Island with other business tourist 
resources and the organisation of 1 to 3 major events annually. To investigate such 
possibilities among respondents, the study also considers MMNL models where 
coefficients are correlated. Following the discussion in earlier sections, this 
correlation among product attributes in described through variance – covariance and 
correlation matrices. Table 6.5 summarises the empirical results for this sub-section. 
Note that only the statistically significant results will be reported.  
 
To start with, it seems that respondents perceive in a negative way (-0.039) the 
production of cultural resources in the UAE and the staging of up to 3 major events 
per year. The same negative (and statistically significant) correlation exists between 
the production of cultural resources in the UAE and the promotion or marketing links 
with other business tourist resources (-0.099). On the other hand, those who value 
production of cultural resources in the UAE are also in favour of providing training 
based on the nature of the profession within a specific industry (0.014). 
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Table 6.5: Correlated Normally Distributed MMNL Product Attributes  
 Estimated Correlation Matrix 
 Produced in 
UAE 
1 to 3 
per year 
4 to 6 
per 
year 
More 
than 6 
per year 
Nature of 
the 
profession 
within an 
industry 
30 
minutes 
45 
minutes 
Among 
‘related’ 
cultural 
attractions 
in UAE 
Involving 
Saadiyat 
Island and 
other 
cultural 
tourist 
resources 
Produced in UAE 1 -.139 .891 .632 .114 -.421 -.311 .267 -.102 
1 to 3 per year -.039 1 .314 -.174 .346 -364 .486 -.461 -.710 
4 to 6 per year .891 .314 1 .594 .256 -.623 -.041 .074 -.458 
More than 6 per year .632 -.074 .594 1 -.161 -.740 .044 .421 -.374 
Nature of profession 
within an industry 
.014 .364 .256 -.161 1 -.133 .535 .089 -.081 
30 minutes -.421 -.346 -.623 -.740 -.033 1 -.145 -.225 .665 
45 minutes -.311 .468 -.041 .044 .535 -.045 1 -.104 -.039 
Among ‘related’ cultural 
attractions  
.267 -.461 .074 .421 .089 -.226 -.004 1 .262 
Saadiyat Island and 
other cultural tourist 
resources 
-.099 -.710 -.458 -.374 -.081 .665 -.391 .262 1 
  
 
Estimated Variance Covariance Matrix 
 Produced in 
UAE 
1 to 3  4 to 6  6 + Nature of 
profession 
within an 
industry 
30 min 45 min Among 
‘related’ 
cultural 
attractions 
in UAE 
Saadiyat 
Island and 
other 
cultural 
tourist 
resources 
Produced in UAE 0.016 -0.013 0.023 0.063 0.007 -0.030 -0.020 0.020 -0.007 
1 to 3 per year -.013 
(.099)*** 
0.597 0.051 -0.106 0.140 -0.158 0.186 -0.217 -0.326 
4 to 6 per year 0.023 .051 
(.093)*** 
0.044 0.099 0.028 -0.073 -0.004 0.009 -0.057 
More than 6 per year 0.063 -0.106 
(.068)*** 
0.099 0.631 -0.065 -0.329 0.018 0.204 -0.176 
Nature of profession 
within an industry 
0.007 
(.007)** 
0.140 0.028 
(.046)** 
-0.067 0.276 -0.039 0.145 0.028 -0.025 
30 minutes -0.030 -0.158 -0.073 -0.329 
(.097)*** 
-0.039 0.314 -0.041 -0.077 0.222 
45 minutes -0.020 0.186 -0.004 0.018 .145 
(.047)** 
-0.041 0.265 -0.032 -0.119 
Among ‘related’ cultural 
attractions  
0.020 -0.127 0.009 .204 
(.034)** 
0.028 -0.077 -.032 
(.069)*** 
0.372 0.095 
Saadiyat Island and 
other cultural tourist 
resources 
-.007 
(.060)*** 
-0.326 -0.057 -.176 
(.084)** 
-0.025 .222 
(.039)** 
-0.019 .095 
(.096)*** 
0.325 
* Significant at 1% level, ** Significant at 5% level, *** Significant at 10% level. 
 
As far as the staging of mega events is concerned, the empirical evidence from Table 
6.5 reveals that generally speaking those who value the existence and organisation of 
major events in Saadiyat Island cultural quarter are very positive towards the 
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provision of training among professionals (0.256), and the creation of linkages with 
other cultural resources and attractions in the UAE. On the opposite hand, those who 
value the existence and organisation of major events in Saadiyat Island cultural 
quarter are rather negative as far as waiting times (up to 30 minutes) (-0.740) and the 
joined marketing and promotion campaign of Saadiyat island and other business 
tourist resources (-0.374). Interestingly, whereas the joined marketing and promotion 
campaign of Saadiyat Island and other business tourist resources is negatively 
correlated with the organisation of major events, it is positively correlated with 
congestion and waiting for up to 30 minutes to access the resources (0.665). 
Practically, this means that those visitors who are appreciative of joined promotion 
and marketing initiatives between the cultural quarter and other business tourism 
resources do not seem to be affected by longer waiting times. Finally, the empirical 
results in Table 6.5 above indicate that those who appreciate the provision of training 
among professionals in a given industry are also quite positively disposed towards up 
to 45 minutes waiting time (0.535). 
 
Finally, Table 6.6 below summarises the MWTP result estimates from the MMNL 
model specification. One can see that the size in the majority of MWTP estimates for 
product attributes has increased slightly in the model where all the non-price attributes 
are distributed normally. This can possibly be attributed to the more accurate 
representation of taste coefficients under the model which handles all non-price 
attributes as normally distributed. This is particularly true for the ‘produced in the 
UAE’ attribute, all three of the major event attributes, and the marketing /promotion 
strategy joining Saadiyat Island with other business resources. On the other hand, 
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marginal willingness to pay estimates for the two waiting (congestion) and the 
provision of training to professionals within an industry attributes are all negative, but 
are lower, as compared to the MWTP estimates derived from the homogeneous 
preference specification. More specifically, respondents indicated that a possible 
waiting time of up to 45 minutes to access Saadiyat Island would result in an 
equivalent loss of 29 Drhs from their utility levels. The corresponding figure derived 
from the homogeneous MNL preference specification was 52 Drhs. Similarly, 
respondents indicated that a possible waiting time of up to 30 minutes to access 
Saadiyat Island would result in an equivalent loss of 12 Drhs from their utility levels. 
This estimate is more 3.5 times lower as compared to the corresponding one derived 
from the homogeneous MNL preference specification (Table 3 above). 
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Table 6.6: Marginal WTP Estimates from the MMNL Model Specification 
Product Attribute MWTP (in Dhrs.) 
Constant N/A 
Place of Production (Origin)  
No indication……………………………………………..………… Base 
Produced in UAE…………………………………………..………. 69 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively………………..…….. 9 
Imported from somewhere else……………………………..……… 51.6 
Number of Major Events  
None…………………………………………………………..……. Base 
1 to 3 per year………………………………………………..…….. 54.6 
4 to 6 per year………………………………………………..…….. 47.8 
More than 6 per year…………………………………………..…… 59.6 
Level of Qualifications / Training  
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD)……………..….. Base 
By type of industry (music)……………………………………..…. 50.2 
Nature of the profession within an industry (technician)……..……. -45 
Product / Service specification (traditional music)……………..….. 2 
Waiting time (Congestion)  
No waiting time……………………………………………..……… Base 
15 minutes……………………………………………………….… -38.8 
30 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -12 
45 minutes……………………………………………………..…… -29 
Linkages  
No linkages……………………………………………………..….. Base 
Within Saadiyat Island…………………………………………..…. -17.8 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE…………………..…... -51 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE…………..…….. -14.8 
Marketing / Promotion  
Only within Saadiyat Island……………………………………..…. Base 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist resources……. 31.4 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality resources………… -5.6 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural resources…………….. 18.2 
Price N/A 
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CHAPTER 7: An Analysis of Cultural Entrepreneurship 
Summary: 
This thesis carries out a multivariate analysis on the effect of culture and cultural 
resources on tourists’ decision to visit the Abu Dhabi Emirate in the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE). This multivariate approach is a natural extension of the 
bivariate descriptive analysis usually undertaken in the literature (Zaidi 2001). 
The objective of the thesis is to capture the effect of a number of individual 
variables (such as age, gender and place of residence) as well as tourism 
phenomena (repeat visit, time of visit) on the importance tourists in Abu Dhabi 
place on culture and cultural resources. In the process of the thesis, we will also 
identify the phenomena and variables that affect the positive and negative views 
regarding culture’s significance. Using the binomial and multinomial probability 
models, we measure how changes in age, income levels, length of stay and other 
variables trigger changes in cultural appreciation among visitors in Abu Dhabi. 
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7.1. Introduction 
As Abu Dhabi pursues its ambitious creation towards a world class cultural district, the 
Emirate faces a more pressing question about support of local cultural entrepreneurship. 
How will the Emirate manage to attract visitors that could support the sustainability of 
native cultural entrepreneurial ventures? A cultural tourism entrepreneurial venture is 
intertwined with individual (consumer) believes about what is desirable in the market 
place (Dimov 2009, Shepherd et al. 2007, McMullen and Shepherd 2006).  
 
Considering the need among tourist destinations to establish and sustain a competitive 
edge over their close competitors, the main question delving in the literature revolves 
around ways to nurture tourism entrepreneurship and other business opportunities 
(Johns and Mattsson 2005, Lordkipanidze et al., 2005). Despite this increasing 
attention the concept of entrepreneurship and its many facets have received in the 
literature, the concept has so far seen limited exposure in the tourism field (see Johns 
and Mattsson 2005, Ivanovic et al. 2010, and Ramos-Rodriguez et al. 2012 for some 
notable exceptions).  
 
In this respect, the nurturing of tourism and tourism entrepreneurship serves a double 
objective. On the one hand, some consider entrepreneurship as a means to open up the 
respective national economies to the world and correspondingly to globalisation and 
economic development (Sharpley 2002a, Sharpley and Vass 2006). Some others use 
entrepreneurial tourism activity as a vehicle to transform the future of their economies 
and societies away from a monoculture economy to more differentiated ventures 
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(Hazime 2010, Gulf News 2008, Stern and Seifert 2007, Vanhone 2005, Sharpley 
2002b). Tourism entrepreneurship is proving to be quite important for economic 
development (Ateljevic 2009, Ateljevic and Page 2009, Lordkipanidze et al., 2005, 
Audretsch et al., 2001, European Commission 1999). However, the use of cultural 
entrepreneurship for economic development purposes should follow a regulated and 
sustainable approach. This pattern occurs when cultural entrepreneurs have a good 
understanding of potential markets and their characteristics and can procure and 
coordinate demand for their services (Hazbun 2003). Interestingly, the latter strategy 
has received widespread support among emerging tourist destinations including the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) (Hazbun 2003, Garb 2004, Goldenberg 2006, Krens 
2007, Rosenfeld and Hornytch 2008).  
 
Recently, the Administration in Abu Dhabi has publicised its intentions to break away 
from the monoculture economy relying heavily on oil reserves, by taping more 
systematically on to the tourism industry, following the example of neighbouring 
Dubai. The intention in Abu Dhabi is to build on Dubai’s successful practices without 
repeating the same mistakes (tourism on a mass scale, emergence of prostitution and 
gambling, exclusion of indigenous population from the property market) (Henderson 
2006, Ponzini 2011). Abu Dhabi’s objective, as stated in the promotional literature is 
‘not to become a commoditised destination for mass tourism. Reflecting on the 
intention of the Emirate to offer a unique tourist experience, Abu Dhabi tourism 
authorities have focused on the evolution of cultural and heritage tourism in the area. 
Authorities in Abu Dhabi want to diversify the emirate’s economy by focusing more 
strongly on tourism activity (Goldenberg 2006). Their objective is the creation of a 
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different, more sustainable and less mass customised type of tourist activity compared 
to the one endorsed by neighbouring destinations. In this respect, the use of cultural 
tourism as an instrument for economic development has been particularly noteworthy 
(James et al., 2007, Walburn and Saublens 2011, Ivanovic et al., 2010, Johns and 
Mattsson 2005, Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011).  Hence, they have decided to emphasise 
on culture and cultural tourism.  
 
In an effort to create a destination of international standing, and at the same time 
differentiate the nature of the economy, Abu Dhabi authorities have recently embarked 
on a very ambitious project. Their plan is to create a cultural district that would house 
and accommodate local as well as international cultural expressions. This project, called 
Saadyiat island cultural quarter, is expected to be completed in 2013 and is expected to 
lure tourists to the emirate and at the same time creating jobs in the cultural sector for 
UAE citizens (The Financial Times, 24 January 2012).  
 
7.2. Motivation and Contribution 
The current thesis intends to make a twofold contribution to the literature. On the one 
hand, the thesis examines the case of AD and the emirate’s efforts to develop a viable 
cultural tourism sector through the nurturing of local cultural entrepreneurial ventures. 
The thesis maintains that this is a feat of particular significance given the relative 
paucity of empirical research on the tourism phenomenon in this geographical context. 
Despite the region’s (Middle East in general and United Arab Emirates in particular) 
resurgence in tourism activity lately (Sharpley 2002, ADCED 2008, Ponzini 2011), 
there is very little empirical research done as far as tourism activity and the tourism 
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sector are considered (the exceptions to this are the studies by Sharpley (2002), 
Henderson (2006) and Hazbun (2003)). As a result, policy makers and managers in the 
area lack the fundamental knowledge for the development of evidence based policy 
making framework in the area. This empirical investigation aims to fill this void in the 
literature by focusing on the factors that influence cultural tourism entrepreneurship in 
AD.  
 
On the other hand, the tourism literature is abundant with studies that examine the 
factors that affect entrepreneurship and its various facets (Ponzini and Rossi 2010, 
Lerner and Haber 2000, Lounsbury and Glynn 2001, Richards 2011). However, the 
studies have, almost uniformly adopted a supply side perspective in their rationale. 
Hence, the examination of tourism entrepreneurship has been traditionally examined 
from the nascent entrepreneur’s perspective alone. This however does pose a problem 
in the sector, given that any new cultural tourism entrepreneurial venture should be 
developed according to with individual (consumer) believes about what is desirable in 
the market place (Dimov 2009, Shepherd et al. 2007, McMullen and Shepherd 2006). 
This empirical thesis intends to offer a number of managerial and practitioner policy 
recommendations in order to facilitate the survival and long terms sustainability of 
local entrepreneurial ventures in AD.  
 
In spite of the growing interest on cultural tourism and cultural entrepreneurship in AD 
and elsewhere, our understanding of the variables or factors that determine the 
provision of entrepreneurial activity in the economy is still limited (Grilo and Thurik, 
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2004). The current thesis aims to shed some light into the factors that may affect the 
viability of cultural entrepreneurship in AD. The current thesis will by focusing on the 
factors that may sustain the demand for native cultural entrepreneurship as a means to a 
sustainable cultural tourism sector. Hence, the objective of the current work is the 
provision of a framework of research that could identify potential drivers of cultural 
entrepreneurship in a given geographical context. Stern and Seiner (2007) argue in 
support of this point stating that many aspiring destinations intend to invest in culture, 
but lack the consumer base to help them take off. Glaeser et al., (2010) have also 
argued towards the need for a more systematic examination of demand side factors 
affecting entrepreneurial activity.   
 
Another reason to explain the focus on the demand side factors affecting 
entrepreneurship rests on the particulars of the cultural tourism sector. Despite some 
recent exceptions (Rams-Rodriguez et al. 2012, de Vries 2007, Lordkipanidze et al. 
2005, Lounsbury and Glynn 2001), research in this area indicates that the literature has 
not paid a lot of attention on entrepreneurship and the cultural tourism sector. This 
paper maintains that in order to overcome the paucity of research in this particular area, 
researchers need to focus on the particular interaction between the end user of the 
(cultural tourism) service and the service provider (Sundbo 1998). This implies that 
research has to look into the (demand generated) factors that could change a firm’s 
entrepreneurial behaviour (Grönroos 1990). An example of this approach is the marked 
turn towards the nurturing of native culture and cultural forms in AD’s tourism strategy 
(Mortimore 2007, Murel and O’Connell 2011, Business Management 2012).  
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Conceptually, this section is posited close to Audretsch’s et al., (2002) Eclectic 
Framework work and seeks to make a valid contribution on the demand factors that 
influence the supply of entrepreneurs / entrepreneurial activity within a given 
geographical context. This is one area on entrepreneurship’s Eclectic Framework that 
has been less catered for in the literature (Glaeser et al., 2010). Consequently, when 
faced with similar conditions, visitors in AD could nurture the creation of startup firms 
and new entrepreneurs in the cultural heritage tourism sector (Davidsson and Honig 
2003). The thesis maintains that key elements in the supply of cultural entrepreneurship 
in AD are consumers’/visitors’ characteristics and preferences towards native culture 
and cultural resources.  
 
In addition to the above, the decision to focus on demand side factors that influence 
(cultural) entrepreneurship has also been informed inter alia by the fact that nascent 
entrepreneurs require the (potential) assistance and information of a network (made up 
of visitors or tourists with the right attributes or characteristics) in order to start a new 
and viable business venture (Johns and Mattsson 2005). O’Donnell and Cummins 
(1999) and Eisingerich et al. (2010) have argued that social networks and other business 
links do actually provide support for new ventures and business people (Cooke et al., 
1997, Fadahunsi et al., 2000, O’ Donnell et al., 2001).  For that reason, searching for 
the visitors/tourists with the right attributes to make up this human network is of 
outmost importance for cultural entrepreneurs. In this respect, Stern and Steiner (2007) 
are correct to argue that many aspiring destinations intend to invest in culture, but lack 
the consumer base to help them take off.  
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7.3. Research Methods 
In quantifying the effect of these attributes and phenomena on cultural significance 
among visitors to Abu Dhabi, the thesis makes use of multinomial logit models. 
Binomial Multinomial logit (or MNL) models treat the dependent variable as 
polychotomous (i.e., taking more than two values). In the current case, the dependent 
variable represents culture’s and cultural resources’ significance in choosing to visit 
Abu Dhabi. In this respect, the dependent variable is drawn from question 9 in the 
questionnaire. Following relevant manipulation, due to the relative low number of 
observations in some of the categories, the 5 – point scale was transformed into a 3 – 
point scale, appropriate for multivariate analysis. In the current empirical 
investigation, we use the dependent variable (culture’s significance) as a 
polychotomous (that is, more than one threshold is used to define different levels of 
culture’s significance on destination selection) variable. The selection of a 
polychotomous dependent variable implies the use of multinomial logit models in 
order to examine cultural entrepreneurship dynamics. For the multivariate model 
specification, the dependent variable takes three (3) different outcomes: 
 1 = “Culture has a positive effect on tourists’ choice patterns”, 
 0 = “Culture has no effect (neutral) on tourists’ choice patterns”, 
 2 = “Culture has a negative effect on tourists’ choice patterns”.  
In this particular empirical study, the category in the middle (“no effect”) is considered 
the base category for the empirical investigation.  
 
The dependent variable in this MNL model represents the extent (positive or negative) 
of culture’s significance on tourists’ with different personal and travel attributes 
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intention to visit AD. In this sense, the thesis adopts a multidisciplinary approach in the 
study of cultural entrepreneurship determinants (Audretsch and Thurck 2001, European 
Commission 2000). The base category for both instances (positive or negative) is the 
neutral or ‘no effect’ category. The thesis examines culture’s significance on the basis 
of eight (8) attributes. We categorise them into two groups.  
 Those that describe the individual visitor (country of origin, age, gender, income 
group, and whether the person has a ‘cultural connection’ on not). 
 Those that describe travel and tourist circumstances (period of travel to AD, 
place of stay during stay in AD, purpose of travel/visit).  
 
In an MNL framework, the empirical analysis estimates a set of coefficients (betas) 
β(1), β(2), …., β(m) each corresponding to one outcome category. So that: 
 
Pr (Y=2) = 
…. 
…. 
Pr (Y=m) =  
The categories of the dependent variable indicate culture’s and cultural resources’ 
impact on individuals’ destination choice patterns. More formally, consider the 
outcomes 1, 2, ….., m recorded in the dependent variable Yi (for individual i) and a 
matrix of independent variables, X. 
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The current empirical study could provide useful evidence regarding potential changes 
on the core of service provisions as a result of demand side influences. In particular, the 
thesis maintains that visitors’ socio-demographic variables as well as information on 
individual traits and characteristics could inform the entrepreneurial process (Audretsch 
et al., 2002, Grilo and Thurik 2004, Veciana 2007, Sundbo et al., 2007). This is a 
unique approach in the tourism literature.  
 
7.4. Empirical Results 
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 below report the results from the MNL specification using previous 
visits (first over repeat visitor) variable as a weighting variable. The reason for selecting 
the previous visits attribute to discriminate against different groups of visitors to AD is 
based on the fact that repeat visitors may be attracted to a destination due to the ‘pulling 
power’ of a particular cultural heritage resource. Apostolakis (2003) suggests that the 
authentic element of cultural resources has a certain degree of polling power and thus, 
could partially be responsible for the repeat visitation phenomenon. Table 7.1 below 
provides the results from the MNL specification for first time visitors, whereas Table 
7.2 presents the results from the MNL specification for repeat visitors. In both cases, 
the base level is the middle category (“Culture has no effect (neutral) on tourists’ choice 
patterns”). Identifying the neutral option as the base category, the analysis was then 
able to compare the two extremes of the 3-scale dependent variable (positive and 
negative) against this one. The results are reported in terms of beta coefficients (2
nd
 and 
4
th
 columns) and the relative risk ratios (RRR) (3
rd
 and 5
th
 columns respectively) that 
are associated with different explanatory variables. The RRR is a coefficient that is 
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placed in a risk discourse and is calculated in a multinomial logit framework. Below the 
thesis analyses these results by working through the various subsets of explanatory 
variables.  
Table 7.1: Results of the Multinomial logit model: Significance of culture for first time visitors 
(Dependent Variable: Significance of culture has no effect) 
 Positive  Negative  
 Coefficient Relative 
Risk ratio 
Coefficient Relative Risk 
ratio 
     
Autumn .049 (.874) 1,03 .587 (.001)* 1,84* 
Winter -.584 (.606) 0,75 .359 (.000)* 1,41* 
Spring -.482 (.090)*** 0,66*** .465 (.000)* 1,59* 
Summer
†
     
     
Stay in Abu Dhabi .636 (.000)* 2,02* -.339 (.000)* 0,80* 
Stay in Dubai .751 (.024)** 1,93** -.940 (.000)* 0,89* 
Stay elsewhere (UAE)
†
     
     
Purpose: Business .650 (.005)** 1,49** .204 (.507) 1,22 
Purpose: Tourism .429 (.001)* 1,32* -.138 (.617) 0,87 
Purpose: MICE .654 (.000)* 1,92* -.231 (.008)** 0,65** 
Purpose: Other
†
     
     
Europe .538 (.000)* 1,81* -.316 (.246) 0,72 
Americas .188 (.301) 1,11 -.021 (.659) 0,81 
Asia .557 (.006)** 1,74** .414 (.177) 1,51 
Other
†
     
     
Male .513 (.000)* 1,67* -.949 (.000)* 0,38* 
Female
†
     
     
Culture connection .253 (.171) 1,28 .176 (.572) 1,19 
No culture connection
†
     
     
Young -.489 (.000)* 0,58* .272 (.011)** 1,32** 
Middle aged .312 (.000)* 0,36* .364 (.028)** 1,63** 
Mature
†
     
     
Low income
†
     
Average income ..223 (.079)*** 0,91*** .462 (.040)** 1,58** 
High income .024 (.065)*** 1,16*** .061 (.415) 1,06 
N= 2691     
Log Likelihood= -1039.012     
Prob. > chi
2
 = .000     
Pseudo R
2
 = .0681     
†
: Base category, *: Significance at 1%, **: Significance at 5%, ***: Significance at 10% 
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The evidence in Table 7.1 suggests that first time visitors are more likely to be 
negatively disposed towards culture and cultural resources as compared to repeat 
visitors to AD. Traditionally, the overwhelming majority of visits to AD take place 
during the autumn and winter periods, with a smaller percentage of them visiting during 
the spring time, and even fewer during the summer period. From this perspective, it 
makes sense for policy officials, managers and practitioners to examine more closely 
the effect of culture’s significance on seasonal visitors. As far as the impact of the 
period of visit on culture’s significance is concerned, the empirical results depict two 
not so contrasting stories. The empirical results reveal that those visitors arriving in AD 
during autumn to spring time are more likely to be negatively disposed towards culture 
and cultural resources, as compared to those visitors arriving during summer time. 
Similarly, those visitors that visit AD during autumn to spring time are less likely to be 
positively affected by the existence of culture and cultural resources, as compared to 
those visiting during the summer.  
 
The evidence above is a rather unexpected result and runs counter to conventional 
thinking and wisdom. However, this piece of empirical evidence indicates that AD 
managers and policy makers may be facing a hidden opportunity here. Given that the 
majority of tourism demand in AD is traditionally concentrated on the autumn to spring 
periods, the fact that those that appreciate the existence of cultural resources and hence, 
more prone to support new cultural entrepreneurship ventures prefer to visit AD during 
the summer time offers a unique opportunity to managers and policy makers to cater for 
a unique niche in the market. The fact that the planned cultural entrepreneurship 
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projects planned in AD are not particularly subjected to harsh environmental conditions 
provides further impetus to this finding. 
 
Table 7.2: Results of the Multinomial logit model: Significance of culture for repeat visitors 
(Dependent Variable: Significance of culture has no effect) 
 Positive  Negative  
 Coefficient Relative Risk 
ratio 
Coefficient Relative Risk 
ratio 
     
Autumn -.473 (.091)*** 0,31** .301 (.482) 1,37 
Winter -.436 (.020)** 0,78** .472 (.005)** 0,44** 
Spring -.292 (.097)*** 0,71*** .299 (.002)** 1,34** 
Summer†     
     
Stay in Abu Dhabi .437 (.000)* 1,58* -.459 (.000)* 0,84* 
Stay in Dubai .896 (.000)** 1,93** -.759 (.000)* 0,76* 
Stay elsewhere (UAE) †     
     
Purpose: Business .163 (.172) 1,17 .558 (.000)* 1,59* 
Purpose: Tourism .134 (.194) 1,14 -.651 (.014)** 0,64** 
Purpose: MICE .474 (.008)** 1,39** .044 (.835) 1,04 
Purpose: Other†     
     
Europe .200 (.057)** 1,22** -.482 (.006)** 0,28** 
Americas -.434 (.021)** 0,98** -.259 (.004)** 0,21** 
Asia .446 (.002)** 1,52** -.826 (.000)* 0,91* 
Other†     
     
Male -.131 (.139) 0,87 .229 (.163) 1,25 
Female†     
     
Culture connection .859 (.000)* 2,36* -.674 (.000)* 0,71* 
No culture connection†     
     
Young -.386 (.037)** 0,96** -.601 (.000)* 0,73* 
Middle aged -.396 (.005)** 0,32** -.083 (.641) 0,43 
Mature†     
     
Low income†     
Average income -.262 (.050)** 0,95** -.851 (.000)* 0,86* 
High income .186 (.000)* 1,32* -.156 (.009)** 0,42** 
N= 1809     
Log Likelihood= -800.9850     
Prob. > chi
2
 = .000     
Pseudo R
2
 = .0763     
†
: Base category, *: Significance oat 1%, **: Significance at 5%, ***: Significance at 10% 
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The results regarding the effect of tourists’ place of residence whilst on holidays also 
tend to generate interesting results. The examination of tourists’ spatial location (place 
of residence whilst on holidays) and its influence as a micro determinant of new firm 
formation has rarely been examined before in a generic context (Tamvada 2008), let 
alone in a tourism context. The literature so far has considered the use of spatial 
variables to capture location’s effect on the supply of entrepreneurship. However, there 
is a relative paucity of location variables to examine the spatial effect on the demand 
for entrepreneurship (Georgellis and Wall 2000). Thus, visitors that stay inside the 
United Arab Emirates (either AD, or Dubai) are more likely to be positively affected by 
culture and cultural resources as compared to those that decide to stay outside the UAE 
and simply commute to their favourite attractions. By the same token, visitors that stay 
inside the UAE are also less likely to be negatively affected by the existence of culture 
and cultural resources, as compared to their counterparts that decided to stay on a 
destination outside the UAE. Overall, these results suggest that place of holiday/tourist 
stay exerts a positive effect on culture’s significance. In other words, proximity to 
culture and cultural resources seems to generate a positive effect on cultural 
entrepreneurship in AD. 
 
In particular, the results suggest that those visiting AD and Dubai specifically tend to be 
more appreciative and positive about native culture and cultural resources. This is an 
interesting piece of evidence given that it provides evidence regarding the existence of 
a tourism demand segment that is appreciative and positively disposed towards culture 
specifically in AD and Dubai. Following Ryan (2002), these results indicate that there 
is a spatial element that interferes with the cultural conceptualization of visitors to AD. 
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Although a common base appears to exist as far as the role and significance of culture 
among AD and Dubai visitors are concerned, this is not extended elsewhere in the 
UAE. Hence, policy makers could utilise this information to target their efforts 
accordingly. 
 
Moving on, the results derived seem to differentiate slightly once the discussion turns 
towards the effect of respondents’ purpose of visit to AD. In particular, it appears that 
those respondents visiting AD for meetings, incentives, conferences or events (MICE) 
tend to be more positively affected by culture and cultural resources, as compared to 
their counterparts that have visited AD for other purposes. This piece of empirical 
evidence is quite important because it provides support for recent policy initiatives 
aiming at bringing together the business element and the Emirate’s decision to diversify 
its economy by focusing on tourism activity. This is a policy initiative that has been 
already identified by the Emirate (Oxford Business Group, 2007) and relevant steps 
have been taken towards this direction. Correspondingly, this may be taken to imply 
that MICE visitors to AD represent a very fertile ground for policy initiatives that aim 
to develop and facilitate cultural entrepreneurship in AD. Monge and Brandimarte 
(2011) have also noted MICE tourists’ potential in facilitating tourism 
entrepreneurship.  
 
As far as length of stay is concerned, the empirical results summarised in Table 7.1 
depict a fairly consistent picture. This is the case because respondents staying for more 
than 10 days are more likely to perceive native culture more positively as compared to 
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those visitors staying for up to 10 days. Thus, the long stay segment of tourism demand 
in AD could also support more strongly possible future cultural ventures. Similarly, 
respondents staying for more than 10 days are less likely to consider the impact of 
native culture as minimal as compared to those visitors staying for up to 10 days.  
 
Discussions regarding entrepreneurship are frequently affected by new entrepreneurs’ 
cultural and social background (O’Brien et al. 2009, Tamvada 2008, Cooke t al. 1997). 
More recently, a new line of discussion has emerged revolving around tourists’ cultural 
proximity and their decision – making process (Ng et al. 2007, Johns and Mattsson 
2005, Moore et al. 2012). As a matter of fact, there is a gradual transition in the 
literature towards the examination of the impact of the demand side on different facets 
of entrepreneurship. Relying upon this particular transformation, the empirical 
investigation considers the effect that respondents’ country of residence exerts on 
cultural significance and by that extent, on local cultural entrepreneurship. According to 
the empirical results, respondents’ place of residence is a quite significant factor 
affecting cultural tourism entrepreneurship. This is due to the Emirate’s advantageous 
geographical position. Perfectly located halfway between Europe and Asia, has the 
potential to reshape the competitive dynamics in the tourism industry (Murel and 
O’Connell 2011).  
 
The results from the empirical investigation (Table 7.1 above) reveal that respondents 
from Europe and Asia are more likely to be positively affected by cultural resources as 
compared to visitors from other parts of the world. By the same token, Europeans and 
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Asians are also less likely to be negatively affected by by native culture and cultural 
resources as compared to visitors residing in other parts of the world. Those that are 
somehow more closely (geographically) connected to AD (mainly Europeans and 
Asians) are more likely to be positively affected. The emerging pattern tend to suggest 
that those closer (in geographical terms) to native culture and the more homogeneous 
segments of demand (Asians and visitors from an Asian background) are more 
positively affected by native cultural resources, as compared to everybody else. The 
existence of a strong Asian community in AD adds weight to this observation. 
Proximity also seems to play a role here, with Europeans to be also positively affected 
by native culture’s pulling power. On the other hand, those more alien to native culture 
and those further away (Americans, or from an American background) tend to be less 
likely to be positively affected, as compared to visitors from other parts of the world. 
Thus, recent policies in AD to promote cultural tourism and facilitate cultural 
entrepreneurship on the back of a strong Asian culture and the need to open up native 
culture to Western societies appear to be well founded.  
 
As far as the effect of cultural connection is concerned, visitors with professional 
connections to culture and cultural resources are particularly conducive to the existence 
of cultural resources in AD. Again, one could argue that this phenomenon could be 
explained through the ‘Florida thesis’. In this respect, cultural capital exerts a 
significant effect on cultural entrepreneurship (places that attract visitors with a high 
cultural capital also tend to exhibit more cultural entrepreneurship. 
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The effect of age on culture’s significance provides mixed results. Overall, young 
visitors tend to be less appreciative of culture and cultural resources, as compared to 
mature visitors. This implies that culture and cultural resources do not exert much of an 
influence on young visitors’ decision to travel to AD. The same pattern emerges in the 
case of middle aged visitors. Finally, high income visitors tend to be more positively 
affected by cultural resources, as compared to their low income counterparts. Again, 
this is something that was anticipated given the relative over – representation of 
affluent visitors to cultural and heritage resources. We could interpret this piece of 
evidence as confirmation of the thesis to support the slightly elitist nature of this form 
of tourism development (Axelsen 2006, Jaffry and Apostolakis 2011, Garrod et al. 
2002). Practically, this piece of empirical evidence suggests that cultural 
entrepreneurship could be nurtured among affluent visitors to AD, given their 
appreciation on culture and cultural resources.  
 
7.5. Relative Risk Ratio (RRR) Analysis 
The discussion above illustrated in a qualitative way culture’s effect on visitors with 
different decision making process attributes. We have utilised this evidence to provide a 
first account of the factors that could potentially affect cultural entrepreneurship in an 
AD context. The analysis was based on the presumption that culture will impact 
different groups of visitors on a different way. Hence, the effect of these variables on 
any efforts to facilitate cultural entrepreneurship in AD (in an effort to restructure the 
emirate’s economy) would also vary accordingly. The analysis now employs the 
relative risk ratio tool in order to quantify the relationships identified above. The 
relative risk (sometimes simply called the risk) ratio compares the probability of the 
event of interest (in this case, the significance of culture) in each group. 
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According to the empirical evidence presented in Table 7.2 in earlier parts of the 
discussion below, first time visitors to AD are 48% less likely to be negatively affected 
by native culture and cultural resources, as compared to their repeat counterparts.  
Following the results from Table 7.1 above, the empirical evidence from Table 7.2 
suggests that those visitors travelling during summer time may be preferable as 
compared to those travelling during the rest of the year. This appears to be the case 
when considering the effect of period of visit on cultural significance and thus, cultural 
entrepreneurship. In particular, the empirical results indicate that respondents visiting 
AD during the autumn are 64% less likely, as compared to summer visitors, to be 
appreciative native culture and hence, support cultural ventures. Similarly, winter and 
spring visitors are 65% and 57% respectively less likely to support local cultural 
entrepreneurship as compared to summer visitors. As far as place of tourism residence 
is concerned, the results indicate that visitors staying in AD are almost 2.3 times more 
likely to be positively affected by cultural resources int heir decision to visit the 
destination as compares to visitors staying outside the UAE. Similarly, those that have 
chosen the nearby Dubai as the place of their tourist stay are twice more likely to be 
positively affected by culture. Hence, cultural significance is positively associated with 
geographical proximity. What is more, the RR results tend to suggest that place of 
tourism residence seems to be the most significant factor in affecting cultural 
significance among respondents.    
 
As far as the purpose of visit is concerned, the empirical results from Table 3 indicate 
that visitors travelling to AD for MICE purposes tend to be more positively affected by 
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culture’s significance as compared to respondents travelling for any other purposes. The 
fact that of all the types of visitors identified in the survey, MICE visitors tend to be the 
ones more positively affected by culture and cultural resources indicates that initial 
policy thinking  (Business Management Middle East 2012, The Business Tourism 
Planners Guide 2007) was correct in identifying this segment of tourism demand as 
particularly crucial in the development of a cultural tourism niche. Correspondingly, 
focusing on this segment of tourism demand could also boost cultural entrepreneurship. 
 
The examination of the empirical evidence from the RRR provides some interest insight 
regarding the effect of place of residence on cultural significance. Utilising the 
information from RRR the thesis concludes that cultural proximity tends to outperform 
geographical proximity. In particular, Asian visitors are 1.3 times more likely to be 
positively affected by culture and cultural resources, as compared to visitors from 
everywhere else in the world. At the same time, European visitors are 1.18 time more 
likely to behave the same. Thus, cultural proximity tends to outperform geographical 
proximity when it comes to native cultural resources’ significance. For the purposes of 
the thesis this empirical results could be taken to imply that cultural proximity and 
cultural familiarity with local culture exerts a considerable influence cultural 
entrepreneurship. 
 
As far as visitors’ cultural connection (or cultural capital) is concerned, the empirical 
results indicate that visitors with linkages with culture and cultural resources are more 
than twice as likely to be affected by cultural resources in AD, as compared to visitors 
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with no accumulation of cultural capital. One could interpret these results as an 
extension of the ‘Florida – thesis’, in the sense that (cultural) entrepreneurship is not 
only affected by those residents with high cultural capital, but also by visitors to a 
particular destination, or attraction.  
 
The results in Table 7. 2 also indicate that young and middle aged visitors are 63% and 
65% respectively less likely, as compared to their mature counterparts, to appreciate the 
significance of local culture, and thus be supportive of local cultural entrepreneurship 
ventures. The empirical results maintain that age (visitors’ age in this case) affects 
entrepreneurship in many different ways. One could argue that the nature of the 
‘industry’ or the sector under investigation could exert an influence on age effect 
(Glaesner and Kerr 2009). Hence, one could argue that this empirical finding is actually 
a positive one as far as cultural entrepreneurship is concerned. This is because the older 
the individual is, the more likely is that he/she will have access to financial resources 
(Peters et al., 1999).  
 
Finally, the empirical results provide contrasting evidence regarding the effect of the 
income variable on culture’s significance on respondents’ decision making process. 
According to the empirical evidence, first time high income visitors were 1.15 times 
more likely to be positively affected by native culture, as compared to low income 
visitors. This is a rather positive finding given that high income visitor may enable 
business founders to raise start up capital easier and at lower cost (Grilo and Thurik 
2004). Thus, this empirical finding may be considered as an opportunity for new 
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business start – ups in the cultural sector (Blanchflower and Oswald 1998).  On the 
other hand, visitors with middle of the scale income levels were 71% less likely to be 
positively affected by native culture, as compared to their low income counterparts.  
 
Policy Implications 
This section of the analysis will consider the second part of this empirical investigation. 
Notably, the need to provide evidence or research based feedback to managers and 
policy makers alike on the factors that could influence the supply of entrepreneurship in 
AD. The proposed policy recommendations follow suit from the analysis of the 
empirical results in Tables 2 and 3 above. Essentially, one could summarise the main 
issues arising from the discussion above onto six categories. These are the following: 
 The temporal effect of period of visit on cultural tourism entrepreneurship 
 The familiarity / familiarisation with native culture and the destination (based 
on whether someone is visiting for the first time or not) 
 A network effect summarised through a complementary Florida thesis. 
 One spatial effect illustrating the influence of geographical proximity to the core 
of cultural entrepreneurship (measured through tourism residence in AD) and  
 A second spatial effect illustrating the influence of cultural significance on 
cultural entrepreneurship 
 The effect of purpose of visit on cultural entrepreneurship. 
 
As far as the temporal effect is concerned, although surprising at start, on a second 
reading it provides a very interesting and useful finding. Given the fact that Asian and 
Arab tourists, contrary to Western tourists, prefer to travel during the summer period, 
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the empirical results could imply that Arab and Asian visitors to AD tend to be more 
supportive of native cultural entrepreneurship ventures. From this point of view the 
empirical results confirm earlier assertions by Hazbun (2006) Al-Hamarneh and Steiner 
(2004) and Hazbun (2003) regarding the need among policy makers and managers in 
the area to focus more on the ‘Islamic tourism’ demand segment. The apparent 
differentiation contrast in preferences and choice patterns between ‘Western’ and 
‘Islamic’ tourists has made the latter of less interest to large scale tour operators and 
national tourism boards. Their increasing affluence (Hazbun 2006, World Bank 2005) 
however, accompanied with a decline of international tourism arrivals (Hazbun 2003), 
as well as their association with local culture and traditions makes this segment of 
paramount significance for cultural entrepreneurs and managers. 
 
Another finding that generated some confusion relates to the familiarity/familiarisation 
argument. According to the empirical results first time visitors to AD are more 
supportive of cultural entrepreneurship ventures as compared to repeat visitors to the 
destination. Thus, the less familiar respondents were with the destination (AD) the more 
supportive they were towards cultural entrepreneurship in the Emirate. Similar to the 
temporal effect above, this piece of empirical evidence at first seems very puzzling. On 
second thought though it makes sense once one bears in mind the nature of the market 
and the life cycle of the industry (Caree and Thurik 2000, Klepper 1996). Cultural 
tourism, and to this extent, cultural tourism entrepreneurship are at the very early stages 
of the sector’s development in the Emirate. On the one hand, this means that very few 
respondents would be familiar with the particulars of this sector in this geographical 
setting. On the other hand, this empirical evidence implies that there is a particular 
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niche among visitors in AD, that would be willing to take up the ‘explorers’’ or 
‘pioneers’’ role when it comes to cultural tourism. This could mean that these 
individuals would be quite keen to support new cultural entrepreneurship ventures.  
 
Thus, the evidence presented above may as well echo Evans and Leighton’s (1989) 
conclusion in that entrepreneurship and new firm formation rates change over the 
lifetime the empirical results relating to From a policy and managerial perspective this 
is a very positive result because it gives confidence in the existence and quantification 
of a group of visitors that could promote native culture and local cultural 
entrepreneurship through word of mouth advertisement. The empirical results suggest 
that the number of cultural ventures (and cultural entrepreneurship) will rise in the early 
stages of the product’s (cultural tourism) life cycle.  
 
The spatial proximity effect identified in the empirical findings could be taken to echo 
Marshallian theories of location choice (Glaeser and Kerr 2009, Jofre – Monseny et al. 
2011, Parker 2004). The phenomenal rise of agglomeration / Marshallian theories into 
cultural tourism research has coincided with (or perhaps triggered by) an ongoing 
globalisation in the sector (Smith 2003, Grabher and Powell 2004) and a corresponding 
rise in post-fordist forms of economic activity (Scott 2000, James et al. 2006). Thus 
transposed in the current geographical context, tourism residential location seems to 
matter for cultural entrepreneurship. In essence, the fact that visitors staying in AD and 
Dubai have a more positive disposition towards cultural entrepreneurship, as compared 
to those staying outside the UAE provides credit to the agglomeration rationale behind 
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the Marshallian nature of the cultural sector/industry (Ghani et al. 2011). Hence, one 
could argue that AD and Dubai (albeit to a lesser extent) to attract visitors that are more 
likely to support new cultural entrepreneurial ventures, as compared to visitors staying 
outside the UAE.  
 
From a policy perspective, one could infer that respondents are confident that business 
conditions and economic climate in AD and Dubai is better equipped to support new 
entrepreneurial ventures in the sub – region. What is more, the spatial concentration of 
these individuals to AD and Dubai makes economic and business conditions for new 
entrepreneurial ventures even more favourable. Customers’ proximity to potential 
native cultural entrepreneurs reduces transportation costs. This reduction in 
transportation and transaction costs is according to Ghani et al. 2011) at the core of the 
new economic geography. “Where customers and suppliers are geographically separate, 
firms must trade off distances” (Ghani et al., 2011:14). 
 
In addition to the spatial effect of tourist residential choice on cultural entrepreneurship 
that was discussed earlier, the empirical results also identify a second spatial effect on 
cultural entrepreneurship, this time arising out of respondents’ place of residence. The 
fact that Asian and European visitors expressed a higher likelihood of supporting local 
cultural entrepreneurial ventures as compared to everybody else could be interpreted 
twofold.  
 On the one hand, the results posit towards the adoption of a ‘cultural proximity 
branding’ approach to facilitate cultural entrepreneurship. The concept of 
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‘cultural proximity branding’ (which conceptually speaking relates to Holt’s 
2004 work) applies to the strong positive influence that tourists’ country of 
residence exerts on cultural significance. The apparent strong and positive effect 
of European and Asia visitors, should entice policy makers, managers and 
practitioners to build on the Emirate’s (and the region’s) population diversity 
(Grilo and Thurik 2004).. The presence of large European (mainly English) and 
sub – Asian (mainly Pakistani and Indian) communities in AD implies that there 
is an already established link between Europe, Asia and AD.  
 
 
In addition to the above, managers and practitioners should also capitalise on the 
immigrant’s population cultural proximity to the native culture [REFERENCES]. 
Capitalising on population diversity through cultural proximity branding entails the 
need to conceive and promote cultural ventures from a consumers’ standpoint (Kolar 
and Zabkar 2010) taking into account their preferences and choice patterns in any new 
entrepreneurship venture. The evidence from the literature (Vriens and Hofstede 2000) 
supports this point arguing that any new tourist product or business enterprise that is 
successfully positioned along consumers’ benefits or values (demand side) faces a 
lower threat of competitive imitation from incumbents (e.g., new tourist destinations). 
After all, potential visitors tend to affiliate more closely with concepts they feel an 
association with (Fullerton 2003). Potential visitors, especially from expatriate 
European and Asian communities may feel closer to indigenous culture, and thus, more 
likely to support new cultural entrepreneurial efforts. Hence, managers and practitioners 
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should actively promote cultural proximity branding on markets in order to take 
advantage of the divergence of the population living and working in AD. 
 
Decision makers in the Emirate could ‘exploit’ this population diversity twofold. On 
the one hand, the literature (Stern and Seifert 2007, Lerner and Haber 2000) argues that 
population diversity is one of the key ingredients for the success of any ventures related 
to culture and cultural tourism. Hence, any policy making focusing on the strengthening 
of cultural entrepreneurship in the future should capitalise on the existence of a diverse 
population base in AD and the favourable disposition of overseas markets towards 
native culture. This diverse population base could act as the 1
st
 group of latent demand 
supporting cultural entrepreneurship in AD. 
 
Related to the above is the empirical evidence concerning cultural connection and the 
impact of native culture on respondents’ preferences. More particularly, the fact that 
repeat visitors were more positively affected by native culture’s significance indicates a 
direct link between native culture and loyalty. Thus, the stronger the visitor’s 
appreciation of native culture is, the more loyal he/she will be (McKercher and Du 
Cross 2003). At first, this relationship between cultural capital and loyalty requires 
additional emphasis to be placed upon the provision of specialist 
information/knowledge related to culture and cultural tourism in context (Oliver 1999). 
This implies the need for managers and policy makers to target their audience and 
interact with them especially after the end of their trip, or in advance of their next trip in 
order to increase culturally motivated tourists’ knowledge about current cultural 
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ventures and initiatives as well as providing existing /acquired information into a 
broader context.  
 
This abovementioned point is congruent to the recommendations made by Audretsch 
(2003). In this respect, this piece of evidence based recommendation supports the 
notion that a cultural tourism entrepreneurial venture is intertwined with individual 
(consumer) believes about what is desirable in the market place (Dimov 2009, 
Shepherd et al. 2007, McMullen and Shepherd 2006). The point emerging from the 
discussion above suggests that familiarity with the destination and cultural proximity 
with the native culture offer confidence (Dimov 2009) to future business ventures and 
thus, have a positive effect on cultural entrepreneurship.  
  
The existence of visitors with a considerable accumulation of cultural capital (through 
cultural connections), implies the concentration of a culturally experienced demand 
base. There is abundant evidence in the literature to suggest that generic human capital 
increase the likelihood of participation in certain activities (Davidsson and Hanig 
2003). 
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Chapter 8: Policy Implications 
 
8.1. Policy Implications 
This chapter will summarise the empirical results and findings derived from the 
previous chapters of the thesis. In particular, this chapter summarises and interprets 
the results derived from the descriptive and the econometric results section of the 
thesis. This chapter in essence is working in parallel to the information provided in 
other sections of the thesis and aims to bring together all the policy related issues and 
recommendations mentioned during the thesis. Overall, the purpose of this chapter is 
to collate all these policy suggestions and recommendations into a chapter that would 
provide meaningful directions of managers, practitioners and policy decision makers.  
The focus of this chapter is on heterogeneity and how we capture preference 
differentiation among respondents. For that purpose, the policy recommendations 
chapter is structured as follows. We first concentrate on the empirical results derived 
from the descriptive analysis of the sample and then move on to the empirical results 
derived from the econometric analysis.  
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8.2. Analysis of the Descriptive Empirical results (Homogeneous Preference 
Specification) 
 
Cross Tabulations 
This section of the analysis deals with the empirical results derived from the 
descriptive analysis. It covers results based on the proportions of the sample, as well 
as the cross tabulation analysis. One could criticize the emphasis placed upon this 
section of the analysis due to the fact that the descriptive analysis does not provide 
much conclusive evidence regarding the observation of interest (does not provide 
much information about the nature of the relationship between the two variables). 
However, the results do provide some interesting observations, which we believe 
strengthen the story and provide more support to the empirical results derived from 
the econometrics section.  
 
The results summarized in Table 8.1 below encapsulate the empirical evidence from 
the descriptive analysis (proportions). The descriptive analysis (one could describe the 
insight derived from this section of the analysis as revealed preferences (RP) 
evidence) indicate that those who are mostly appreciative of local culture and cultural 
resources tend to be  
 repeat visitors (the more one has visited AD, the more appreciative of local 
culture that person is); 
 staying outside the AD Emirate during their holiday period; 
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 Longer stay visitors (the longer one stays in AD, the more appreciative of local 
culture tends to be); 
 Those on a transit flight; 
 Those travelling for meetings, incentives, conferences and events purposes 
(what we have terms as the ‘peripheral’ business traveler, as opposed to the 
‘core’ business traveler);  
 Respondents coming from Europe and Asia; 
 Female travelers; 
 Those on low income and; 
 Senior or mature visitors (those 55 years of age and older).  
In essence, the examination of this form of RP information deals with the 1
st
 stated 
objective of the thesis; namely that of the (preliminary) examination of visitors’ 
preferences for cultural heritage resources in AD. 
 
Table 8.1: Summary Derived from Empirical Results (Descriptive, Proportions) 
Appreciative of Local Culture Strong Accumulation of Cultural Capital 
 Repeat visitors  Repeat visitors 
 Very frequent visitors  
 Those staying outside AD (for holidays)  Those staying in AD (for holiday purposes) 
 Longer stay visitors  
 Transit visitors  
 Travelling for MICE  Travelling for MICE 
 Europeans  Europeans 
 Asians  Americans 
 Females  Females 
 Those on low income  Those of high income 
 Senior visitors (over 55 years of age)  Senior visitors (over 55 years of age) 
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On the other hand, the right – hand side column in Table 8.1 above indicate that those 
with the highest accumulation of cultural capital in AD tend to be:  
 Repeat visitors; 
 Those staying in AD (during their holidays in the area); 
 Those travelling for meetings, incentives, conferences and events purposes; 
 Respondents coming from Europe and the Americas; 
 Females; 
 Those on high income and; 
 Senior or mature visitors (those 55 years of age and older).  
 
Essentially, the two sides in Table 8.1 illustrate two different phenomena. On the left 
hand side (appreciation of local culture and cultural resources) is examining some 
drivers of cultural entrepreneurship in AD, in the sense that these demand side 
variables could, according to Stern and Steiner (2007) and Grilo and Thurik (2004) 
facilitate the development of cultural tourism entrepreneurial activities. According to 
the homogeneous descriptive results in Table 8.1, repeat visitation (actually the more 
repeat visits, the higher the appreciation of local cultural resources is), MICE visitors, 
those coming from Europe and Asia, female visitors, senior/mature visitors (those 
over 55 years of age) and low income visitors tend to be the more positively disposed 
segments of actual and future demand for cultural resources in AD.  
 
There are a couple of points one could raise in the light of this information. On the 
one hand, it appears that ‘peripheral’ business tourists (MICE travelers) as opposed to 
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the ‘core’ business travelers tend to be more appreciative about culture and cultural 
resources. This observation provides partial support to the claim presented in the 
literature regarding the alleged contribution of the ‘core’ business segment in the 
development of a strong and healthy cultural tourism sector in AD. Implicitly what 
this means is that for the cultural tourism initiatives to grow, they require some 
complementary business activity (e.g., the social programme that is usually developed 
in parallel to a meeting or a conference). This point could be utilised by policy makers 
and planners in order to inform future direction of tourism policy in the AD emirate. 
The evidence on hand (at least from this section of the results) indicates that if left on 
its own, the business segment of tourism demand does not really contribute much 
towards cultural tourism development. On the other hand, what starts to emerge fairly 
prominently from the discussion so far is that appreciation for local culture and local 
cultural resources seems to be stronger among the more ‘vulnerable’ parts of tourism 
demand in the area (females, seniors, and low income visitors).  
 
One possible explanation behind this phenomenon is that appreciation of native 
cultural resources, and to that extent, the demand drivers that influence cultural 
entrepreneurship indicate that cultural resources and cultural activity by the same 
token tend to be considered as a cheaper and more affordable alternative (to shopping 
and other leisure activities) when in AD. The fact that females, those on low incomes 
and senior visitors all exhibit strong preferences for local cultural resources could 
indicate that because these segments cannot engage in conspicuous consumption in 
AD, they would be happy to supplement this with cultural activities and cultural 
consumption. Although this does not make particularly positive reading, yet it does 
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imply that tourism authorities in AD could supplement their existing tourist offerings 
based on luxury products and conspicuous tourism consumption with another 
category of tourism activity that would target the less well off parts of tourism 
demand. Viewed from this perspective, this proposed policy direction relates to the 
2
nd
 set of the thesis’s objective that of informing future policy making in the area. 
From a marketing and policy perspective this would be extremely helpful for the 
Emirate and its vision because it would provide more opportunities to differentiation 
and segmentation of tourism demand latter on.   
 
The right – hand side column in Table 8.1 above (accumulation of cultural capital) 
measures cultural capital. Although, there are very few differences between the two 
columns, notably the fact that longer stay visitors and transit visitors seem to be 
appreciative of local culture and cultural resources, but not high in terms of cultural 
accumulation, the majority of the results align to the evidence presented above 
regarding appreciation of local culture and cultural resources. So, implicitly this 
broadly means that those visitors who exhibit a strong appreciation of local culture 
and cultural resources are also the ones with a strong accumulation of cultural capital. 
This is a very promising result from a number of different perspectives. First, the fact 
that there is an alignment between native culture appreciation and cultural capital 
among those who visit the area is a rather important aspect that could inform policy 
making on its own right. This observation is, despite popular belief, not particularly 
common among aspiring cultural tourist destinations. In this sense, the fact that those 
who are more likely to feel positively about local culture are also the ones with a 
strong accumulation of cultural capital implies that the AD emirate is already 
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attracting what the literature (Rimmer 2012) has identified as cultural omnivores. This 
is particularly positive for policy makers and practitioners because it means that they 
do not have to engage into a particular strategy to lure cultural visitors to the Emirate.  
 
On a different note, the fact that the ones who are more appreciative of local culture 
tend to differ to those with the highest accumulation of cultural capital in terms of 
their holiday stay does seem to pose a particular policy conundrum for decision 
makers. On a more careful examination however, the results could imply that AD is 
combining the best of both worlds. On the one hand, the fact that there is a strong 
segment of tourism demand that is positively disposed towards native (Bedouin) 
culture and is visiting AD for short breaks, daily visits or simply commuting implies 
that AD can rely on the existence of a strong consumer base outside the AD confines 
(but still in close proximity) to support the development of cultural tourism. On the 
other hand, the fact that AD attracts visitors with a high accumulation of cultural 
capital implies that the existing visitors attracted to the Emirate posses the required 
attributes, characteristics and educational background to appreciate and support any 
future developments in terms of cultural resources and offerings in the Emirate. Thus, 
the AD appears to benefit from both an educated and familiarized ‘domestic’ 
customer base, as well a positively disposed ‘imported’ segment of demand.  
 
8.3. Combined SP and RP information  
Moving on to the next stage of the analysis, this section turns to the analysis of the 
empirical results derived from the cross tabulation exercise (sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.6). 
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These results deal with the cross tabulations involving the 6 product attributes utilized 
in the stated preferences discrete choice experiment and the usual socio-demographic 
variables employed in earlier parts of the thesis. The purpose of engaging in this type 
of exercise was to introduce one additional element of preference heterogeneity in our 
analysis given that this exercise combined revealed preferences information (in the 
form of socio – demographic variables) with the particular product attributes. The 
empirical results from this discussion are summarized in Tables 8.3 and 8.4 below. 
These two tables also form the basis of the discussion regarding possible policy 
implications.  
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Table 8.2: Positive Preferences from the Cross- Tabulation Exercise  
  1st 2nd 3rd 
Place of Production (Origin)     
No indication  Transit Outside UAE Other place of residence 
Produced in UAE  Repeat (1-2 times) Shopping Employment related to culture 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively  Repeat (3-4 times) Stay outside UAE Up to 10 days LoS 
Imported from somewhere else  1st time 10+ days LoS MICE 
Number of Major Events     
None  Up to 10 Days LoS Negative attitude to culture Middle aged 
1 to 3 per year  Stay in Dubai Transit High Income 
4 to 6 per year  Repeat (3-4 times) Stay outside UAE MICE 
More than 6 per year  Transit Shopping High Income 
Level of Qualifications / Training     
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island 
(AD) 
 Transit Shopping Americans 
By type of industry (music)  Repeat (3-4 times) Negative for culture Americans 
Nature of the profession within an industry 
(technician) 
 
 
Repeat (3-4 times) Senior Negative for culture 
Product / Service specification (traditional 
music) 
 Repeat (4 + times) Transit Employment in culture 
Waiting time (Congestion)     
No waiting time  Stay in Dubai Other place of residence Senior 
15 minutes  Transit Business Middle aged 
30 minutes  Stay outside UAE Up to 10 days LoS MICE 
45 minutes  Stay in Dubai Asians Repeat (1-2 times) 
Linkages     
No linkages  Transit Business High Income 
Within Saadiyat Island  Shopping Negative to Culture Male 
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Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE  Stay outside UAE Up to 10 days LoS Young 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside 
UAE 
 Shopping Stay in Dubai Middle range Income 
Marketing / Promotion    
Only within Saadiyat Island Stay in Dubai Neutral to Culture Middle range Income 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist 
resources 
Repeat (4+ times) transit Senior 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality 
resources 
Stay outside UAE Up to 10 days LoS MICE 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural 
resources 
Repeat (3-4 times) Senior transit 
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Table 8.3: Negative Preferences from the Cross- Tabulation Exercise  
 1st 2nd 3rd 
Place of Production (Origin)    
No indication Shopping Repeat (1 -2 times) Stay outside UAE 
Produced in UAE Repeat (3-4 times) 10+ LoS MICE 
Produced within Saadiyat Island exclusively Stay Dubai Transit Other Place of residence 
Imported from somewhere else 1-2 times before Transit Young 
 
Number of Major Events 
   
None Stay in Dubai Stay outside UAE Senior 
1 to 3 per year Up to 10 days LoS Shopping Negative attitude to culture 
4 to 6 per year Stay in Dubai Transit High Income 
More than 6 per year Neutral for culture Negative for Culture Middle range Income 
 
Level of Qualifications / Training 
   
No provision for training in Saadiyat Island (AD) Employment in Culture Negative for culture Repeat (4+ times) 
By type of industry (music) Repeat (4+ times) Young Senior 
Nature of the profession within an industry 
(technician) 
Americans Up to a week LoS Transit 
Product / Service specification (traditional music) Negative for Culture MICE Repeat (3-4 times) 
 
Waiting time (Congestion) 
   
No waiting time Repeat (3-4 times) Up to 10 days LoS Transit 
15 minutes Repeat (1-2 times) Stay outside UAE Young 
30 minutes Stay in Dubai Up to a week LoS Young 
45 minutes Repeat (4+ times) Negative to culture Other place of residence 
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Linkages 
No linkages Repeat (1-2 times) Shopping Neutral to culture 
Within Saadiyat Island Stay outside UAE Up to 10 days LoS High Income 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions in UAE Stay in Dubai Transit Male 
Among ‘related’ cultural attractions outside UAE Transit Senior Low Income 
 
Marketing / Promotion 
   
Only within Saadiyat Island Repeat (3-4 times) Transit Negative to culture 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other business tourist 
resources 
Stay outside UAE Neutral to culture Employed in culture 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other hospitality 
resources 
transit Middle aged Senior 
Involving Saadiyat Island and other natural 
resources 
Up to 10 days LoS 4+ days LoS MICE 
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What appears to emerge from the examination of the information in Table 8.3 
(positive preferences/attitudes) above is that as far as the revealed preferences are 
concerned (we treat the base level from each product attribute as the revealed 
preference information, whereas the remaining 3 levels as the stated preference 
information), the type of visitors most likely to express a positive preference or 
attitude towards the existing situation (status quo conditions) are mostly those that:  
 Travel in transit; 
 Are more likely to stay in Dubai and those that; 
 Have a neutral or negative attitude towards native culture and cultural resources.  
 
As far as stated preferences are concerned (e.g., policy developments representing a 
change from the current conditions/existing status quo) the type of visitors most likely 
to express a positive preference or attitude towards alternative or future policy 
initiatives are mostly those that: 
 Are repeat visitors; 
 Have chosen to stay outside the UAE; 
 Have chosen to visit as part of MICE or for shopping purposes and those that;  
 Travel in transit.  
With the exception of those traveling in transit (in any case they represent only a 
small proportion of the overall sample (about 2.5% of the total) the rest of the results 
confirm earlier discussion. Thus, the fact that repeat visitors are more likely to feel 
positively regarding future policy initiatives in cultural tourism conforms to the 
discussion and policy recommendations regarding the appreciation of local cultural 
resources and the accumulation of cultural capital. Overall, it seems that repeat 
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visitors, probably because of their familiarization with local cultural resources from 
previous visits to the Emirate tend to be more positive towards cultural resources and 
policy initiatives in the AD Emirate to differentiate its tourism product through 
culture. Hence, this may be one segment of tourism demand where policy officials 
and decision makers could focus on.  
 
Similarly, the results derived from the interaction of the various future policy 
initiatives with respondents’ purpose of visit confirm the conclusions reached in 
earlier parts of the discussion. Notably, that MICE visitors represent a great 
opportunity for product segmentation for the tourism sector in AD. Those ‘peripheral’ 
business visitors as we have labeled them earlier on appear to be particularly positive 
regarding future policy initiatives as far as cultural resources in AD are concerned.  
 
Moving on to the evidence summarized in Table 8.4 above (negative opinions and 
attitudes regarding the same series of future policy initiatives) the results suggest that 
those who  
 Have visited the AD Emirate in the past (irrespective of frequency) and those 
who; 
 Are visiting AD in transit  
are the demand segments more likely to express negative opinions and preferences 
regarding the status quo conditions (RP preferences). Implicitly these results do make 
sense because earlier parts of the discussion in this section have identified the point 
that repeat visitors to the AD are keener to local/native culture and exhibit a stronger 
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accumulation of cultural capital.  Thus, the fact that they exhibit strongly negative 
preferences towards the status quo conditions (i.e., do nothing with respect to cultural 
tourism and cultural resources) is not appealing to them.  
 
As far as those who expressed negative preferences for future or upcoming policy 
initiatives as far as the cultural tourism sector in AD is concerned, the evidence 
summarized in table 8.4 above illustrates that these were mostly either:  
 Travelling in AD in transit;  
 Exhibited neutral or negative attitudes towards local culture and cultural 
resources.   
These results, similar to the case above, make sense given that respondents in transit 
to the AD are also quite positive as far as future policy initiatives in the cultural 
tourism sector are concerned. Similarly, previous sections in this chapter have 
identified the fact that visitors will low levels of appreciation for local culture and 
cultural resources are positively disposed towards current conditions in the sector 
(status quo). Hence, these results derived from table x2 in essence support and 
confirm earlier evidence.  
 
Combined together, these results suggest that those respondents with a neutral or 
negative attitude regarding the significance of native cultural resources are also the 
ones to be more likely to exhibit negative opinions about potential or future policy 
initiatives in the area/sector. From a policy perspective, these results indicate (as one 
would expect) that policy officials and decision makers should target strongly those 
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individuals who exhibit positive or favourable preferences towards native culture and 
cultural resources. Despite the fact that this comment is rather commonsense and self-
explanatory, yet one could utilise it twofold. First, the results regarding those who are 
not appreciative of local culture and future developments in cultural tourism tend to 
match to each other, so this provides further efficacy to our policy conclusions.  
Second, the results provide a clear a strong message regarding the need to clearly 
segment the tourism demand in AD. The results tend to indicate that those who are 
positive about local cultural and cultural resources, have a strong accumulation of 
cultural capital are also the ones more likely to feel positively about future 
developments in the area of cultural heritage tourism in AD Emirate.  
 
8.4. Analysis of the Econometric Results  
The policy implications arising out of the consideration of the econometric results is 
broadly split in three parts. The main objective in this sub-section of the chapter is, as 
was the case earlier on, the disentanglement of preference heterogeneity among 
individual respondents. Implicitly, the purpose is to provide an additional degree of 
accuracy and confidence in the process of transforming policy implications into 
policy suggestions. In other words, the information summarised in this section could 
also be utilised to inform future policy making regarding cultural heritage resources in 
AD. Thus, in this last part of the analysis, we consider the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous preference specification results.  
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8.4.1. Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Preference Specification 
As stated above, the purpose of this activity (i.e., comparing homogeneous and 
heterogeneous preference results) is to minimize the degree of uncertainty that is 
hidden in the practice of current policies in the field of cultural heritage tourism. The 
main areas or ‘concern’ or ‘importance’, highlighted by the analysis are the following:  
 The number of major events (per year); 
 Waiting time (congestion) in the proposed quarter.  
There are also some additional issues pertaining to the remaining future policy 
initiatives considered in the stated preferences discrete choice experiment.  
 
The first point that emerges from the comparison of the empirical evidence from 
earlier parts of the analysis indicates that there is a remarkable stability and 
consistency as far as individual preferences between the two preference elicitation 
approaches used in the current setting.  
 
As far as waiting time and the number of major events organized in the quarter per 
year are concerned, respondents illustrated a remarkable degree of consistency in their 
preference patterns. Thus, it seems that the overwhelming majority of them are 
appreciative for more temporal (mega) events to be held per annum. If the results 
from the MMNL model are to hold some ground, then about two thirds (about 75%) 
of all respondents would be willing to pay to visit the Saadiyat cultural quarter. What 
is more, it seems that their willingness to support such an initiative increases along 
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with the number of events. This point suggests that, overwhelmingly, respondents 
were very positive towards more temporal (mega) events at the proposed cultural 
quarter and that such an initiate would increase the chances of visiting Saadiyat Island 
cultural quarter. In this respect, the present finding suggests that policy makers and 
managers should devote as many resources (financial as well as capital) into 
organising mega events that could attract visitors from the rest of the world.  
 
The same seems to be the case for waiting time (congestion levels) around the 
proposed cultural quarter, albeit with one great difference. Whilst the beta coefficients 
for the homogeneous preference specification indicates that in general, respondents 
would value congestion levels that involve 30 minutes waiting time as a negative 
influence on their probability to visit, the evidence from the heterogeneous preference 
specification indicates that there is a considerable proportion of individuals (about 
60% of them) that they would not mind such a development. Combining this piece of 
information with the evidence summarised in table 8.3 (Positive Preferences from the 
Cross – Tabulation Exercise) one could conclude that those who stay outside the UAE 
during their holidays, those who stay for up to 10 days at the destination, and those 
visiting for MICE purposes are quite keen on this policy development. Hence, the 
utilization of preference heterogeneity along with evidence provided from the 
descriptive (cross tabulation analysis) has allowed us to identify specific segments of 
tourism demand that would be attracted by such a policy development and would 
differ from the rest of the respondents. Incidentally, respondents with these kind of 
characteristics would also be more likely to be appreciative of local culture and 
cultural resources.  
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Similar results appear for the rest of the proposed policy initiatives for which 
respondents felt strongly about, namely the domestic production of cultural products 
(within the UAE), the level of qualifications/training focusing on the nature of the 
profession within the industry, the creation of linkages among related cultural 
attractions in the UAE and the joint promotion strategy involving Saadiyat island and 
other business tourist resources. One notable difference emerges in the case of the 
creation of linkages among Saadiyat Island and other related cultural attractions 
within the UAE. Whilst the homogeneous preference specification indicates that in 
general respondents would value this policy initiative in a negative way, the evidence 
from the heterogeneous preference specification indicates that there this policy 
initiative has almost split halfway respondents to the choice experiment. In particular, 
more than half of respondents (55%) as indicated by the statistically significant 
standard deviation coefficient perceived this policy initiative in a positive way. This is 
a particularly noteworthy piece of information because both the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous preference specifications indicate that respondents in general would 
perceive this policy initiative in a negative way.  
 
Utilizing again the information from previous sections of the analysis, we could argue 
that creating linkages between the Saadiyat island cultural quarter and other cultural 
attractions to the UAE would be particularly appealing towards those who stay 
outside the UAE, those who spend up to 10 days at their destination and young 
respondents. Qualitatively speaking, this segment of the tourism demand seems to be 
very close to those who expressed positive preferences for more waiting time 
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(congestion levels). On the opposite hand, the 45% of respondents who seem to 
oppose this particular policy initiative seem to draw those who stay in UAE, visitors 
in transit (for whom time is at a premium) and male respondents. Hence, utilizing 
heterogeneous preference specifications and combining it with evidence derived from 
earlier sections of the analysis policy makers can target or focus their attention to 
specific segments of tourism demand. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
9.1. Introduction 
The aim of the thesis was to provide a direction for policy makers and tourist 
managers in the Abu Dhabi Emirate regarding the stated government objective to 
develop the cultural heritage tourism sector of economic activity. In order to achieve 
this objective the thesis examined tourists’ preference patterns for future or 
hypothetical managerial initiatives at the proposed cultural quarter being developed in 
Saadiyat Island. Central to the discussion regarding the evaluation of tourists’ 
preferences for these two cultural heritage resources was the identification of a 
number of econometric preference specifications (models) that allowed for fixed and 
flexible preference patterns. Following these models the thesis was able to provide 
information regarding: 
 
 Explicitly capturing differences in tourists’ preference patterns (heterogeneity) 
through the consideration of their socio – demographic variables. 
 Implicitly capturing differences in tourists’ preference patterns through the 
decomposition of the utility function. 
 Consideration of substitution patterns among choice alternatives, which allow for 
more flexible competition patterns amongst tourist attractions. 
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In the remaining part of this chapter, the main results from the empirical investigation 
will be summarised and areas for future research in the field will be highlighted. 
 
9.2. Summarising the Discussion 
The analysis begins as a means of introducing the reader to the case study, explains 
the aims and objectives of the thesis and elaborates on what the thesis intends to 
achieve. In particular, the 1
st
 chapter in the thesis briefly introduces the concept of 
(industrial) districts and quarters and how it has been applied in the cultural tourism 
literature. For that reason the analysis in this chapter makes a brief mentioning of 
the literature in the field. The chapter also identifies the significance of the study 
(who is going to benefit from this and in what ways) and as stated above, discusses 
in some detail the particular aims and objectives of this empirical investigation. 
Finally, the chapter concludes by briefly introducing the reader to the particular 
research methodology adopted for the empirical investigation and the empirical 
evaluation of the results.  
 
The thesis then moves on an examination of the main component part of this work, 
namely the cultural quarter or district concept and the associated element of cultural 
entrepreneurship and how this is utilised in a tourism context. The literature review 
chapter focuses on two aspects. First, it summarises the recent developments in 
cultural tourism and cultural quarters (theory). Second, it highlights and comments on 
studies that have followed the same methodology (SPDCM) in various fields of study 
(tourism, economics, environmental management etc) (practise). This chapter will 
also provide justification for the selection for the product attributes and their levels or 
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configurations. The literature review chapter summarises the main stages through 
which industrial milieus went through till we have reached the concept of cultural 
district or quarter in a tourism setting.  
 
This section of the thesis considers the case study, namely the proposed cultural 
quarter in Saadiyat Island, in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE). This chapter 
provides a background on Abu Dhabi, the reason for focusing on cultural tourism, the 
Saadiyat island development and the planned activities and cultural infrastructure to 
appear on the island. This 2
nd
 chapter also considers the rationale behind the project 
(i.e., diversification of the Emirate’s economy) as well as the potential criticism that 
may arise (has risen) in the literature.  
 
Chapters 3 and 4 develop a research framework to examine and analyse tourists’ 
choices for cultural heritage resources. This framework comprises the survey 
instrument and the theoretical underpinnings of the method used to elicit tourists’ 
preferences.  
 
The research then moves on to the discussion of the main empirical results coming out 
of the descriptive analysis and the various econometric specifications used to examine 
tourists’ preference patterns. The discussion in both of these sections focuses mainly 
on the tourists’ responses regarding the product attributes (in the form of policy 
initiatives) used to describe the Saadiyat Island cultural quarter in Abu Dhabi Emirate, 
United Arab Emirates.  Whenever possible, the evidence from the descriptive analysis 
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is used to confirm the empirical results derived from the econometric specifications of 
tourists’ preferences. In this way, the descriptive analysis also helps to present a 
preliminary overview of the econometrics results. An understanding of the 
composition of tourism demand in Abu Dhabi is important when looking at choice 
patterns. This is because the validity and representativeness of the sample used in the 
survey also determines the extent to which tourist managers and policy makers can 
put policy implications into practice. 
 
A range of econometric models were developed and applied in the cultural heritage 
tourism setting. These models included standard multinomial logit models to measure 
homogeneous preference patterns among tourists. The assumption of fixed preference 
specification was challenged through the identification and application of a number of 
other models that allowed preference patterns to vary among respondents. Also, a 
separate model was developed to tackle bias that may have been created from the non 
– systematic inclusion in the survey sample of tourists who were less likely to respond 
positively to the stated preference discrete choice experiment due to the presence and 
subsequent influence of a set of variables.  
 
The thesis concluded with the translation of the empirical results derived from the 
earlier parts of the analysis into policy issues and recommendations. In particular, the 
analysis focused its attention upon the examination of two issues that also featured 
very prominently in the literature review earlier on. These were the increasing 
heterogeneity of tourists’ preference and the changing structure of the cultural 
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heritage tourism industry, and the consequent pressures upon tourist managers and 
policy makers regarding competitiveness and promotion strategies. 
9.3. Concluding the Discussion 
The need to assist policy makers and practitioners in the field of cultural heritage 
tourism into sustainable tourist management programmes, alongside strategies and 
actions tailored to the principles of integration and collaboration, can be employed in 
order to tackle two of the issues raised by the evaluation of tourists’ preferences, 
namely demand management (waiting time) and the provision of other 
‘complementary’ facilities (in the form of mega or temporal events organised in the 
confines of the cultural quarter). Paying particular attention to major cultural tourism 
destinations, der Borg et al. (1996) suggested that the adoption of demand 
management policies targeting the flow of tourism demand has helped destinations 
and attractions to fulfil their full potential.  
 
Perhaps by allowing the policy makers and practitioners more flexibility would 
increase co-operation and efficiency and reduce overlap of services. Policy initiatives 
which have been tried elsewhere, such as a common access policy for entering a 
group of attractions (as in the case of Venice), the establishment of a direct transport 
link between attractions and the possibility of drawing promotion and advertisement 
practices involving multiple attractions in the district would create a sense of 
continuity and complementarity among tourists. These policies can then be extended 
to include other attractions on the island. 
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9.4. Limitations of the Study 
There are two particular areas where the current literature has focused as far as the 
limitations of the study. This first being the fact that the design of the survey 
questionnaire did not make any allowances for collecting information in a manner 
appropriate to facilitate direct revealed and stated preference comparisons. Although 
the thesis has made several attempts to address this issues, at the end of the day and 
with a great degree of hindsight one has to admit that a direct comparison between RP 
and SP datasets would greatly improve the relevance and validity of the whole 
exercise. A second area where I feel that deserved more attention was the area of 
product attributes and the associated policy initiatives. Given the fact that this 
particular stated preferences discrete choice experiment was based on a policy 
development completely new (and actually non – existent at the time where the data 
collection was underway) adds some degree of uncertainty to the selection of the 
product attributes and the levels. No literature review and no panel discussion can 
ever approximate reality and this is going to be a major shortcoming of the study. 
Whereas in other settings researchers were basically able to built upon the current 
status quo, or the current conditions prevailing at a destination or a particular 
attraction, this particular examination had to put a lot of effort in second guessing 
future policy thinking and decision making. 
 
9.5. Areas of Future Research 
Models, irrespective of how detailed they are, are nevertheless a simplification of 
reality. They cannot contain all the possible interactions occurring in the real world. 
Hence, their ability to capture heterogeneity is limited. However, this should not be a 
stumbling block for researchers. Indeed, recent evidence in the literature suggests that 
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researchers active in the area of consumer behaviour have put considerable effort to 
identify alternative methods of capturing heterogeneity. As the proposed product 
materialises over the years, the interactions of the various stakeholders will increase 
the complexity of the undertaking and its impact to the local economy. Combining 
this with the unavoidable degree of competition from nearby destinations and 
attractions, resources managers would want to be even closer to what consumers 
(visitors, residents, latent visitors) would like to experience. In addition to that, a 
higher degree of competition from other nearby developments as well as other cultural 
quarters worldwide, would mean that tourism managers would have to maintain an 
innovative spirit. This can only be achieved if one is at the top of what consumer want 
and how they can generate added value from demand segmentation.  
Within this realm, researchers have developed two particular techniques of capturing 
differences in consumers’ preference patterns. The first is through a combination of 
implicit and explicit methods of capturing heterogeneity. This method, which 
basically combines the systematic preference specification with the mixed 
multinomial logit specification, described as a mixture logit model, would be a natural 
extension of the work undertaken in this context. The other technique, which has 
started to feature quite prominently recently, is through latent class analysis. 
Consumers are divided into latent demand segments and researchers estimate 
heterogeneity for that particular segment of tourism demand. 
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